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scientific temperance
from the
;rers at the age of five years
in has been through one
school, is dead. It was inin'ii in both branches.

_»

public schools

*,n
rs.

Williamson,

urge the employment of our own
citizens in preference to all others.
FINANCES.

:g tor

!

by Joseph

agriculture, March loth,
on the bill extending

report

is usually bare, except
the sand
the title leaves large blocks of ice in
None of these were on the bar,
the way.
but there was a row of them along the shore
of the Island and some trouble was experienced iu getting from the bar into the road.
Arriving at the farm house, the hospitality and cordial welcome from the genial

Physician,

estimable
G. J. Shaw,
amply paid for the discomforts of the
ride over the rough roads in the stinging
wind.
After getting well warmed in the
pleasant sitting room a visit was made to
the barns and stable. Here are kept 37 head
of thoroughbred Jersey (A. J. C. C ) and
high grade Jersey and Guernsey cattle ; 4
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Truant Officer, Robert Waterman.

j

old. [Pittsfield Advertiser.

all his heifer calves and has sold three old
The natural increase <^f the herd by
this process has brought the number up to 37
in a little less than three years.
The herd includes three bulls: one4 years
old elegible to A. J. U. C. registry, by Gem

cows.

good highways
Sewers, A hi. Hazeltine, Coun, Knowltaxes the brain
ivegiulsture adjourned sine question
tou and Smalley.
The afternoon ! council, The solution of this problem seems
March 17th.
A. O. Stoddard was elected a member of
Mt-d to the disposal of the to demand a liberal appropriation, the choice
resolutions of thanks to
of a skilful, experienced, and honest street the Board of Health for 3 years.
and
farewell
~rs,
speeches commissioner, and a judicious expenditure
Voted that the salary of the Truant Officer
h»-st speakers in both bod- of the money appropriated.
he £50 for the ensuing year.
f th«- House was Sd.082 ;
If I am correctly informed in regard to the
n> 'Id.JoT
The petitions of N. F. Houston and others,
The evening from
law as it now stands, it will become your
oted to a mock sessiou, fol- duty to elect one or more, not to exceed and fames S. Harriman and
another, which
Then the two bod- tbre**. commissioners for the ensuing year.
ig siTvio-,
were referred from last year’s City
Council,
order in l the general apCrushed rock has been found to be of
.**
were again referred to the Committee on
f-.-r 18:»o and 1000 were pas- great benefit to roads iu neighboring cities,
!r-d spectators were pre- and l would suggest that atrial he given it
Highways.
r.Mineiit is ten days earlier here
It might not he advisable to purchase
The claims of Syreno 1’. Gilmore and wife
and four years ag >.
a
rock-crusher at present, as the material
for
damages on the highway were referred
-net at 0 a. tn
March 17th can he cheaply bought by the cargo, or a
loreiju- n session.
The re- crusher can he hired with which to experi- to the City Solicitor.
now
it
some
steam
;■>
e
running
*>t
ment,
hy
power
"<l;
ti1
.-pie rhe question
The estimates for appropriations by the
Would also advise
eeofa State auditor passed in operation in our city.
School Committee were laid on the table.
the purchase of a city team, placing it at the
A resolve was passed
Carter A' Co. were granted leave to occupy I
"> !"i- a
deficiency created by disposal of the road commissioner, to he in
attle commissioners.
The daily service, if needed, for carting material a part of Front street, subject to the restricuses
of
-tln-i
the
t
he
and
for
Mt t he secretary of agriculhighways
streets, tioiis of the
Road Commissioner, while i
the legislature and cutting also to he at the cali of the chief engineer of
the fire department, as requested hy him in building a vessel.
on e caused
a long debate.
is
which
referred
to
detailed
his
report,
your
cor. Mr. Hill of Belfast and
The following Committee on State Pen- ;
‘'
berry field defended the bill, consideration as defining the power and ef- sions was
appointed by the Mayor: Alderby Mr. 1 >e('oster of Buck- ficiency of the department. The extension
i ten nett it Hollis. The mo ; of permment sidewalks, particularly on the men Hazeltine, Shales and Guptill.
Alderman Guptill and Councilman Keene
postpone was carried td northerly side of Main street from High to
t eiuellt.
Washington is also a much needed inprove- were instructed to furnish a suitable bookmeut.
is the theme in
the House ;
ease for the City Clerk’s office.
SEWERS.
‘larch loth
The report of the i
ttee referring the whole mat- 1
The completion of our sewer system is
A Sensation in Jackson.
p the taxation system to the
most important, and an annual appropriation
which was accepted by the for that should he made.
The
Bangor Daily News of March 20th
•s.iay, came up in the House, j
(JENEROl S APPROPRIATJONS.
>:ten in ved to amend the republished a somewhat sensational story conto have a well ordered
is
It
impossible
The !
f:nug “ought to pass.”
1
Make lib- cerning the disappearance of Aaron B. Snow,
without spending money.
as
ably opposed by Hutchins city
eral appropriations, but see that they are a prominent citizen of Jackson,
snow is
airman ot the taxation comthe
best
to
advantage.
is h st
by a vote of 100 to 28. spent
charged with forgery, and his present whereIf consistent with the well being of the
is then accepted without divisabouts are unknown. Snow inherited from
city, would urge the reduction of our tax
t Skew began made a long
rate, although the bridge question presents his father an excellent and well stocked
ceueral subject of the incqualitself forcibly To our immediate attention,
and put in an order for a
farm and was supposed to have also receivand demands a large share of our tinauces.
ven members of the present
ed a considerable sum of mouey.
He began
an examination hy experts
advise
would
I
from the House and two
in bridging over running and tide waters,
to do business, at first in a small way, in
ite, to investigate the whole
more
other
is
no
if
practical system
State taxation system and re- and,
farming tools and fertilizers, later becoming
a rip-rap foundation,
uiendatious to the next legis- discovered, building
thus making a permanent sructure where i a leading dealer in these lines in this section
ii.-r put in a similar order, ami
of the State. He also did a large business in
our bridge is now located, raising it three
'ahled.
or four feet.
By doing a little each year a buying and selling cattle, and was supposed
n-w
tuns inr.rouueeu in me
substantial bridge will, in time, he comto be wealthy and prosperous.
--i iv, March Kith, was one by
He is a man
pleted, which wiil save much iu extensive
'Visum, making ail agreements repairs.
of good habits and close-fisted. In Novemthan six per cent, interest on
SCHOOLS.
ber last he became involved in financial
>200 void: a hill to prohibit
The report of your able superintendent ex- troubles, and since then is said to have comg uf lists of poor debtors, ami a
done in school work for
has
been
what
plains
t the use of the state or nationthe past year, and sets forth the needs of the mitted many forgeries and to have carried
ivert-ising purposes. The hill to
and on an extensive series of fraudulent tranIt should be closely
future.
c
of
practice
veterinary surgery his recommendations carefullystudied,
considered. sactions. Of
Snow, F. W. Brown, Jr., the
postponed. In the afternoon
efforts of the past few
laborious
the
Bv
-nt of
Chase of Portland to
well-known attorney of Brooks, said to the
years, our schools have gained much in effift the Hallowell Industrial
ciency, aud compare favorably with cities News reporter.
•it lie brought under the State
in Maine aud Massachusetts,
tiis game has been to sell goods to people
defeated <>K to In. The resolve of our size
botli in qualifications of teachers, and in uppassage without amendment,
round through the couutry and to take
of work.
methods
to-date
report of the committee on
He would
By a recent State law, the school commit- their notes for the goods sold.
Maine reporting “ought, not to
tee. constitutes a separate branch of the city
then place the note- in the hank as collateral
•11 il repealing the §20,OCX) annual
are selected by the peoThey
government.
n f“r the university was adopted
reference to their business for money borrowed of the bank, after which
debate. The bill to abolish im- ple, with special
he would collect the note, telling the man
fitness for the position.
debt was referred to the next ability aud general
Although intimately connected with the who made the note that the note was in a
hy the House.
city council, they have the unlimited con- safe deposit box in the hank and that he
trol of all school affairs, elect their own would send it to him when he went to the
Town Elections.
officers, fix salaries, and pursue their own hank at the same time giving a receipt for
Soon after the bank would
methods of work, and, if you listen to their the money.
Moderator, H. J. McClure; requests, are fair aud generous in your ap- look for the collection of the note. There
in and attentive to is now a warrant which was made out by
interested
Crie: selectmen, assessors and
propriations,
o*- poor, J. E. Crie, H. J. Mcme, out for the arrest of Snow on the charge
theif needs, the responsibility for good reof forgery. In this case the complainant is
Fred Simpson; treasurer, H. U. sults rests entirely with them.
C. L. Austin, a well known farmer living in
oinmittee, H. D. Crie, Mabel
Snow sold
< Jrie.
For information relating to the cemetery, the southern part of this town.
March 20, 1899. Moderator, D. library, police force, ami the care of the some time ago to Mr. Austin an amount of
to the exhaustive live stock, and as Mr. Austin did not have
refer
k. C. H. Gatchell; Selectmen,
would
you
poor,
McKinley, E E. Morton, Geo. W, reports of the several departments, all of the ready cash to pay for it, gave Snow his
'-HMiirer, C. H. Gatchell; Const. which have been ably conducted, and merit note for §117.50.
A short lime ago, Mrs. C. E. Lane, a
A. .1. Webb; Superintendent of
and receive much commendation from our
cousin of Austin, who held a note ;against
!1 Hadley; Member of School citizens.
claims.
Snow for about the amount of the Austin
Ham.
sent her husband to see Snow and see
-Vt the town meeting held
In regard to peuding suits in which the } note,
following officers were elected the city is interested, pleas*- examine the re- if there could not be an arrangement made
which
the Austin note could be taken up
A.
S.
by
ensuing year:
Higgins, port of the city solicitor winch will be subin exchange for the one which she held
A.
!!. A. L. Ward, selectmen;
mitted for your consideration. If, upou in- [i
Austin
Mr. Lane went to Snow as
i-erintendent uf schools; Henry vestigation, any of these suggestions for im- against
id commissioner; Nelson Gorwhich I have mentioned seem : the agent of Mrs. Lane, and the deal was
provements
ki H. Littlefield, collector; Asadopt only such as ! made. When Snow brought out the note to
to you
*fi, treasurer.
for the welfare of the city of exchange, Mr. Lane saw that it was for §107.y< u deem best
50. He called the attention of Snow to the
»V.
A.
Fletcher, ! Belfast.
Moderator,
! fact that the note which Mr. Austin had
A. McAllister; selectmen, asses
I have great confidence in your judgment
told him about was for the sum of §117 50.
v*-rs«-ers of the poor, Henry M.
ability, having been associated with
u l
Swan, Benjamin Reynolds: many <>f you during the past two years; aud Snow said that he had made a mistake and
had brought out the wrong note.
He went
E. Sherman ; school committee,
as v\ e
enter upon our
now, gentlemen,
supervisor, F. A. McAllister, duties for this year, let us work together back and got the one that Mr. Lane had
come for.
Mr.
Lane
the
note to
went
with
for schools, what the law rein
a spirit of
with unity of action and
'ds ami bridges, §500; support of
Austin, who said the minute lie laid his eyes
harmony.
on it that
it was not the note that he
■’do for debt and other charges,
The Common Council organized by choice had signed at all and pronounced it
hooks, §25; school houses, §25 ;
'!l
In a short time he learned -that,
>2750.
of William K. Keene as President and John a forgery.
the note which he had given was in the hank
S. Fernald, Clerk.
at Belfast. The warrant was sworn out and
,ce Dealers Disturbed.
In joint convention the City Council elect- Mr. Austin did not have it served at
once, he
ed the following officers:
thinking that he might get matters all fixed
:’1 nkk, March
Maine ice dealers
20.
with Suowr and avoid all trouble over the
City Clerk, Lucius H. March.
“!,ed over the incorporation of the
matter. He was unable to get things fixed
City Treasurer, James Pattee.
Ice company, which was refused
and Snow went away in the meantime.
Mame legislature ami later was
City Solicitor, Geo. E. Johnson.
“The- same day that Snow went away, a
-l ed in New
There is no
number of his more intimate friends went
Jersey.
City Phycician, John Stevens, M. D.
11 the minds of
to
Belfast and petitioned him into bankmany but that the
WilChief Engineer of Fire
will give the death blow to one of
done withsthe
I ruptcy. I believe thatt his was
V foremost industries, and many fear liam R. Ford.
idea that he could go through and clear lip
n now the business of the Kennebec
three years, Augustine P. all these cases which can be brought against
for
•0
Assessor
j
'"discot rivers in the harvesting and
I him, and which will be if he is ever found.
Mansfield.
n^
ice will experience a sudden
K
The American Ice company, with
Overseers of the Poor, Lendal T. Shales,
Mrs. John Carr of Belfast is visiting her
u
is in as good a po- Charles F. Swift, Elmer 1. Rankin.
aunt, Mrs. J. S. Davis. She has been visiting
ah8°rb
all
of
the
the
chief
markets
her
daughter, Mrs. May Beverly of Wal0U
City Marshal, Wm. H. Sanborn.
an<i force the smaller operators to
tham, Mass., and granddaughter, little Miss
PUrcli
S.
Newton
Lord.
Master,
Harbor
Helen Frances Beverly, about five weeks
W. !ase their supply from them as it would
have
which

to

and his

On Finance, Accounts and Claims, Aid.
Hazeitine, Coun, Keene and Carrow.
On Public Schools, Aid.
May hew, Coun.
horses; 15 thoroughbred Berkshire swine;
Burgess and Waterman.
and a Hock of pure blood Shropshire sheep.
On Highways and Bridges, Aid.
Shales, In the
poultry houses are docks of Light
Coun. Hatch and Burgess.
Brahma, Buff Cochin and Plymouth Liock
On Fire Department, and City
Property, hens, Pekin ducks and Embden geese, all of
Aid. Rankin, Coun. Ford and Bucklin.
breed.
On Sidewalks, Aid. Shales, Coun. Hatch pure
Mr. Shaw leased the Island three years ago
and Burgess.
for five years, of the owner, David Sears of
On Cemeteries, Aid. Guptill Coun. Car| Boston. It contains 1,100 acres of land, 200
row and Smalley.
of which are under cultivation. The remainOn By-Laws and Police Regulations, Aid.
der is iu wood. When Mr. Shaw came to the
Rankin, Coun. Knowlton aud Skinner.
Island he brought 12 head of cattle. He has
On Enrolled Ordinances, Aid.
Mayliew,
bought no neat-stock since, but has raised
Coun. Waterman

analysis and inJust here allow me to present to your
animals. It was
ig
attention the question of providing an audiug when the attempt to retor for this year.
every city of our
abandoned, that the friends size has found suchNearly
an officer to he of great
■ut would also abandon that
benefit.
ml verse report was accepted.
He should examine all hills and accounts
•mmittee charged with the
presented to the city, settled with respective
f the State board of agrieultofficers who receive and disburse moneys
onnected therewith, report- I belonging to the city, look over vouchers
•1 .yi: loth providing that here- i and records,
giving a certified statement as
any State department shall j t,o their correctness, and at the end of the
represent them before any year publish a report, containing an itemizn
.ttee. A bill was also reported account of all moneys paid, to whom,
mui tee limiting the expendi- i for what
Should this
purpose, aud amount.
g farmers’ institutes to $2,000. j idea meet with
your approval the office of
t on of $1500.
It also pro- | auditor
might he created for one year hv
t 'on of the secretary of the I
passing an order, and, if found desirable,
:ure on and after 1001 by
gr.
should he made a permanent one.

How

very

when

The Mayor and President of the Common
Council appointed the following

for the
stutTs for

:J

was

where

Trustrees and Librarian of the Free
Library,
Trustees of Cemeteries and the Supt. of
Grove Cemetery were read aud placed on
file.

aw

down the number
agricultural reports to be
000 to 7.500.

Thursday night

western side.

joint

JOINT

present system of taxation. He said that it
very evident that the Star,e needed $150,000 more revenue.
Under the law real

cold—2° above zero—and the tide, which
was full at about 3 o’clock in the morning,
left a thin coating of ice on the sand as it
went out. This made tine sleighing ou the bar,

special committee on advertising.
The reports of the City
Treasurer, City
Marshal, Chief Engineer, Committee on

The financial condition of our city is fully
described in the report of the City Treasliabilities to be
urer, showing balance of
St)9,8»>4 ,'ki, while our bonded indebtedness
has been securely established at a low rate
of interest.

Grotton, Justice of the Peace. Wm. R.
Howard was elected chairman pro tern, for
the year. The following standing commit-

on

and connects the Island with the mainland
about two miles east of Searsport village. It
is covered by the waters of the bay about, oneThe easterly side is
half of each tide.
strewn with small boulders, but there is a
level Iriveway of gravelly beach along the

trustees of the Belfast Free
Library were elected: C. O. Poor, Joseph
Williamson, Calvin Hervey, Wm. C. Marshall, N. F. Houston
Hie usual routine orders to start the
city
business for the veer were passed.
Alderman Hazeitine and Couneilmen
fcord and Waterman w6re appointed a

fellow-

“Can Our Present System of Taxation,
Municipal and State, be Improved?” was
the subject under discussion at the meeting
of the State Board of Trade in Augusta
March 17th. Hou. Wm. C. Marshall of Belfast was one of the speakers and made some
novel suggestions as to improvement of our

tees

were

State

announced:

Test books,

appliances and course of
study, Pilsbury, Mason and Winslow.
state
of
unusual
travelBut an
tiie Island.
Examination and certification of teachers,
ing was found on the bar, where the sleigh- Hatch, Howes and Shute.
ing was the best that was met with for the
Estimates for appropriations, White, Maday. The bar proper is about 50 rods long son and

following

City Solicitor, City

The School Committee organized Monday
evening, March 20th. All the members
were present except
Mr. Hayford.
The
meeting was called to order by Mayor Poor,
President ex-officio. The members elected
this year, Messrs. Pilsbury, Howard, White,
Hatch and Shute, were sworn by George J.

which the sleighing was very good.
From the village to the corner of the Island
road the bare ground and snow were about
evenly divided. The Island road was considerably drifted, both ou the mainland and

April.

Finance,

The School Committee Organized.

the storm of March 16th
While the snow
lay level on the ground and the sleighing in
and around the city was as good as it has
been this winter, a representative of The
Journal took a horse and sleigh at the stable of the Belfast Livery Co. for a visit to
the Sears Island Stock Farm. The trip was
made by the “back road” to Searsport vil-

lage,

Voted to defer the election of Assistant
Engineers until the regular meeting in
The

KIMBEK 12.

Sears Island Stock Farm.
of

Weighers of Goal aud Hay, Edward Sibley, N. E. Keen, A. it. Hayes, H. O. Pitcher,
F. G. White, A. M.
Garter, G. S. Bickford,
Roscoe Black, E W. Ellis.

members should acquaint, themselves as
soon as possible with the affairs that are to
come under their care, and it is greatly to be
desired that the joint standing committees
should realize their responsibility in the
various departments, approving no bills until they have been thoroughly examined,
thus avoiding all regrets afterwards.
In making contracts of any magnitude, I
would recommend that bids with specifications should be publicly advertised, allowing all to compete, as this method has heretofore itself useful in securing best results
for the city, and whenever possible, I would

Shipbuilding in Path,
Ago." Longevity

N

Monday forenoon, March 20th,

sworn

with it.
It is my earnest hope that these duties
will be performed in a spirit, of fairness and
justice to all, free from prejudice, and allowing no private sentiment of any sort, to interfere with the best, interests of the city.
To all claims presented you, give careful attention, investigate their merits, and make
your conclusions deliberately and fearlessly.
Some of you have the advantage of ex-,
penence in these matters, on account of
which more will be expected, hut the new

PAG K Z.

.tnd Homeward.

Commissioner, Win. L. Walker
Trustee of Cemeteries, for ;i
years, James
F, MoKeen.
Pound Keepor, Beu l). Field.
Cullers of Hoops and Staves,
Walter G.
Hatch, Frank M. Lancaster.
Measurers of grain aud salt, Edward
Sibley, Chas. S. Bickford, H. C. Pitcher, L.
T. Shales, Augustus Clark.
Fence Viewers, D. H.
Strout, Horace
Park, W. A. Mouroe.
Measurers of Wood and Bark, F. G.
White, N. E. Keen.
Surveyors of Lumber, E. S. Garter, Walter
Cooper, Sanford Howard, A. T. Ste.veus, J.
C. Durham, Augustus
Clark, W, K. Keene,
Elmer I. Rankin.

Esq.. Justice of the Peace. The members
of both boards were present except Councilmen Hatch and Carrow.
Prayer was offered by Rev. G. S. Mills.
Mayor Poor read bis annual address, as
follows:
Gentlemen of the City Council:
The citizens of Belfast have seen tit to
place municipal affairs in our hands for the
coming year, aud we are here met together
to consider how we may best guard this
trust in the discharge of all duties connected

People.”

ing

were

BELFAST,

Hoad

In accordance with the provisions of the
city charter, the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Couucilmen elect met in the city rooms

Journal Pub. Oo.

an

Government Organized.

MAINE. THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1899.

Shute.
Rules and regulations, Howes, Hayford
and Grotten.
Adjourned to the regular meeting, Mon-

day evening, March 27th,
Mayor Poor

7 o’clock.

at

liis address Las something
to say concerning the status of the school
committee, a matter which has not been
generally understood. It has been assumed
by some that the school committee is subordinate to the city council, and should confer with it before taking action. This would
be awkward in many cases calling for
prompt action; and, indeed if this assumption was correct there would be no need of
a school committee.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, the law directs that there shall
be such a committee, and it is established
under a special act of the legislature which
defines its duties and responsibilities. Its
members are elected by the people and are
in

duly sworn to the faithful performance of
duty. The people are responsible for them,
ami they are responsible to the people.
Preliminary * to the establishing of the
school committee was the euactment of the
law abolishing school districts and providing
for more efficient supervison of the public
schools.
This was followed by a special
school law for Belfast, entitled “An act to
provide for the election of school committee

superintendent of schools in the City
of Belfast.” After reciting the method of
electing members of the committee, etc., the
and

a

law defines their duties as follows:
Sec. 2.
Said committee shall exercise all
the powers and perform all the duties which
are now conferred and imposed
upon superintending school committees by the laws of
this State. They may appoint such subcommittees, and make such rules for the
government of the board, and for the performance of its duties, as may be deemed
best. A majority of the board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

This is very plain as to the duties and responsibilities of the committee. It certainly is not intended that one man, either in or

Lambert, dam, Molly Pogis; one 3
by the Guernsey bull Duke of out of the committee, shall control or inHartland, dam a thoroughbred Jersey cow fluence its action, and it would seem that
with the unusual record of a milk test of 13
the ten men chosen by the citizens of Belper cent, of butter fat; and one yearling bred fast to perform these duties ought to he able
on the farm,by the Jersey
ull,dam an inbred to do so.
Then as to the superintendent the lawdaughter of Kathleen's son, both elegible
to A. J. C. C, registry. The females include says :
4 thoroughbred Jerseys, 7 high grade Jerseys,
Sec. 3. Said committee shall annually,
2 high grade Guernseys, 14 heifers bred ou and whenever there is a vacancy^, elect a
superintendent of schools who shall he duly
the farm from the best tock there, aud 7 sworn and shall he under
the direction of
calves. Mr. Shaw is breeding all high-grade and be responsible to said committee, and
shall exercise such of their powers as they
cows and heifers, when practicable, to the
may, from time to time confer upon him,
Guernsey bull, which he calls “Combina- and
shall be secretary of the board. They
of St.

years old,

1

Twelve cows and heifers are to
tion.’'
calve this spring. Mr Shaw has bred Cattle
Club Jerseys for twenty years, and lias been
s stock breeder all his life. For ten years he
owned and managed the “Cream Brook
Farm” in Stetson, of (>40 acres, where he
kept 1(H) horses and from 30 to 40 head of
Jersey cattle. He is known among horse and
cattle breeders as one of the best judges of
As a breeder he
live stock in the country.
was best known as the owner of the famous
stallions, Gideon and General Withers, and
his work with them resulted in

im-

great
horse stock of the S tate.
provement
He believes in and practices the theory that
a horse or cattle dealer, especially if he be a
breeder, should deal honestly with his cusin

a

the

tomers, and he makes many trades, both as
buyer ami seller, by correspondence, without the buyer seeing the animal until it is
delivered. He bought “Gen. Withers” in
this way in Kentucky, sending his check for
$1,000 in payment for the animal, then only
As showing
a yearling, before seeing him.
the points of an animal it
is told that he once wrote to a breeder in the
West giving a minute description of sueh'an
animal as he wanted. The reply was: “If I
his

appreciation

muscle, flesh, wool,

cream

or

young.

They

overfed, and the buyer will not be
disappointed by any of them falling off
either in tiesh or production when put ou
ordinary feed. While his stock is all of the
not

best quality, of good pedigree, and carefully
raised, he does not ask what is generally
knowu as “fancy prices,” but is willing to
sell at prices which the stock is wort.i to
use

for

Mr.

business.

Shaw is

breeding

fully

as

particular

sheep, swine and poultry
horses. The thoroughbred

of

in
as

his
in

Berkcattle and
shire boar which he used this season has
been exchanged for one bred in the Western
part of the State, and one young thoroughbred sow has been bought. The best of the
ewes only are used for breeding, and the result is seen in young lambs which are now

little felcoming—all being thrifty,
lows. The poultry yards are well worth a
visit by those interested in that branch.
Not only are the birds handsome to look
upon but the egg account is highly satissmart

factory

to the

superintendent,

the

season,

April

who

has

to time

may have been
this point in the

some

misapprehension

on

past; but section 3, no less
than section 2 above quoted, makes it clear
that the care of the schools is not entrusted
to one man, but to the school committee as
a

One
to the

more

section of the law, that relating
should be quoted.
It is as

finances,

follows:
Sec 5. Said committee shall annually b<
fore each municipal election, furnish t<> the
city council an estimate of the several sums

required,

during

year, for the
said city, and

the

ensuing municipal

support of public schools in
the expenditures shall not be

increased beyond the amount appropriated

therefor.

Downed by

Dawson,

During the morning session of the House
Augusta March 17th Mr. Virgin of Portland, m support ot the veterinary bill, explained its features aud merits iu full, which
occupied considerable time. Then, says the
correspondent of the Portland Evening Express, Mr. Dawson of Monroe, who has been
at

acquiring considerable reputation of late for
rescuing with his eloquence certain measures from falling over the brink, asserted
his niiml quite vigorously. “VVe farmers
are suspicious of doctors aud lawyers. Now
we don’t know what there may be in this
bill detrimental to us farmers. I’ve asked
a dozen men to explaiu the hill to me, but 1

know

just

about

as

much about it

now as

l

did before. There are too many technical
features. The wording of the bill is going
to kili it.” Dawson made a whirlwind of a
speech against the passage of the Dili, and

comparisons and
created great laughter. When

some

of his

sat down with

question

personal property

estate and

subject to
was fully tax.
taxation,
ed, personal property largely escaped taxawere

while real estate

but

tion; that the real estate valuation consti
tuted 78 per cent, of the entire valuation of
the taxable property of the towns in the
State.

It

was

plain

incorrect and that

a

that such

large

division was
of personal

a

amount

property escaped taxation. The problem to
be solved was how to reach this property.

listing law, compelling

A

every
statement of all his

man

a

was on

illustrations
Mr. Dawson
broad smile on his face the
the passage of Mr. Guern-

sey \s motion to indefinitely postpone. The
hill never knew what struck it.
Dawson
won an overwhelming victory, and members
all up aud down the aisle rushed to grab the
hand of the man who had slain the beast
with his forked works. It was a proud
moment for Dawson.
The gentleman from Monroe is a born
fighter. He is 55 years old, and a farmer by
occupation. He served for four and a half
He was wi unded
years iu the civil war.
and taken prisoner at the battle of Balls
Bluffs. He was also wounded at the battle
of Gettysburg and shot through both legs at
the battle of the Wilderness, and later was
taken prisoner before Petersburg, Va.

Local

Concerning

Industries.

to

business men, but it did not pass. Apparnot he tried.
Mr. Marshall said
there was a large,
amount of property that he thought could
be reached. This was bonds issued by the
railroad companies of the State and secured
by mortgages upon their property ami franchises. There were outstanding $33,000,000
of such bonds. They were all amenable to
taxation. There were nearly $5,000,000 of
them in the Savings Banks and these paid a
tax of 7-8 of one per cent.
There was less
than $40,000 of them taxed in all the towns
of the State. He said if these bonds to the

ently that method could

amount of

$28,000,000,

that

now'

escaped

1st.

the matter of help he is very fortunate,

The

clothiug factories
Lawrence in

M. B
are

very

over

and

a

busy

on

of W. W.

the Coliseum building

bicycle

suits.

hundred hands and
half extra every day.

a

Cates and

They employ

run

two

hours

new electric motor for Thompson &
having as his right-hand man Harry Cole of Foster arrived here on the train Monday
Burnham, a young man who is not only an forenoon at 10.10 aud at 12 .'i0 was started to
enthusiast in regard to live stock, but in- drive the machinery. It was set up by C.
telligent and thoroughly reliable.
H. Maxtield, superintendent of the Belfast
I A visit to Sears Island Stock Farm is well Light & Power Co.’s works.

of any one interested in live
stock, especially if he intends to buy anything in that line.
worth the time

Bateman’s Job.
Houston, Texas, March 18. Tilton Park
Dallas, chairman of the Populist reorgani-

of

committee, has issued a manifesto
setting forth the nomination of Wharton
Barker for President and Ignatius Donnelly
for Vice President. Mr. Park assigns Maine,
zation

Massachusetts, Vermont, Connecticut, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, New York, Delaware, New Jersey and Pennsylvania toL. C.
Bateman of Auburn, Me., as organizer.

The

The town of Burnham is soon to have a
and very novel industry established in

new

village, and one which will he of great
benefit to all people who own maple groves.
A. W. Fletcher, Everett Libby, Ernest Libby and G. E. Gilmore will form a company
for the bottling of the sap of maple trees
and putting it on the market. This is an
entirely new venture, and one which will be
watched with a great deal of interest by tlie
people of the town. Experiments have been
made which show that the sap of the maple
tree can be put up in bottles and charged the
same as the soft beers and mineral waters
the

are.

Orrin
week.
F.

to

on

unfold his plan for

these bonds and enforcing payof the tax assessed upon them. He
said a method similar to the one applied to
National Bank stock might be adopted.
National Bank stock, every share of it, was
reached by this method. The law creates a
lieu for the tax upon the bank stock owned
by non-residents or unknown persons, and
prohibits the payment of dividends until
such tax is paid. So a law could be made

reaching
ment

required railroad companies and their
treasurers to retain from the interest on
these bonds, as it became due, the amount <>f
the tax assessed.
that

He

admitted

legal

objections

,vould

be

made that tlie railroad bonds owned by nonthus be treated, and proceded to argue that inasmuch as these bonds
depended for their value—iike the stock—
upon the use of the franchise conferred by
the State and the protection of its >aws, they,
residents could not

like the

stock, should pay an ext ise tax to
the State—that they constituted a part of the
capitalization of the railroad and represented so much railroad property.
Mr. Marshall alluded to railroad taxes hut
did not discuss them. He called attention
to the difference in the amount of taxes paid

by the Savings Banks, representing So'.f,000,000 of assets, and the railroads representing much

000—the railroads

The

The hanks pay So'.G,-

more.

>-75,000,

Free

High

or

less.

School.

House March 15th Mr. Sargent of
Sedgwick moved that the bill for the estab-

high

schools

obliging
towns to support same be indefinitely postponed. This lead to a lively debate and the
motion was finally c irried. Two of tile Waldo county representatives spoke in apposilishment of free

and

a corre-

and

was

Journal

as

follows:

1 hope the
Mr. Nickerson of Swanville:
to indefinitely postpone will prevail.
town
in
the State
1 believe that every
knows better its reqmicments no far as the
school system is concerned than the State. 1
think that this proposed law resembles too
much the road commissioner law that we
have just repealed.
1 concur entireMr. Dawson of Monroe:
ly with the gentleman from Waters ! lie (Mr.
Philbrook). 1 think m3 self, as a member
from a rural community, that the three
towns that I represent will he badly affected
by this law. There is no question but that
the farmers of the towns ’hat 1 represent
don’t like to have this Legislature coiuc
here year after year and tell us what we
The gentleman from Ness
must not do.
Gloucester (Mr. Merrill said that theabolishing of the district system worked svell. But
I tell him that the farmers of the State of
Maiue are not satisfied svitli it.
I mler the
district system we built our schoollmuses
and had our schools, and we had better
schools then than we have ever hail since,
and the people were better satisfied than
they are at the present time.
You also gave us the road commissioner
law that made us sit beside the road, after
we got our haying done, and see somebody
come from some other district and do the
work with their hands and horses that we
ought to have been doing; and now you
come with a law that is going to compel us,
whether we want to or not, to have a free
High school, to raise money enough. But I
am going to tell you one thing, representing
the farmers here, chat we have not raised our
hand against education in any way, shape,
or manner, but we do say that
w «• should
have the right, the small towns of less than
a
thousand inhabitants, to say
whether
we shall have a High school or not.
It affects us ami nobody else.
I hope that that
bill will not become a law, because if it does
it will be as obnoxious to the farmers as the
road commissioner law or the abolishing of
the school districts of the State.
Those are
my sentiments, and L believe they are the
sentiments of the people l represent.
motion

we nave
sat
nere aim
unug:
you appropriate money for tlie diffrent acadmies.
We are willing that they
should have the money to teach the poor
hoys. We have also allowed y oil to pass
bills appropriating money for tlie industrial
schools, etc., without saying a word in opposition; but when it comes to telling us
that we must do so and so whether we want
to or not, that is not right; you ought not to
force such a law as that. (Applause.) I am
going to ask you now in all candor and
honesty if it is right to make me do a thing
that I don’t want to? The constitution of
the United States and the declaration of independence say that we shall not he molested in our pursuit of happiness, provided we
don’t injure anybody else; audit seems to
me that we have reason to protest against
this law on that ground.
(Laughter) lam
entirely opposed to a bill that is going to
force me and my town to do a thing that is
obnoxious to a majority of the people. (ApAuuuier

plause.)

Justin L. Cross, alderman of Ward (>, was
born in Islesboro, March 13, 1870, and is a
son of George E. Cross.
His occupation is
He was 1st Lieutenant
that of a truckman.
Anderson Camp, Sous of Veterans, and
captain of the Cross Rough Riders which
cut no small figure in assisting Co. H. (financially) during the war. He served in the
Mr. Cross is
common council last year.
married. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.
of

was

business.

A. Howes
of the week.

Rockland the tirst-

in

was

Fred Clark went to Pitts field y esterday
business.

on

Jesse E. Wilson went to
on business.

Wateiville yes-

day

N. F. Houston went to Boston yestsrda y
afternoon on business.

Miss Hattie Cements is visiting friends in
and Lynn.

B

oston

Mrs. M. O. Littlefield is visiting the Misses
Emerson in Castine.
William Roberts of Reading. Mass., is
of E. K. Conner.

a

guest

Mrs. Geo. O. Bailey visited relatives
Rockland the past week.

m

Mrs. Julia A. Wardwell went to Boston
Mondav for a short visit.
M

E.

rs.

Stevens went
short visit.

L.

Thursday for

a

Lewiston last

Miss Alma Tilton went to Waterville Satto spend her vacation

urday'

Fred C. Cole and wife of bucksport
Windsor Hotel Tuesday

were

at the

H.

Clark went to Boston Monday to

W.

buy spring and

goods.

summer

Mrs. H. B. Cunningham went

Monday

to

Boston

To

buy spring millinery.

Mrs. Thomas Gannon went to Searsport

yesterday for

days.

visit of two

a

and Mrs. Wm. B. Swan returned last
Thursday from a short visit in Boston.
Mr.

U.

G.

came from Pittsfield last
his family to that place.

Hussey

week to

move

Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Rigby are spending the
week at Mr, R.'s old home in Newburgh
Waiter S. Hobbs, formerly of this city,
has been elected tax collector of Brooks
Miss Ellen

Townsend

L).

Haven, Ct., Saturday

to

went

New

to

spend her vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gilchrest f Roc kland were in Belfast a few Jay s the past,
<

week.

Ben I>. Field and sister, Miss Caroline W
went tc Boston Monday for a sh< rt
visit.

Field,

Mr. ami Mrs. Eibridge S. Pitcher w-nt to
New York last week to attend the grain!

opera.
Mrs. Jane Tibbetts return- i h on- to Tr>
Mon. 1
W
yesterday after visiting In.- s

Rogers.
Frank

Kviss

last week

wtnt

take

to

Woi,-ester.

to

posit

a

on

M

the

in

--

m>.i

asylum.
Miss

Know'.ton

Bessie

Saturday to spend
Eva Crowley.

in

A

t..

went

vacation

r

go-!

*

;?h M.r-s

w

Misses Sara
Russ. Mi. y Mitehe
Mamie Woodbury '.eft M< ulay f.
Boston and vicinity.

Engineer Josiah
duty on the freight
on

S.

Paul bus

train aftei

?<?

.-

n« :ng

:!

count of ibness.

a

Win. Hopkins ol Detro.t is v..- ting’
ter, Mrs. Mary E. '1 La. ston ai.d bm
fore leaving for the West

Mary

Mrs

C

Kankiu

d Mr-

ar

Lowell returned from Host,
spend the summer in Lberty

visit in New York
Mr.

=

tram

M
s

n

Mrs. W. M. Chum by

Mr. and

l>y Monday night’s

says: “He made

a rattling speech
loudiy applauded. It was one of
the fiery speeches of the session.-’ We quote
the Daily Kennebec
from the report in

spondent

last

Unity yesterday.on

in

was

Asa

time

in the

Wood

M.

Rockland

in

was

James C. Durham went to Boston Monday
on

hands?

He then went

Dickey

C. J. Hallarrived Saturday from
Washing
ton, I). C.

tax-

ation, should pay the same tax that those in
the Savings Banks did, the State would get
$245,000 more revenue.
Nobody would
claim that they ought to escape. Taxes were
imposed upon those in the Savings Banks,
why should they not be upon those in other

J.

business.

ren-

der a sworn
property to
the assessors of his town, had a few years
ago been before the legislature, supported
generally by the farmers and opposed by the

tion, and of Mr. Dawson of Monroe

whole.

personal.

was

authority

no

such as the. committee "may from time
confer upon him.” It is possible there

save

iVLunicipal Taxation.

seen

addition to his farming Mr. Shaw continues the salmon fishery, for which Sears
Island has long been famous, and he is now
preparing his weirs to be ready at the openIn

law further detines the
powers of the committee and limits those of

owner.

In

ing of the

proper or expedient.
This section of the

of

could find such an animal as you describe I
would not hesitate to give $10,000 for him.”
His stock is fed with a view to keeping it
in perfect health aud in the best condition
for production of whatever is required, be it
are

shall determine his term of service and may
at any time dismiss him, if they deem it

and

ar

m

n

fi

ity and

s

\.

v

and Mrs. ib.p. ('base
for New York to in
attend the (irand opera

.--t

Thursday
linery and

Miss Wiunefred B. S.urn.>
the Camden High school, is .-per d ue be
vacation with friends in B» lta-r at i M
rill.

Letter Carrier C. B
able to attend to

duty

account of illness.

l

Eaton
for

C. L

as

sum-

,,

-•

...

Elet-h.

>

h

•-

St lute.

Daniel H. Strout and lam
a Bmig.
from the Kilgore Incise
the Thomas R. Shuts- in-is

:

avenue.

Miss

Isabel

Monday

to

'IV,v!,.

went

Fu.

to

:

i.

begin her ci.-mg

Normal School, afs-ra
home.

va-a

at

Willis Cat-es enterr

Mrs.

day evening in honor of Mr
liam H. t^uimby of Belfast.
day Times.

and Mri it. .;

John B. Thumbs of Thomast-m.
this

city, had

last week.
to

a

severe

k

sb

N

rn
:

p.ira
H.s s:.«oer, Mrs. A. W. I>o.

:

«

Thomastou to attend bun.

A. C. Sibley left Monday f a a bu- a--b.
trip to Boston, New York mu Pb ad.
He was accompanied by bis s-.n, A. C 11*
Sibley, Jr.
>

C

Swan, and W. C. Marshal uttetubi
meeting of the State Board of Trade
gusta March 17th. The subject di>
»n<!
was municipal and State taxation,

•[.

Messrs. A. A.

Marshall

Howes, A. C

was one

of the

Transfers

Smuc\

Deeds,

in Real

tiv.nsfers

for the week

in

ending

Elizabeth M. Knight, Lu.c
n if red L. Knight, do.; hind
Nelson

Curtis, Monroe,

u

M

speakers
Estate.

following
recorded in Waldo County
The

At.

to

N

:>-a!

estate w.--

Key."?:v

Man

.-

i:

W

.n
.u

i

i..i
M. C

.s

e

d<

Kin.c.
laud and buildings in M« nro
Dewey, Liberty, to Mary A. Brown, i
Carr;.- S
lauil and buildings in Libertv.
Mathews et als Belfast, to Mathews Bros
do.; land and buildings in Belfast r_' dee l>
Susan B. Genu et ah, Prospect, to Wm H
Harriman, do.; land in Prospect. Albert B.
Meservey, Searsniont, to Charles Banks, do

land in Searsniont. M. A. Kidder, Lincolnville, to Granville A. Frock, do.; land and
buildings in Lineolnville.
The Belfast Schools.
The city schools will re-open Monday,
April 3d, after the Easter vacation of two

weeks.
The regular monthly meeting of the school
committee will be held next Monday evenA full attendance
ing at 7 o’clock, sharp.
is desired.

The report of the Belfast School Committee
issued from the press of
G. E. Burgess and was distributed at the
meeting of the committee Monday evening.

for 1898 9 has been

Around

Uruguay

Homeward.

and

[Correspondence

of

buoyance of the raft. They carry a
small sail and will
the wind.
I
go like
think none of us at home would ever
“go down the bay afisbing” if we had

SICK. WEAK, AILING WIFE

The Journal.J

M\ last letter to The Journal was sent

that

“One

Dr. Greene’s Nervura Is the

half the world doesn't how

the other half lives.” That is

agant truth.

As

uo

one

sc ‘lies, when
riably finds

and

reward—obtaius

some

man

some

worth ten

friends of the very friendly better classes
he may borrow a horse any time and the

hardly

owner

will

mal is

ever

■*

notice whether the ani-

returned

Besides this

not.

or

convenience for private travel there is a
sort of m aridian railway, of about two
hundred miles, over which a tri-weekly
with rock bottom seats, dashes
along at the fearful maximum of fifteen or

eighteen miles

an

small stations ifor

Man has been known to
ty minutes.
take in the whole trip and live to be up
around the house again within a im nth.
took

i

better than
under

being for

of time

length

same

hanow iu its business hours.

a

The Uruguayan horse is of rather light
comfortable
weight, but ambitious and
li

that

ter, except

heavy

a

with

man,

a

proportionate soul, may feel like taking
“turnabout” and carry the horse a part
t)i

of

time.

With

friend

a

so

to

new

•/

glist-ued iu the sunlight—and he
will always shine brightly iu my memory—
made a horseback trip nearly over to

led
“<

Part of the

border.

way

through civilized lands,
among
amps” and “Estancias,” (cattle ranches

and

farms) with

fair roads and

good

fences

named **Xed”

and part of the way through brush and
Indian*' with a possibility of meeting the
or his half-brother, the bandit,
to
whom the Indian in comparison i> a pet
himb.
These cowardly assassins, largely

best

the lessons that Ned

to

lady

common

lie

two

years ago her husband
lered for ordering off

mm

.sin- has

marauders,

about the

servauls

many

taking

some

able

an

place,

“dipped1’

of

back to me—I

was

the “Ned"

ties

hut she is

national

ship

the

of

was

hunting trip

met

we

nothing

more or

less

sailors,
and

s

i-lc

ing

:

English

sodoi! that

badly it

Spanish,

or

and

no one

or

boat “Temario.”

iip*. but saluted every man by the
Although my strongest affections
and general admiration are naturally for
New England people, yet I must say that
they show the least care for the stranger
acquaintances

m

and

carefully

>st

>

ever

Martha had.

Uruguay

I

could

In
never

until the

our

first

j

regular siesta;

j

o’clock,

seven

war

when

video

de-

then tea at mid-afternoon

the
a

was

Oregon
torpedo

was

he

meet

there

are

your
either

the

are

others

would be

pathways to
beyond.

and from other

south-east

Our

short

seas

and

war

called

Spanish flag

trades

proved light,

white and

small

American

was

also

entirely

in

port

new—an

had

seen

a

began. She is
looked as peaceful as
steam yacht.
There
row

another craft ot

American

a

kind

collier,

the

atmosphere

shore,

on

of

a

in

similar luxuries and

no

His mother went

pneumonia.

there

but

was

one

dish

religion forbade—that

This

my

ostrich eggs
st«-*ved with onion—and it is said to be

while the merchantman has more salt-

was

water

|

very nice; but every stomach claims the
i
light to its own private prejudice, which
be

cannot

disaster.
our

way

owner

overcome

We went
to

was

visit a

without

possible

experience, is

and is

unquestionably
being really higher

an

American, and

a

up in all

arts

of

| practical seamanship, in all matters that

went

entirely without

the

temperate

over-

years would

often

bubble

daylight
reported

grizzly

late

Spanish-American

war

and asked if

much money made by running
the Cuban blockade.
From that his
conveisation wandered on to the fact that

there

was

chair,

taking

down

liberties with

me

became quite painful.

began

and the interview
Not satisfied with

!

thiugs

guessed

j

j

spyglasses watching
shipwrecked (?)
he made a fortune during the American
proved
expected,—BrazilPhiladelphia—also a dentist.
rebellion by blockade running and that he
We sailed for home December 29, and ian natives fishing from a catamaran. tive life, and her memory will be fondly
cherished by all who knew her.
lost it all in his last venture when his when three
days out were spoken by With a light and primitive framework
little schooner foundered off Abaco, fully
two
of
boat-shaped log-pontoons,
the bark Willard connecting
Captain Colcord,
Our Clubbing Offer. The New York
loaded with cotton of his own, bound for
Mudgett, from Portland for Bahia Blanca. holding them parallel and at some distance Weekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, filled
The story sounded familiar and When
Nassau.
speaking he used the new “Mega- apart, over all of which the sea continually with general news and matter of interest
as my memory awakened I led him on in
phone” which brings the voice quite washed—with no chance to sit down un- and value in every home. The subscription
his story: After reaching Nassau from clear to a considerable distance.
I have less one sits in the water—there were price is $1 a year. We have a contract with
his shipwreck, the Southern ports were had an old-fashioned brass
trumpet, to three men, not less than thirty miles the publishers of The Tribune by which we
nearly all in the hands of the government, look at, for many years, but never used from the nearest land, and with a very can furnish that paper free to all who pay for
hence his vocation was lost as well as his it.
This is a common practice The Republican Journal one year in advance.
It is an excellent thing to keep out rough sea on.
The Journal gives all the local news and is
After a
fortune—he was “strapped.”
of sight when you wish to be understood.
on that coast, and they stay out two or
an earnest advocate <>f local interests, and
while “on the beach” he shipped before There was no time to swap many questhree days at a time. There is a boatThe Tribune is one of the best, if not the
the mast in a brig called the Meteor, tions with Capt. Colcord—the vessels
shaped well, built of slats in the water, best, city weekly published. Hundreds have
bound for MataBzas and Philadelphia.
were on direct opposite courses and each
between the logs, in which the fish are taken
advantage of this liberal offer, and it
I said I used to know that vessel and
making seven or eight knots. On January stored alive, and therefore a full fare has given satisfaction in every case. Send
a
tell
of
to
boj 19, we were signalled by the four-masted causes no depression whatever to the in your names now.
meanly led bis memory on
hurting
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worms
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shoe shop, 127 Main street, op
the second Tuesday of e-n-h
claims will receive prompt
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Instate

Property
The undersigned will sell at
Friday March 17.1 S99, I he I

am prepared to cut over and tile all
saws at short notice, in a tirst class

acres, outs
never failing wale.

li
buildings,
the following personal pit perty,
6 and 7 years old, weigh 22o"
cattle, 13 sheep, H hogs, 3t> lit
tools of all kinds, household
things too numerous to mention
cash, or satisfactory endorsed n
day of sale postponed until tin

kinds of
manner.
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pensioners having claim*
who may wish to present <•;
increase of pensions, 1 will

WANTED, my friends and the public to know
that I have opened a feed and hoarding stable at
the Revere House stable. A share of your patronage is desired.
ROBERT C. LEONARD.
Belfast, March 9, 1899.—3wlO*
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Bear* tie
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estate of J. C. Cates. f..( un

salary guaranteed. Call at
J. H.CILLEY,
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and omissions,increase vigor
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pains of menstruation.” They are
Life Savers'*
to girls at womanhood, aiding deof
velopment
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known remedy for women equals
Cannot do harm—life be*
;. them.
S.eomes a pleasure. SI per box
by mail. Mold by druggists,
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y you must begin at the
foundation.
It is so with the
L. F.” Atwood's Bitters.
They make stomach and digestion right, and thus furnish
good material with which to
build. You will have a good
strong body in which to dwell
if you use “ L. F.”
bottle.
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Su
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E.L. STEVENS
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eminent physicians about your
condition. Then write us freely alf the
particulars iu your cage. You wil receive u prompt reply, without cost.
Address. DK. J. C. AYER.
Lowell. Mass.
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that carry away useless

to

the second daughter of Henry and Elizi C.
; Darling and was horn in Bueksport July 9,
coast.
the mate called me 1821. Her husband died in 181)3. Of the
At
Darling family there survives the sisters,
and
a raft ahead with men
upon Mrs.
Mary J. Woodman, Mrs. Frances
1 had seen such
it.
here before Swazey aud Mrs. Edward Buck of Buckwhat it meant, hence 1 did sport, Mrs. Charlotte Thurston of Banand
i gor, and Mrs. David Foster of Winchester,
not soon come on deck, and when I did so Mass. She leaves three
daughters, Miss
J
found everyone very much excited, and Augusta, Mrs. F. H. Moses, Miss Charlotte
and Miss Julia, and one son, Webster of Suljumping about with
livan, la., who, as well as all the members
those
waifs ahead.
It of the family, were with their mother in her
last moments. The deceased took a deep inall
to he what I
terest in church and social affairs in her ac-

posed as such. lie was who is living there in a style of considergray old man and his first words 1 able luxury.
lie seemed pleased indeed
of salutation proved him to be by birth a
j to see me; but after some conversation,
He was interested in the as I sat in a comfortable
Scotchman.
he

found that he
.>

lain

V\ ini.-.

i>ri

dirge lot of Ladles’ k

A

This line willlie ojiened again nil Wnliustlav
March •* wlien a steamer will sail from 1'ii-r
i. North River, foot ot Rector si
New \ ..ik, for
Roc,; land, Cam den, licitasr. and Hi uk'port, which
is the winter terminal id tin- line.
Alt freight,
delivered in liangor.
R gular service will' l>«■
maintained hereafter, furthei m-ticc .-t which
will he duly given in this p.ic
AM c.impeimg

[
j

up

morning when nearly becalmed, ner of School and Franklin streets Tuesday
some thirty miles or more off the north
evening at 9 o’clock. Deceased had been
confined to the house for some time, and alcoast of Brazil, the atmosphere was hazy
though her death came suddenly it had been
and the land not in view; no one but my- looked for some time. Mrs. Barnard was
the

>rmer

O'":

Mis Julia Cobh Darling, willow of the late
Enoch Barnard, died at her home at the cor- i

One

near

odd I<»rs,

•

always sure of a warm welcome, and
whatever locality she has been placed
her loving, generous nature, kindly heart
and ready sympathy, have drawn from her
associates that life-long friendship and affection that time and distance cannot lessen,
that ceases not with this life, but goes with
her into the great unknown. A friend whose
acquaintance she formed while living in
Waterville has ever since come to her in all
her sickness and sorrows—a loving mother

elsewhere.

so

Boys’

~

in

are

we were

''Ten’s and

reliable.
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an

offi-
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near

oppressive unfaltering trust’ she had
beyond description and exceeding all that pleasant dreams.” [3. J. 3.
has gone before or may ever he met with

self understood that

on an

Former |*rn

each

is

s.

ti

one was

are local—there is
always wind not
far off-—hence the open sea is ever restless and a calm does not mean otherwise.
A breeze steadies the ship and suggests a

American

due dinner in order to call

Vaccine

and

and l*utt

5y%fe.n.'"j'-,< vObL

1

honied with business in Monte-

The
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e
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books do not and cannot teach.

considerably out of
While
place of which the video, I

said to be

independent,
safer navigator—

more

weak.

them,

prii

Of Men,

|

possible pleasures.

humid, aud the couditions

By taking

cause.

When

j “Sterling,” flying the government pennant
I did not j smoother sea than actually prevails, while or sister could have done no more. Another
! and officered by navy men.
is about the average custom for meals
call on hoard.
We have lately all become a calm allows her to roll about thrashing faithful, helpful frieud truly remarked: “It
|
was a pleasure to do Mrs. Watson a kind(not forgetting the afternoon nap) all over !
the atmosphere iuto threads, iu a manner
very proud of the navy and its officers,
Her countethe
Latin
ness, for she appreciated it.’’
world,—and the Teuton, hut, as a
most
When
naval
and
merchantthese
officers
calms
are
met
galling.
rule,
nance, so unchanged by death, expressed
the Briton or the Yankee easily falls
men do not
readily affiliate. The former with near the earth’s waistband—where blissful sleep, free from all anxiety and rare ;
into the rule when transplanted to any
j are better educated (through no fault of j they prevail right around the world—the and we could uot look upon her as dead,
On
our
soil of tlie brunette.
journey ; their
own), they feel and dress better, temperature is high, the air exceedingly hut as though “sustained and soothed by an
offered that
kind of treat before bed-time.

some

Former

Worn ‘ii’s L

so much
w hen we
in good health.
How can
you have courage when suffering with headache, nervous
prostration and great physical
weakness?
Would you not like to be rid
of this depression of spirits?
How?
Bv removing
the

from a j
warm, sunny heart, lighting up every feature I
of her expressive, attractive face, as in the
j
days of her youth. lu her hospitable home!

Calms

j

Women's Felt Congre--.

at

always

;

the

zone, may often be very delightful, very
restful and exquisitely peaceful to a quiet
and thoughtful nature; but calms at sea
have nothing of that character, offer no

the
on

clear

Calms

from

~

■

are

kindred, but strong in soul she
bravely bore the test and after all was over
disposed of the home in Unity and returned
to her work in Boston.
Mrs. Wats -u when
quite young became a member of t!i<- Methodist church, in which society she faithfully I
remained during life. Early in life she he*
j
came a popular and unusually successful
school teacher.
Sickness and separation |
from those she inteusly loved seemed ever
her portion and filled her life with sorrow,
yet could not extinguish that keen sense of
humor and ready wit that down through all

may have any idea of how much
calm weather may sometimes be met with
route.

ill of

and H I HOI
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boards.

but Jan. 81st, she was laid to rest beside
her family in Fairview Cemetery near her
childhood home in Troy. Much sympathy
is felt for the
lonely daughter, now bereft of
ed

serious storms are very infrequent indeed,
j
* and that it is calm
days and a very com-

such

HO

Special

is

only

Sizes

ly

And
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cially inspected and thorough-

position in the Youth’s Companion
office in Boston,came in her mother’s illness,
aud ail that medical skill, professional nursing and untiring love could suggest was done
m the vain hope that her life
might be spar-

j

there—flying

that I

vessel since the

painted
a

with

we

recovered.

>

Washington, O. C., and furnish
fresh glycerinized ivory points

him to Southern Colifornia, where,
after a few months of suffering, he was laid
to rest on the sunny shore of the Pacific.
Mrs. Watson then returned to Unity to care

a

and

cool,

fully

-II
Finding in
footwear, l shall

winter
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Vaccine

told that
her mother had passed away, she felt that
her care was over aud said, “Now I am
ready
to go.”
Her only daughter, Flora, who has

common to a southern summer.
As we
cleared St. Roque the winds swung well
to the northward and at once offered the
character of doldrums.
Most landspeople

in Monte-

was

never

critically

very unsatisfactory, with a
direction never better than north of east,
though we were well out clear of the
coast-belt of the north-east monsoons,

Since that

over.

March Sth.

VACCINE.

died at the age of ninety-one, Jan. 17. 1899.
At the time of her death Mrs. Watson was

on

lands

on

or

with

swap no products-—practice no reciprocity
—hence the dividing ocean is used only as

her to I

sands

IN'.
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|

j

The latter vessel

she has been re-fitted and

we

and dinner at six or

Spanish

sleeping
along storm-ridden

Stevens. She was the old
three children, aud had been for
many years their only living child. Two
years after her marriage with Albert F.
Watson,Esq., they rem >ved to Unity village,
where he practiced law. Four children came
to their home. One passed away in early
childhood, and the husband and father soon
followed her to the silent land. Tiius depriv; « d of a kind and noble husband, Mrs. Wat! sun was left with three helpless little ones.
J Later, that her children might have school
I privileges, she removed to Wat.erville, Me.,
where her oldest daughter, while acquiring
a musical education in Boston
Conservatory,
j
; died of consumption. Her only sou, a young
man of great promise, during the last year
j
I of his course in Colby University suffered
from pneumonia, from the effects of which

every
lower regions it is different, because Africa and {South America

asylum—ordered
allowing
keep moving until her safe retreat was
finally secured only by being dismantled

produced any embarrassment.;
we shared their earl. cup of coffee,
with
.1
meagre bit of dry toast, and the midday
breakfast, followed by a couch for the

tect that

while

‘thwartships.
angle; bat in the

most

many of my earlier friends
in the depths of ocean’s bed,

for her aged mother, who soon became a
helpless invalid, thus making the daughter’s
In the northern
iife, for years one of constant care, and concourses
are
mostly fining her closely to the house. That mother

paths

there

prison

her

in

1 housewife all the kitchen-work and

worry that
travels over

to

perhaps for our good
safety. Who led us? Who
guarded me always in safety

..Bargains.
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j

right angles

almost
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est of their
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They entertain
heavy meals,
proudfully prepared,
three

while the stranger is never welcome within the gates, and any visitor brings to the
go

the

sea.

at

hear of

WASHING

THE BEST

Mary E. Watson, whose death occ tired in Unity, Jan 29, 1899, was born in Troy,
Maine, October 26, 1884. Her parents were

faint impression
being the largest

rarely

we

At-

e#ery

Mrs.

boat mon lack of sufficient wind, rather than
bound up that coast. B it the
instead of offering offense flew first up the too much, that brings the most torture
|
Uruguay and then far up the Parana and ; and bitterness into the life of a sailing
No one, perhaps, who has
commander.
The
there
rivers.
governments
Paraguay
—in fear of off ense to the United States ; not sailed up and down the world length-

folk I have met.
with

in

where each

in the River Plate when the

-wav.

mv

hospital,

by

).■

of

having dropped one

in

at

port

OBITUARY.

It will be remembered that during the
first weeks of the Spanish war we were 1 appear to think that the principal obstaworried regarding the possible destruction i cles in the path of a sailing life are gales
the
of the Oregon
torpedo and storms. They do not understand that

is

cannot

i.e

>ue

we

one

as

in

the North

dreds of men.
At least eight steamships
that sailed from North American ports
late in January have never been heard
from since.
Ordinarily they would have
been reported abroad no later than the
middle of February.
The oldest of them
had not sailed more than a dozen
years,
anil all but one were steel ships, which,
when properly built and manned, are
supposed 11 be able to fight successfully any
storm that may rise in their path.
In the
case of the Pavonia and of the
Bulgaria
this supposit on was verified in an extradinary, almost miraculous, manner;
but unfortunately, none of the overdue
ships is of a class equal to those of the
two noble passenger ships.
There is just
the faintest hope, however, that one o;
two of these eight ships will yet
appear
within reach of aid.
three steamships,
the Bellova, the
Labrador and the Moravia, were destroyed on coasts during the month ending
March 1, making a loss of more than a
million and a quarter, while tin damage
to the vessels that overcame the wild
storms is simply inestimable.
We cannot
describe the dangers met better than by
pointing to any of t e stories told by the
passengers of the P.tvonia. although the
February trip of the Teutonic inspired lan
Maclaren to write a most thrilling account
of the struggle bet ween the ocean and one
of the stanchest liners.
We think that seafaring men will never
forget February. 1899.
[Boston Journal.

the

storm,
Fenwick’s Island Lightship

Philadelphia,

that

seen

never

fierce

a

period of almost

a

recorded in

ever

down the world.

or

ocean,

rightfully belonged.

guess out the meanthe other, no matter how
be torn.
We needed neither purse

he

«■?

ng

up

to procure a supply of vegetables,
and to make up our complement of what
by courtesy or habit are still called

intelligent understanding may

a

and

under

resting in shallow foreign graves?
Ed. A. Rkuakoson.

of the finest

course--the

own

piiot.

be reached because most everyone
is tble to shock the atmosphere by breaka

one

anything sailing

no

good

ug as In* can be induced to stay with
them.
The nationalities are so many that
in* chisels of thought are varied, but a.

had

On the {South Atlantic you

|

i

]

ship looks large

very wild animals, either mankind, or
ner vous m ost! at ion.
other kind, but brought back some
|
Nearly all the best, farms aud ranches
I curious trophies—some we bought, some
are owned by a good class of foreigners:
we achieved and some were thrust upon
English. German, Swiss and Italian— j us. It
was with some regret that I again
!
ihe latter generally holding the poorer
the saddle for the quarterand smaller farms, while the Englishman, exchanged
i deck.
true to his habits, owns the best.
WherWe loaded the larger part of cargo at
ever
you travel among them all, a civil
an
respectable looking stranger is hailed Paysandu and finished at Palmira, for
wit
delight: hospitality is sure and Philadelphia. On the way to sea we
is too
for his entertainment called at Montevideo to land a riverh"

sky.

our

what has

are

sailing ships in the
world.
I may be entirely mistaken—she
did not look to be over-grown, but no

and

the hardest to get away from
1 met in Uruguay.

of any man
On our whole

few minutes

a

storm

while

scattered

others

him in the clouds of

a

ship before, but lmve
that l have read of her

had pass d away, and
Scotchman, uuder American

old

colors,

and in

only

arrival

seas, while

fresh

Then

and

fog,

last,

the waters for two score years and
more, and always brought me safely back
from all deadly climes and from all stormy

doubtless

was

offered to each

were

flag,

was

southern

both sides

on

beam,

understanding.

an

usual salutes

30 odd years ago.
When told who 1 was
the old man became delighted—animosi-

onsidorable risk in order to stay

«

some

thrifty

vividly

and

theic and attend to her property.
Most
;cales in her place would indulge in the
well-to-do American woman’s luxury of

to

that the teacher

and led up to one of the
battles of that war.
It all came

last

of these

overseer

shipmates—advising

became

promptly

was

by criticising

giving

the

with

of

At

over

doing twelve 01 more. He showed the
ships signal letters, followed by a request
to be reported, to each of
which we

lie had but

of

in

trades abaft

ship,

in

or

also in direct opmaking seven knots by
the

close reefs

and for

were

position; we were
wind, while

himself should go hack to the school that
lately left; and so the quarrel

no

robbery. 1 met an
refinement, living far out
country upon her estate, where

opposition
English

his

was

courses

our

the

they

bright Scotchman retaliated

wiii. helping : hem selves to whatever they
need or cate fur.
For personal safety the

making

case

days

reveal

ship that fell into distress
was
as
well known, of course, at the
Pavonia or the Bulgaria, the two
ships
that came back, as it were, out of the
| very ja ws of death. But there are ships
j overdue that were worth, altogether,
! millions of dollars, and that carried hun-

the detention was

she

He seemed to

captain.11

smoothest and speediest

weary and trying
variable winds.
on

lowest
lantic.
Not

glided along on a nor’- !
straight as a line. We had
we

and fields of frozen waters. While we had
fretted over our delay in southern seas

others.”

to

warmest,

last month

DUST

GOLD
DUST

for the last

hardships and dangers.
| Some of the
logs even showed barometer
:
records as low as 27.70 and
27.80, the

nothing but the bitterness that February
had offered; of wrecks, of loss of life, and
of damage caused by Delaware icebergs

wouueuuuj

mom

tho

On

French ship “President Felix Fame,’’ as
In this
passed close under the lee.

the

or some-

of youth, thought that blockade running
was no better than piracy, and the rather

annoyance to the honest people of
the hark country.
They roam about at

upon

also before

nephew

of all the crew,
did not get on well together.
The American boy, with the narrowness

a'

depend largely7

was

remember Ned

because

ha l-breed Brazilians and other mixtures
*:
-]oolth.it is bad, are of consider-

farmers

<»f the

thing

who

the Meteor- “a

mast in

tiger

a

is

course as

the Atlantic

unparalleled

easy to find a pathway leading safely
into the sheltering arms of the Delaware.

I)o not fail to try this wonderful Dr. Greene’s
Nervura blood and nerve remedy. 'Non should specially take it
of spring
now. for everybody needs at this* season this grandest
medicines. People have more confidence in it than in any and .all
other remedies, because it. is the prescription of a lamous regular physician andtheiefore perfectlv adapted to cure, and because Dr. Greene, 34 Temple Place. boston,
whether
Mass., can be consulted at any time free of charge in regaid t.o any case,
vou call or w rite.

me I

that he

the Brazilian

Nervura blood and nerve remedy
medicine a.i.l gladly recommend it

west

the home stretch.

on

sea

i

was

We have used Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy, both myself and
wife, with the best results. My wife was
troubled severely with her head, in fact was
nearly prostrated with nervous difficulty.
She tried manv things for relief but found
no benefit unti'l she
began the use of Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy.
Now I am rejoiced to say that she is cured
bv the use of four bottles and is quite well,
have used the Nervura for my blood, and
that 1 lound the most
am happv to say
beneficial results." We think Dr. Greene’s

small dose of the railway, and
enough; the ride is much

a

knew when 1 had

then away

on

The reports from
twenty years.
every
captain who brought his ship across the

sounded a hoarse and welcome blast close
under the lee.
From that guide post it

|

hour—rarely halting at
a longer time than nine-

we were

trumpet

J

express,

the rim of northern waters.
the north-east trades in 3° north,
over

month

worst

of chances across the Gulf Stream and
right up onto the coast to within forty
miles of our objective point; then three

times that she feels as if she
should fly. She feels just good for
nothing and is tired all tlie time.
How quickly will the weight
of her burden of disease he lifted
if she will use that greatest boon
to womankind, Dr. Greene's NervL ura blood and nerve remedy ! How
f
quickly it will relieve her weakness, her nervousness, her pains
4
and aches, her hopeless depression
of mind and heart, and how spcedi ily it will restore her strength, renew her vitality,
vigor, energy,
1 power and the pulsing life which
l means happiness for women ! Dr.
Greene’s Nervura is indeed a bless% ing for weak, nervous and despairI ing women, for its use means to
them health, strength, hope, hap^
piness and life itself!
Mr. II. P. Howe, Ticonderoga,
N. Y., says :

A tamed horse
may ride.
dollars, and if one makes

easy—beggers

uhimi-

so nervous

at

ing adventure.
is

is>

cut,

pated, melancholy and

may sometimes meet with interestIn Uruguay travel is

and

cannot

siit

aciieSy

curious—

are

days grew
polar star

gleamed
Striking

For 2,500 miles

U|j

most inva-

one

of customs that

knowledge

light

get behind the

to

possible,

who has a sick wife has a great burden upon him, but his burden is
compared to that of his sick wife. She may not be sick abed, but she is ailing
all the time; she is weak, nervous, irritable and tired out. She
is sleepless nights and wakes mornings feeling tired,
h
without energy or ambition, discouraged, dragged out
jil 11
l l I and indescribably miserable. Her head aches, her back

The

person can evei know how a thousandth
part of the other people live. In wander-

ing about, it is well

sank lower and lower, the
shorter and shorter and the

Sure To Make Her Well.

not extrav-

of fact

matter

a

more comfortable an outfit than a
Brazilian catamaran.
As we drifted along the starry cross

Remedy

GOLD

Although March, too, will have its
gloomy record, still, according to records,
February will be looked back upon as the

no

from the upper left-hand corner of UruThere is an old wornout axiom
guay.

Month at Sea.

One

Sale

1

9 o’clock shat\
R. E. FREEMAN

to commence at

JOSHUA

BUTLER, Auctioneer.

"
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ci'BAN WOMEN.
Hooks the Cradle Rules the
\nti 1 lew as Elsewhere. The
In War, I'liilanikor Sex

,,

,,

,1,,
"

PREMATURELY OLD.
A man ought not to feel old,
until well up towards the

W,

now-a-days

j Gertrudes Gomez

to

1

The author

book,

well-known

“Cuba y

declared that the

vX

women

•nly to lliit, iie in ham'hemselves, has evidently
-vtunate in his choice of

t

ac-

partial people who know

h»

the

of

better class will

and brains,
giving out,

of stomachs
of shattered
nerves, of lost energy,
of aversion to work.

they are among the
;ad, simple and domestic
world, devoted to their
ligion, and adoring their
their
children; withal
i-iiy and often enduring
at

These

fortitude than the

more

•usands have lost every-

and

s

have looked

which consumed

Mists

plantations,

but

bodies of their loved
fuel to

as

the Hames.

i.heii babies torn from

bored, and
than

w. >rse

m

urdered;

airiotism that if the

war

••■! in order to free their
would be

faltering
history of

no

It is the

rii

females

he

tli

are

bit-

first to urge force of

1

would dictate

mi

the last to

i.C

longer
up the

give

the hatchet is

and

managed

'id; and after all their
ml

their

even

dresses,

changes

well-known literary Cubana. She first
acquired fame through the newspapers of
her native

city, Puerto Principe, and then
hei poems passed to other countries. Not
long ago she published a book of travels
in Europe, which has been
comhighly

mended on both sides of the
water; and it
is said that she is now
writing an inner
history of the war.
Not less famous in a different
way, is
Senora Marta Abreu de
Ksteves, daughter
of a rich family of Santa Clara
province,
and wrife of the learned
of

professor

to

her hands and knees through the underbrush. and thus escaped.
Hiding by

in

and medicines for the day and wandering by night, hopeless,
mneeted with the long hungry, half-crazed by grief and fear, she
pi'hetie and stirring inci- finally reached Ilabana and the merciful
uniber in which
:

mere

Rosa Hernan-

was

in

a

il. the young and beauHernandez. They h.ad

oi

the reconcentrado corner

all the officers under Gomez had
their wives with them in the field, because

insurgent army.

they dared not leave them at home. Antonio Maceo also had more than a hundred

aged
■

a

come

id do

Feeling

bis

to

girl-wife,
mother, lie

a

who

females in his regiment—not coarse and
shameless Amazons who chose the wild
life lor love of adventure, but
mostly

told

she willed in the

as

tions of the schools and giving large sums
in prizes, both to pupils and teachers.

like, she hesitated at
honest wives and mothers.
f Hie dangei to her beThey dressed
Through her tears hade in masculine attire, carried Mauser rifles

an

m

week

had raised half

he

and
1

'1 lie

Queen of Cuba.”

ot Spaniards under
-k possession of the
’ieutenauts rode his

•«.].
■

Her theatre, called “El Teatrode Caridad,
is a line building and yields a steady in-

“Friends of the Country.”
It has thirty
free scholaiships and affords primary instruction to three hundred day pupils.

l’ueite

I am happy to
further barm befell the

ugh of

many hardThe family are

course

injured.

Cristobal,

>aii

a

and Guerra

rnaudez, the “war baby,”
Youngster three years old.
\
u

s

the field

went to

women

bands and fathers, for tlie
tion. fearing nothing so
innumerable
er

home,

at

sex

crimes

corn-

and hun-

born in camp and on
While misrule prevailed
were

1

island, soldiers and high•":ing all the country roads,
a'ions and

perpetrating all
upon the defenceless,

•ities
in

safe, whatever her

was

ial

standing. There were
of delicate, high-bred
imed by their wrongs into
s, who afterwards fought
ases

Moulder with the men, led
and applied the torch in a

Many of
iaves on
M.us

them

died far sadder

Mrnent, disease

\

\
5

now

<>ne

sleep

desolate skirmish-

or

deaths,

starvation.

of these poor creatures
I saw her in Los

forever.

reconcentrado

ma s

bhe

pen of

young, probivventy, and must have been
.intifnl a short time before;

|

nors.

!

was

aited face
v

already

wore

the

of death and only a slight
breast showed that life

ie

all around were what

Lying
'‘Mps

of

rags, hundreds of

being, young or old,
i
Such a sight! All were
•nation.
Bones appeared to
tough the skin; deep sores
Unman

i

feet and limbs

;
|
|

were

tUnnce of human

bags

I

and cracked

swolltu

members,
in

places

tig out—scurvy and dropsy
ontinued burger, the blood

‘ily turned to water. Amid
•rulings lay this girl, who had
been delicately bred, having

;j
;

"

up unconscious in the street
b*re and carried to Los Fossos

S!‘inish police.

j

wandering

While I
where

stood

were

her

the loving hands that once
wealth of shining hair—the

re

,,,

‘■'•‘fl

be

to

move

and

ri;oi*i.i:

ribbons,

each

I1

“-ali'd

t

know

what

to

do.

When a person gets sick abed with fever,
be invariably semis for the family physician,
but the averge person who is afflicted with
some nervous, chronic or lingering affection,
knows that his family doctor does not make
a speciality of treating such cases, does not
know how to cure them, in fact, and it is
therefore true that not one in a hundred
persons thus afflicted knows what to do or
to what doctor to apply for treatment and
cure.
They di) not want to continue to

a wreath of
suffer; indeed, they urgently desire to get
honor of the cap- | hack their health; but they cannot afford to
tain's sweetheart, they rode direct to the pay the big fees charged by eminent specialists, and so they remain uncertain what to
girl's house and saluted her as she stood [I do. To such the offer of the famous specDr. Greene, .‘i4 Temple Place, Boston,
ialist,
on the balcony wi'h her mother.
Kobau
Mass
who has the largest practice and
went inside and asked that he
might marry must, successful treament for diseases the
her at once and take her with him, feariim world has ever known through his system
of cure by harmless vegetable remedies, to
that some evil might befall her in his abgive consultation and advice to all without
sence.
The pa re u is refused, ami lie rode fee ami absolutely free of charges, places a
sure cure within reach of everybody and
Two days later, should he taken
away broken hearted.
advantage of at once by
when the company had gone many miles, sufferers, whatever their complaints. One
of Dr. Greene’s marvelous medical disthe girl, mounted on a horse, dashed to
Greene’s Nervura blood
coveries, Dr.
the captain's side. She had run away from and nerve remedy, lias made his name
home in order to join her lover. Without famous all over the world, and his investigations and vast experience have developed
an hour’s delay Kobau sent two men. with
eurati ve medicines for every phase of disease.
If you do not know what to do, or if you
an extra horse and an
empty saddle, to have
failed to be cured, consult Dr. Greene
fetch the nearest priest. The good padre, at once. If you cannot call, write him freely and fully about your ease. He will give
muttering Ave Marias all the way, ex- your
case every consideration, write you exI peeling to be killed, arrived with his plaining your exact condition and give you
I escort just as dawn was breaking in the advice just what to do to be cured. All this
costs you nothing and wm advise you to
east.
So the youug people were married. write him immediately.
Senora liobau followed her husband all
Confessed to Perjury.
through the war; and now with her little
boy is at home on the liobau plantation.
Buckspokt, March 15.—Joseph A.
The women of San Juan Martinez took
Fogg, jr., who has confessed that his tesno small part in the rebellion.
When the timony in the hearing of W. T.
Treworgy,
Spanish troops under Cornell were on arrested for the murder of Sarah Ware,
their way to the city, the citizens, men was false in every particular, was taken
before Recorder Remick of the Western
and women, met and took a vote as to
Hancock municipal court this afternoon.
what course they should pursue.
They He was arraigned on the charge of perjury,
decided to burn their town to ashes, rather pleaded guilty and was sent to Ellsworth
in default of $5,000 bonds.
The writ
than have it destroyed by Spanish soldiers. jail
the offense as committed upon
specified
So while the men took all the horses aud the tenth instant in certain
testimony uthurried to the field, the women set their tered by Fogg in the hearing of W. T. Treworgy, charged with the minder of .Sarah
j own homes on fire, and then, with their Ware on or about September 17. It was
| children in their arms, walked to Guane, solely on Fogg’s testimony that probable
: twelve miles distant.
The Spaniards, en- cause was foil mi against Treworgy and lie
raged at finding themselves baffled, started | was held for the grand jury and is now in
Ellsworth jail. Fogg’s statement at the
in hot pursuit. Hearing of their approach, j
was sensational in
the extreme
, hearing
the women tired Guane and fled to the and was in substance that on a few
|
nights
the disappearance of Sarah Ware, he
| next, town—Montezuma; and so they kept I after
asked
do
a job
was
to
by
Treworgy
help
up the merry chase, burning village after
and he accompanied Treworgy ou a jigger
| village, until they reached the insurgent to a certain
spot in the Miles lane and
army.
I helped Treworgy move a body to another
The wife of Senor Damien l’eresote, a spot where the body was found.
I
Fogg’s testimony was not shaken to
political exile in the Isle of Pines, followany extent by a rigid cross-examination.
ed her husband to the penal colony, re- | The
!
people of this town as a rule do not
solved to liberate him.
While lie was know what to think of Fogg.
March 10.
Treworgy has been released
working with several others felling timon $500 bail.
ber, she suddenly appeared, snatched a
man

palm around his hat

wearing
in

j

kindly

death

gun from the surprised guard aud pointing it at his head threatened him with in-

on

the little

ones.

report, and

ferent occasions.”

uext

the

FRANK

GOWEN.

\V.

PARER NO.
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In my last paper I referred to President
McKinley’s address before the Home Market Club in Boston on February 15th, and
said that it would rank in
Lincoln’s immortal words at

history with
Gettysburg;

and if any of your subscribers have not
found time to read it I would advise them
to do so, for 1 know nothing in modern
peer to it.

Mr. Bryan, in
his reply to our President, demands that
he shall indicate his policy with reference
to the Philippines, and it seems to me that
the

to enact in reference to those islands
in the far east.
Whether wTe shall annex

are

McKinley

is

one

them,

MAINE,
4 (il(l( ll-TI KAL INMlUNd: CO. (,i
41 tertown, N. \. Incorporated m 1.S53
inenced business in 1853. a. h. saw\er President; Secretary, W. II. Stevens. < aj.ital
id up
m cash, oOO.OOO.

heading
ike insurance go. of
Pa.
Incorporated in 1867. Commenced business in 1867. W. A. Tippine. President; Secretary. Tims. H.Scatland. 'Capital paid
up in cash, $250,000 00.

TheReading,

ass r.TS i»ECE m n eit

Hens).
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31, 1898.
Real estate owned by the company.
unincumbered ...s 334,110
Loans on bund and mortgage (hist
liens)
914.175
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value
4*4 I ,<'31
Loans secured by collaterals.
221 520
Cash in the company's principal office and in bank...
177 690
Interests due and accrued.
30'.053
Premiums in due course of collec-

31, 1898.

ASSETS DECEMBER

Heal Kstate owned y the company,
unincumbered..
..‘ §
Loans on bond ami mortgage (first*

22,70<» 00
333,478 66

..

Stocks and bonds < w ned by the company, market value-- .*.
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in the company's principal office
and in bank ..*.
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection.

290,820 50

38,950

of the most

days

of

Washinghigh
glory is not only in bringing to a suffering
people prosperity and plenty, but in upholding with unswerving fidelity those
principles of liberty and justice so dear
ton, Jefferson and Lincoln.

ti,,n.

2,13173

Aggregate of all the admitted
sets

tual

of the company

asae-

their

at

77
;t»

127,970 40

..

All other assets.

value.$2,251,296
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

83

31, 1898.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims... .$
90.190 64
Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks.
1,100.012 '•]
All other demands against the e< m

pany.viz: commissions,

277,394 10
250,000 00
296,426 03

29,194

etc.

Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash....

00

1,225,403 15
5on,ooooo

..

Aggregate amount of liabilities including net surplus. $823,820 13
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.

Surplus beyond capital.

525,892

08

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus...
$2,251 295 83
James Pattee &Son, Agents, Belfast. Me.
..

'VTA GAR A FIRE I NSC R ANCK CO. of New
Vork. Incorporated in Julv, 1850. Comli
menced business in Aug.. 1850. llarold Herrick,
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paid up in cash, $500,000.

ASSETS, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Real estate owned by the company,

unincumbered..*..$1,000,000

00

ASSETS r*i ckm im.ij Ml, isnx.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered ..£1,7mm,i mk n(i
Loans on bond and mortgage tirst
lieils:.
3,622,Mf«<* <.)<)
stocks and bonds ow; e«l by the
company, market value
.2.<;o2,rd»3 7‘,
Loans secured by collaterals
...
Cash in the company's principa office and in bank.
7.sr..i>‘»2 f»X
Interest duo and accrued
1,4 r, 1,5 i> \
Premiums in due course 1 rnllee
tion.
>27,6211 ol

Loans

on bond and mortgage t,lirst
"....
liens)..
208,600 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.*. 1,165,325 00

Loans secured hv collaterals.
Cash in the company's principal office
and in bank.
Interest and rents due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection.
Rills receivable..

world.

already

25
00

....

00

93,123 26
5,594 35
39,153 36

Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Surplus beyond capital.

His

00
32

...

of all the admitted assets
company at their actual value
$823,820 13
LIABILITIES, DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid losses ami
claims
32,854 03
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks.
221,852 90
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.
22,687 17

conservative and clear-headed Presidents
have had since the

A gents,

BELFAST,

important questions concerning liberty Aggregate
of the

Statistics

fame of Williams’

CHit-e Masonic Temple, next Peoples National
Hank, Main Street entrance,

war

President

by the

Insurance

and government to the liberated, while
they are engaged in shooting down their
rescuers.”

we

of the year.

par excellence

JAMES PATTEE & SON,

that destroyed it was in progress
could not ask their [the
Filipinos’]
view. Nor can we now ask their consent.
Indeed, can any one tell me in what form
it could be marshaled and ascertained
until peace and order, so necessary to the
reign of reason, shall be secured and
established? A reign of terror is not the
kind of rule under which right action and
deliberate judgment are possible.
It is
not a good time for the liberator to submit.

nothing, thereby
Soap in the

bill for Toilet

J. B. Williams* Co., Glastonbury, Conn.

rhc

we

The First Republic in the Far East.

a

Congress assembles,

government “at the Boston reception.”
“Every present obligation has been met
and fulfilled in the expulsion of Spanish
sovereignty from their islands, aud while

st., Philadelphia.

guaranteed

are

tf

are

Guide to Health and medical advice absolutely free, i'rof. Munyon, 1505 Arch

Both

I Shaving Soaps.

violating any of the principles of the
Federal Constitution is indeed able, and I
commend his eloquent words to the readers of The Journal as he
spoke of the

Mrs. Louis Boisrirt, 17 Swiss street,
Meriden, Conn., says: “My little daughter suffered with acute kidney trouble.
Became worse in spite of our treatment.
One bottle Munyon'a Kidney Cure completely cured her.”

a

our

course

&

which will then get at the facts for a
foundation of our future policy in the
llis reply to the charges that we
Orient,

health in twenty-four hours.
They
have kept my childreu alive on two dif-

saving many

L

propose to bind himself to any policy
until the Philippine commission makes its

to

times that is

our

not

suffocate with sore throat and
Munyon’s Remedies restored her

BY

don’t

some practicable and
honorable way to surrender those islands
in the archipelago.
The President does

Mr. A. E. Herzog, Violetteville, Baltimore, Md., says: “Thought my child
fever.

day by day, why

opponents suggest

hi UN YON.

would

President

our

show that the value

or

or a

stant

death if he moved.

and his comrades rushed
aud

gagged

the

the alarm, and
an open boat.

Her husband

forward,

bound

!

guard before he could give
escaped from the island in
They reached Cienega de

Zapata in safety, and afterwards joined
the revolutionary forces, Mrs. Peresote
acting as a nurse till the end of the war.

and money, and the loss of life and
blood,
civilize those people; but shall we
shrink from our great task like cowards?

prove that the Filipinos when they come
in contact with a truely modern civiliza-

Shall

tions directed

to

we

say

that

now

do not

we

owe

those poor ignorant natives the best that
civilization and progress can accomplish?
Shame

such

on

idea!

an

bound to civilize and

We are in

discipline

duty

them and

soften their hearts and polish their manners; and, as the poet says,
"To raise the virtues, animate the bliss,
And sweeten all the toils of human life.”
I remember in reading one of Edmund
Burke’s speeches some time siuce that lie
said:

“War

never

nation,’" and 1

leaves where it finds

a

thoroughly
thoughtful citizen feels

that the

convinced

am

that we
of momentous events, and
the problems the like of which we never
had before are confronting us, and if

are on

there

tlie

eve

need of

ever

was

statesmanship,

that need is

most urgent now.
In my
have ample ability to govern
colonies with conspicuous success;

opinion
our

we

hut this great problem resolves itself into
two

propositions:

1st.

Do

we

intend to send

carpet-bagcharge of
we going to

our

possessions,

new

or are

send able and clean representatives of
2nd.

Do

legalize the liquor
traffic in the Philippines, and then have
those tribes give themselves up to beastly
drunkenuess and debauchery?
Our safety in the far east lies in the
rigid application of the merit system as to
we

Nil.

119,853 47
10,097 41
223,911 04
954 12

...

....

prohibition
If

of the awful traffic in

liquors.

inflict the saloon upon the Filipinos
we will not
only bring ruin upon them,
but also on our soldier boys and greatly
we

injure honest industry and legitimate
commerce everywhere in those islands.
It

was

only yesterday

that I witnessed

a

sad sight in Broad street station in Philadelphia as I was taking a train, the arrest
of

young officer of our army for drunkenness.
The tears tilled my eyes, for I
a

could not

help

it

as

thought

I

of the

ex-

perience of the year just passed, which
has shown that rum is itself the greatest

cents.

All

druggists keep

it.

56 Warren Street, New York.

Ely Brothers,

this

one cure

for

li' ns).
Stocks and bonds owned by the com! pany, market value-’
J Loan- .-ecured by collaterals.
Fash in tin! company's principal of
!
fice and nr baiiK .’..
j luteresr due and accrued.
j Premium.-.in due course of'collection

|

permanently by forcing

1

amount

of

greatly
was

improved

utMignwa

'js

petite greatly improved. I was soon entirely
well, and my skin as clear as a piece of glass.
H. L. Myers, 100 Mulberry Sr.. Newark, N. J.
Don’t destroy all possible chance of a
cure by taking the doctor’s treatment
of mercury ana potash. These minerals
cause the hair to fall out, and will
wreck the entire system.

1,73,1 <54 .35
400,000 no
103.403 50

S,S,S«The lOOd

is purely vegetable, and is the only
blood remedy guaranteed to contain no
potash, mercury, or other mineral.
Books on the disease and its treatment mailed free by Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

Total

of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash—

...

I

51,807 84
318,04

HI LIT I KS to

amount of

Surplus beyond capital.

perpetuation of this awful traffic in the
it will

jeopardize
Philippines,
security and happiness of the people
for

there.
Win. Pitt characterized the attempts of
the British Ministry to tax our colonies as
i say our revtraffic in the Orient

miserable

financering;

enue

humanity,

$531,447 95

let the

liquor traffic,

regard it as one of the ablest advocates of
what appears to me the wrong side of the
question of which I write. One of the disorators

Climatic

will

Get

a

cure

it.

well-known

i

who

spoke

at the ban-

quet of the Massachusetts Reform Club
held in Boston the 9th inst. touching on

imperialism said:
“Our government is

engaged in the
murder of men in the Philippines standtheir
in
of
defence
homes and
ing up
liberty. He referred to President McKinley’s visit to Boston and the statements of
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continent within tlie century in which we
live, and which was languishing under
Spanish rule, the same American supremacy may do for the archipelago now under
the shelter of the Stars and Stripes.
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would not only be miserable finauceriug,
but an outrage. In the name of Almighty
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suffering soul. Persistent in
a glimpse of her
history,
the daughter of a well-to-do
Though so fearless in the face of danger,
n tlie
betroth- belligerance is fartherest from the natural
adjoining
province,
s
captain in the insurgent army. bent of the Cuban women. Most of them
#‘“er, brother and lover were away find their hearts’ content in the quiet of
t
a
troop of Spanish soldiers the home-ci.cle, with no ambitition to
"“e
Now and then, j
burned the house, mur- shine in public favor.
kitj 'M day.
mother and younger children, however, a genius appears, whose light |

III,

hun

1

no

I

Fannik Bhu.iiam Ward.

the field—theii horses’ tails braided with

for war.
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If grown people well persist in galloping
by (losing frith debilitating drugI

..

mountains oi

Principe. The groom
was Captain
i;
idi
Kobau, a handsome, well
parlor and subeducated and once wealthy young planter;
! ilie rebel to threats and
That night, accompanied the bride, the run-away daughter of one
of his tenants.
Kobau had long loved
■iviiui. she set out on mule*
husband.
After riding the young lady, but as she was in humble
ugh the pathless hills and circumstances, the rigid rules of Cuban
At the beginant danger of banditti and etiquette kept them apart.
ning of the war lie recruited a company
as, she dually found him.
from bis own neighborhood, composed
her baby was born in camp.
entirely ot his personal friends, all wellwas only
and
seventeen)
bred young men.
When they started for
m christhened
“Guerra,”
.«

stated in my second paper, to
restore order, peace, security and righteous laws there.
Instead of criticising

to the grave

let them have mercy

I
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_

short

a

islands;

and,
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serious answer; for
as General
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made war upon us it is necessary, sad as
it may seem, to light for those
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that matter is in the hands of
work;
and machetes, marched with the men, enCongress, cent, of this commerce, as far as I can Aggregate of all the admitted assets
baths for the public an* a no less accept- and he can go no farther than he has
ol t lie company at their actual value
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exports and the rest imports.
able charity.
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.Senora Benitez, a lady of llabana, found- States,
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soldieis as any.
preserving
peace,
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that city, supported it during her life, and
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sugai, tobacco,
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WASHING POWDER

asking of such a question furnishes a to the hearts of all true American
citizens,
a school for colored
children, a seminary clear insight of the calibre of this statesand in the skill and ability with which he
for white girls and a preparatory college man, who would like
much
to
manvery
has conducted the affairs of this great
for boys.
The sisters devoted their entire age the affairs of our
government from nation
for the past two years.
In the
fortune left them by their parents, some- the White House.
1 would like to know
this land of tropical fruits
thing over si.>0,000, to these and other what right our President would haye, coming years
and sunshine, under the American system
charitable institutions.
Dona Marta de under our constitution and our
laws, to of government, will establish the first
Estevez, now a widow, devotes her entire dictate to
Congress, which is the peoples Republic iu the far east and become the
time to them, attending all the examinarepresentative, the kind of legislation we richest and most fertile Island in the

Nearly

year when the
d upon to organize a band

than

."ss

For many years, in connection with her
two sisters—the Donas Rosalia Abreu de
Sanchez and Rosa Abreu de Gaucher—she
has supported an asylum for the poor,

grave
of the great cemetery where our “Maine”
boys lie, amid tlie gruesome collection of
uncoffined bones of more
than 30,000
other unfortunates.

women

role.

Mg

juris-

line theatre to her native
city, applying
its income to the support of free schools.

i

end of

the

prudence, I)r. Luis Estevez.
“Senora
as
Marta,
everybody calls her, is distinguished for her great pliilantrophy.
elude the guard by creeping
While yet in her “teens” she donated a

on

Cuban ladies sold

While
as

“Island poetess,” second
only to Avellaneda. In later life she
translated a mini
her of works, w rote a
voluminous treatise
on Education
y Urban;dad, and published
several essays.
After the death of her
husband, Seiior Ramon Zambrana, she
ceased writing
altogether, and yet lives in
Habana, devoted to her family.
Aurelia Castillo de Gonzalez is another

this girl a prisoner at their
In the night she strangled the
mercy.
brutal lieutenant who held her in Lis
tent,

household expenses,
many

kept

being poor miner in
Cobre mountains, she educated
her-

scarcely worthy

a

celebrated

buried.

in every Cuban home
set aside ut Of each

v

and

the

Her father

self with the aid of a
few books.
still young, she was

who write him
‘‘The reason I delayed writing was because I
wanted to wait >>/«’ year after I had taken the
medicine before giving my statement, and now
I can send a good, conscientious
testimonial,”
writes Chas II Sergeant, of Plain
City. Madison
Co., Ohio.
During the summer and fall of 1896
I became all ‘run-down.’ nerves and
stomach
were out of order
I wrote to Dr. Pierce for advice. He said ! had general debility, and advised
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery, and 1
used six bottles. Since I stopped taking it about
one year ago. I have not taken auv medicine of
any kind, and have been able to work every day.
My appetite is good, I can eat three square meals
a day. and I do not feel that miserable
burning
in the stomach after eating.”

their

seen

digestion perfect,

a

friends and for-

They

1837.

disordered stomach into a healthy one
that works as Nature intended. It regulates
the liver, enriches the blood and tones the
nerves
Tt prevents consumption by
curing
bronchitis, lingering coughs and bleeding
lungs. The “Discovery” contains no alcohol; no false or uncertain stimulus; the
power it gives is the power of Nature; deep,
genuine and lasting. It does not create a
craving for stimulants. In serious cases of
sickness. Dr R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y
will give free advice and counsel to those

long struggle
hands, sons and daugh-

wa\

men

more

cine makes

»ed in the

Principe

1814.

Another authoress of
high merit is
Luisa Perez, born in
Sautiago de Cuba in

have
of dollars
man oi Health.
1 hey forget that
money 19
almost worthless without health to enjoy
it. If men ami women will take Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery, thev needn’t
The years will
worry much about old age
go by, but they won’t show it.
This medi-

thought

the chief executive at the Home Market
Club banquet.
“If I understand his
words,’’ he went on to say, “he meant
delicately, with an anchor to windward, to
imply he was no longer responsible for
what might happen, and that with anguish in his heart he had thrown it upon
Where is Congress?”
Congress.
the
speaker asked. “It is time Congress was
assembled.”
This statement, it seems to me, is

who has

At the age of
twenty she went
to Spain, ami soon
became known in Seville, Cadiz and Madrid
through her lyrics,
dramas and novels. As
prolific a writer
as our Mrs.
Burnett, she has published a
dozen novels, several
books of poems,
biographies and essays, and no leis than
nine successful
dramas. Among the latter, her Saul, Baltamr and Catalina have
been translated into
several languages and
long held the boards in France and Spain,
“he died in Madrid in
’73.
in

The Journal.]

of

Avellaneda,

Cuba.
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Browning of
She was born in Faerie
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and closets to take

in health.
outbuilding, which is a nuisance to the bly improved
Isaac Staples has employed
neighborhood and an eve-sore to all pass-

pamphlet
generally dis-

In future
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as

shall report all that is
interest at the meetings of

we

public

the school committee, for the information
of all concerned.

readily

Fifty

The Brooks Band is preparing to present
the amusing play entitled “The Order of
Hercules.” Those who have seen it and are
in a position to know say it is equal to the

Years.

Writing of the closing days of the legThe

political outwho gather at

and of the

by those
Capitol, the Kennebec Journal
'The unanimous opinion has seemsays
ed to be that lion. John F. Hill, now a
member of the Executive Council, would,
look asviewe
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Wedding of Capt. and
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'T!s fifty years ago to-day, dear friends,
You started in the world together,
Content to follow to life's end,
Content to share the storms and pleasant
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nis connection to say something of
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send
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Boston,

and

Charle*

ofliciatu.g clergyman’s wife and daughter
Eiiza, the latter afterwards Mrs. Thorndike
They are a:' now dead. The next year after
they were married, Capt. Libby built the
house in which they have since lived, with

son, Nelson, a
Samuel and Harriet

we report the organization of tlii school committee, with extract- from the special act of the legisla-

another column

In

defining
authoiity and powers,
aicerning which there has been some
its

ture
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e

charged

with

ex-

Criticism is to be ,expected.
travagance.
It is a penalty all must incur who accept

public

In

office.

critics

are

so

particular

one

nearly

divided

case

for

the
and

the action of the committee that

agaiDst

would be difficult to decide where to

it

draw the line.

As to extravagance, we
charge well founded.

do not think the
The
ars

sum

total

does look

tion

was

paid for transporting schollarge; but if the transporta-

not furnished it would be

nec-

essary to have additional schools, which
would cost as much or more, while they
would not give the children the educational advantages they now have in the city
schools.
When the district system

was

abolished

began
buildings generally

and the Belfast school committee
its duties the school

in bad condition, and the schools
themselves were much inferior to the

were

It has been necessary to
change the existing

schools

to-day.

repair,

renovate and

father

and mother,

Reynolds

of

Brooks,

dulgent father, a kind and accommodating
neighbor, anil a friend always ready to help
the needy. He was one of the selectmen of
Brooks, his term of office expiring the day
of his death. He will be greatly missed,
not only by his immediate friends ami
neighbors, hut by a large circle for whom he
alway had a pleasant word and smile. The
funeral was held at his home Wednesday
afternoon, Rev. David Brackett of Brooks
officiating. The floral offerings were profuse showing with what esteem the deceasep
was

regarded.

Mrs. Barbara A. Forbes died in Brooks,
March 8, 1899. She was born in Jackson,
Me., Dec. 9, 1819, and was the daughter of
She was married
John and Anna Rich.
June 2, 1847, to Almon S. Forbes of Brooks,
who survives her, and is 80 years of age.
They had four children, three of whom are
living: namely, Mr. Charles H. Forbes of
Brooks, Rev. Frank S. Forbes of Santa
Barbara, California, pastor of Congl. church,

!

!

Gold from Sea=water.
learned from the committee having
charge The settlement of the affairs of the
Electrolytic: Marine Salt3 Company of Lubec, Maine, that an early dividend is expendAll
ed to be declared to the stockholders.
the outstanding stock of the company has
been turned over to the committee with the
exception of 21,500 shares, and it is expected
that this stock will soon lie deposited. The
committee has now in its possession §387000 outside of the company’s plant and supplies. This amount includes the §75,000
which has been returned by Rev. R. E.
Jernegan, who was at the head of the conMr. Jernegan returned the amount in
cern.
securities selling at a premium of §12,000.
There were §30,000 Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy bonds and §25,000 Rio Grande &
Western bonds.
It is

in

Steel vs. Wooden Ships.
The great advantage
buoyancy which
the steel ship lias over one of wood is illustrated by the fact that while the giant fourmaster Arthur Sewall draws a scant eight
feet when light, a wooden vessel of that size
would draw at least twelve. This difference,
nearly one-sixth of the loaded draught, indicates a carrying power of dead weight onesixth larger than that of the wooden ship of
corresponding size, a fact of vast significance in these days of sharp competition.
in

[Bath Enterprise.

they

we

have their

forget

use, as

blow out the
bad air accumulated after
Winter storms and Spring
thaws.
There is far more
important accumulation of
badness in the veins and arteries of humanity, which
needs Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
to

This great Spring Medicine clarifies
the blood as nothing else can.
It cures
scrofula, kidney disease, liver troubles,
rheumatism anti kindred ailments. Thus
it gives perfect health, strength and appetite for months to come.
Kidneys
My kidneys troubled me,
aud on advice took Hood's Sarsaparilla
which gave prompt relief, better appetite.
My sleep is refreshing. It cured my wife
also.” Michael Boyle, 3473 Denny Street,
Pittsburg, Pa.
—

Dyspepsia—

Complicated

with

liver

kidney trouble, I suffered for years
dyspepsia, with severe pains. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla made me strong and hearty.”
J. B. Emerton, Main Street, Auburn, Me.
Hip Disease—” Five running sores on
my hip caused me to use crutches. Was
confined to bed every winter.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla saved my life, as it cured me perAm
and
well.”
Annie
fectly.
strong
Robert, 49 Fourth St., Fall River, Mass.
and
with

Hood’s Pills cure liver Ills, the non-irritating and
only cathartic to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla?

Probate

Court.

is an abstract of the business of
Probate Court of Waldo county, March
term, 1899:

Following

the

Estate of Arzilla B. Hadley, Frankfort;
will approved; Lorenzo W. Hadley appoint-

ed executor.
Estate of V. R.

Turner, Palermo; will approved; Hannah M. Turner appointed exe-

cutrix.

instate oi baioma 1
Rich, Brooks ; Hamlin
II. Rich appointed administrator.
of
Estate
Gladys L. and Martha S.
Coombs,
minors, [slesboro; Lizzie M.

Brown

appointed guardian.

Estate of Sarah R. Curtis, Monroe; Wilbert P. Braley appointed administrator.
Estate of Lewis A. Rhoades, Tro> : license
to sell real estate issued; allowance of $175
granted to Lawrence and Clifton Rhoades,
minor children.
Estate of John L. Ellis, Monroe ; order of
distribution issued ; petition for allowance
dismissed by consent
first and linal account of administratrix allowed.
Estate of William It Brown. Belfast; will
approved: Martha E Johnson appointed
executrix.
Estate of Beuj. J. Blood, Knox; first account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Sarah H. Estes, minor, Troy;
fourth account of guardian allowed; additional bond tiled.
Estate of Marcellas R. Cooper, Belfast;
fourth account of executors allowed.
Estate of Daniel Cunningham, Troy ; tirst
and dual account of administration allowed.
Estate of Emily Cunningham, Troy; tirst
and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Hattie M. Childs, Freedom; final
acount of guardian allowed.
FIstate of A. Cutter Sibley, Jr., Belfast;
first and final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Nathan B. Parkliurst, Unity;
first and final account and private account
of administratrix allowed; petition for dis-

the Bible.

OBITUARY.

lived for so many years. Her funeral
was held Saturday, March 11th, at her late
residence, Rev. H. Sruifll of Knox officiating, and was very largely attended.

Why Pay $2.00, $2.50, $3i0()
FOR YOUR BOOTS?

OUR PRICES ARE,

Regular $3.00 Boot, $1,75
“

“

Jennie B., wife of Isaac T. Leadbetter,
died at her home in East Belfast Wednesday

“

2.50

1.50
1.00

“

2.00

GENTLe1vI£N !

morning, March| 15th, of pneumonia. She
has been in poor health for some time but
her last illness was brief. The deceased was
born in North Haven, the daughter of Horace
Sawyer, and was 37 years of age. She was a
woman devoted to her home, but not well
known here as the family moved to Belfast
less than a year ago.
Besides her husband,

WE ARE SgLLiwn

^

Gents’ $3.50 and $4.00 Boots for $2.25
“
“
«
3.00

children survive her, the oldest being
The remains were
taken to North Haven Thursday, where the
funeral was held Friday. Mr. Leadbetter
and family have the sympathy of all who
know them.
seven

but fifteen years of age.

“

2.50

“

2.00 Shoe

Boys’

Mrs. Irene Phiibrick died at Thorndike
Station. March 13, at the advanced age of fiO
She was the oldest resident in town.
years.
Several weeks ago she fell, breaking her hip,
since which time she has been steadily failing. She died at the home of her youngest
daughter, Mrs Sargent A. Coffin, who tenderly cared for her mother iu her last illness.
Her whole life bad been passed in
Thorndike. She was a tender mother, a true
friend and an estimable 1 tdy, and will be
greatly missed by a large number of friends.
The funeral was held March 13.

“

1.25

“

] 00

Bl'

Banner Shoe Store,
♦♦♦

5

BUSINESS CHANGE.
The

undersigned give notice to tile public that they have buna
stock of ObORfiE A. If AI1.E\, and will contim.
the busine..
ST KEF. r, BELFAST, carryiug a large stock of
■

■

....

Rev. Adolph S. Gum hart., I). I). pastor
Dudley Street Bapt st Churdi, Roxbury, Mass., died suddenly list Sunday

Hardware, Paints and Oils

of the

Dr. Gunimorning of “angina pectoris.''
bart lectured here m the Peoples Course,
Feb. 14, 1X9S; subject; “A Tramp Through

Also

*t~The patronage

Rhoda Atwood, relict, of

Mrs.

the late
C Homer, died at the family
the Shore Bucksport road
March 10th after a short illness, aged 04
Mrs
Homer and her family have
years.
been for many years well-known residin's
of the town Shs. Home" leaves two sisters ;
Mrs. Mark Gray
*nd Mrs. Rich; also two
an 1 Edwanl S., wellbrothers, Jess-*
known citizens. She leaves also a son Edward S. of Orrington, and a daughtc r, Mr*.
S. C. Lowell of this place. [Bucksport Her-

sale OAltU I VGESaml 15 \It\K*iw|

tor

all of which will he sold at the LOWEST POSSIBLE I'

London,” and is very pbvsautly la-mcmbered by all who heard him.

Belfast, Man 1)

♦
♦

Capt. Francis
homestead

keeps

on

of the

n.

respectfully soliciled.

T\SON & \
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C.

1

j
j

Ladies' Sasli and Collar Buc?
A

CHOICE SELECTION,

ald.

M.

is

public

SPRINti AND SUMMED SHI.'
JUS I

\K Wl \

Bean’s Camden Residence.

H. M. Bean has been repairing and improving his house in Monument. Square,
Camden, and will oet upy it in April or May,
The t auulen Herald gives the following
description of the house:

Crescent
Fitted up with

!

Low

Prices.

Bicycles.

1>irtlup Fires

Fully

11

j

(in trante "I

iVATCHES, CLOCKS,

WE REPAIR
The parlor occupies the whole front of the j
house. It is finished in pure white, and has
Estate of Mary R. Mathews, Lineoluville;
a fireplace and hanosome mantel.
It is conadministrator’s inventory returned.
nected with the front hall by a double doorEstate of Nelson Kimball, [slesboro; adway and the ball opens similarly into the
ministrator’s inventory returned.
library, so that these rooms present a very
Estate of Thomas Sawyer, Knox; final pleasing combination. The hallway is
A Hell for the Pitcher School.
large, !
accouut of executor allowed.
finished in white and mahogany, with a
Estate of Betsy A. Sawyer, Knox; tiual
broad stairway with two landings. The j
The pupils of the Pitcher school in Belfast
account of administrator allowed.
hall also opens into tin* dining room. A i
an entertainment at the schuolh->use
Estate of Maria Heagau, Prospect; admagnificent plate glass mirror is an attrac-; gave
ministrator’s inventory returned.
tive feature of tin hall. The library is finis- j last Friday evening, under the direction uf
Estate of Charles W. Merritt, Brooks; ad- ed in sycamore, In s a tiled fireplace and fine
The
their teacher, John N. McLellan.
ministratrix's inventory returned.
bookcase.
All of the finish in this room is
to hit\ a i»«■ 11. and, at
hastate of Mary A. Patterson, Belfast; handsomely carved, giving a very rich up- j p-et was to raise, m-mey
executor’s inventory returned.
The floor is quartered oak. The j 10 rents admission, the sum uf so 10 was
pearanee.
F^state of Geo. B. Ordway, Swanville; re- | diningroom is finished entirely in quarter- realized for that purpose. The parts woe
port of commissioners in insolvency allow- ed oak with handsome carvings. A dona all well
audience wi 11
performed and f
ed : first and final account of administrator,
closet of plate glass is very bauds.-m-*. The j
with will annexed, presented
kitchen is neat ai -1 convenient. y\it,h all the pleased. Following is the program.
--tt
E-date ol Hannah Beal, Montville; first
Miss.-s Blake and \S
modern arrangement*.
Directly over it * Song,
n
Ij the bathroom finished in sycamore. The Kec Kate Shelby,
and final accouut of guardian presented.
Bessie Br
Estate of B. C. Dinsmore, Belfast; tirst' chambers are ai convenient and verv pleasGeorge <.[*••,
Rec Grasshopper Green,
and final account of executors presented.
(,arric
!
a
the
Mr.
Bean’s
room
Tableau
On
Gross,
having
fireplace.
ant,
Estate of Ezra Hanson, Brooks; petition
The house, will be supplied yyitli hot and
Kee
The Little P».-\ s L llliei.t Justm G
presented that the executrix be required to cold water, heated by furnace md provided i)ia!ogue, Mistaken Lieut t\,
electric
bells
give bonds
and
The
with electric lights
! Bessie Brown, Magg >• VY-> ott, N nian
Estate of Gagie E. and W. Scott Creasey,
rooms
are so Incited and
arranged that |
Staples, Edwin Frishee
Mrs. Lottie Algol
Morriil; petition presented f >r appointment every room is peasant an i bus an attractive Reading,
of Thomas N. Pearson, guardian.
1': nem l* f:**t.
is
used throughout the Stump speech.
outlook Plate g'ass
Estate of George Amos Nichols. Sears port;
Carve L ms
Ree
A Plea for the Buns.
bouse
petition fur distribution presented.
Dialogue, Cakes,
Estate of Joshua Thompson, Montville;
\Villie Brackett and G U|-g< i-i sLfirst and final account of administrator preE ina Coombs
Rec., Come, Little Leaver,
Willi- Br ickett,
sented.
M 1 J lines
Estate of Timothy P. Kelley, Winterport;
Reading,
Daniel Gould
petition presented for appointment "f Ellery
Rec.., Tiie Lost Ride.
Bowden, administrator.
Dialogue, Crowning the School Ang- ls.
Estate of Horatio N. Woodcock, SearsMr. McLellan
Guard,
mont; petition for license to sell real estate
Maggie \\ eseott
Angel of Order,
Brow
Bess:
presented.
Angel of Literature,
Estate of Abbie J. Atkinson, Burnham;
Mildreil Blake
Angel of Music,
Piero.Helen
of
petition for license to sell real estate preLove,
Angel
Cora Gra\
sented.
Angel of the Word of God,
Brackett
H/Siaie oi narriet v atos, muurut*; I'euuuu
Carrie
with
Silver,
Rec., Crowned
Annie Elms
presented for appointment of F. W. Brown,
Rec.,
Helen Pierce
Jr administrator.
Rec., Somebody’s Darling,
Mr. James
EHtate of Ephraim R. Grant, Winterport;
Song,
Cora Gray
will presented; Purtheua Grant and Arthur
If so, there must be some
Rec., The Last Hymn,
Mrs. Ella Gray
S. Grant named executors.
Reading,
trouble with its food.
Well
Estate of Asa Boothby, Jackson; petition
Messrs. Frishee
Song,
Ca L
Mrs.
Close
Perslin’s
“Mrs.
presented for appointment of Ralph A.
Dialogue,
babies are
the
Croxford, administrator.
Retta Weseott, Mrs. Ada Elms, Cora
Edwin
Estate of William G. Clark, Prospect;
Fred
Frishee,
sick are thin. Are you sure
Gray, Ca Tie Elms,
petition presented for appointment of Wm.
Frishee, Norman Staples, Leslie Elms.
the food is all
? ChilW. Clark, administrator.
Charlie Coombs
Rec.,
Mar lie Gray
Rec.*,
dren can’t
but grow;
Henry Wescott
Goat,
Rec., O'Grady’s
Secret Societies.
Rec., Recollections of Boyhood, Leslie Emu
;
must grow if their food
Alfred Brackett
Rec., Puzzle,
nourishes
them.
a
Gay Ion Webb
F.
Rel..'
The regular meetiug of Phenix Lodge,
Misses Brown and Wescott
Tableau.
; mistake
and A. M., will be held next Monday evenwas
made in the
“Minstrels,”
ing.
George and Eugene Wood, Fred and
and as a result the di;
Thomas Frishee.
fair
held
Canton
The recent three days’
by
Cleveland Armstrong
is weakened. If that
ftec.,
Helen Staples
Bangor, I. O. O. F., nested that organization
Rec.',

!'titter-!

ani guarantee all

w

H. J. LOCKE & SON

THE SEA BRE
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Tn

they

j

Perhaps

past
gestion

§1,850.
l

R

K.

The officers of Belfast Company,
of P., were installed last Friday evening, by
Maj. Matthew W. Welch.

Enterprise Lodge, A. O. 1 W will have
work in the t vo degrees at the regular
meeting this, Thursday, evening.

is so, don’t give the baby
;
a lot of medicine; just use

■

Senior Warden, made an official visit to Penobscot Encampment, I. O.O. F., Tuesday
evening. He will visit Chas. A. March En-

Rebekah Lodge has received and
accepted an invitation to visit Madocawan*
do Lodge of Castine next Tuesday evening.
They are not notified as to the program or
entertainment. An excursion v ill be made
by steamer Castine, which will leave Lewis’
wharf, foot of Main street, at G o’clock,
sharp, returning the same night. The exwill be paid by Aurora
penses of the trip
Lodge. All Rebekah’s are invited.
Aurora

your
sense

;

every-day
and help

and the
if is to add half

|

jI

common

j
]

j
;

ftee.]

ii

$33,000

SURPLUS,

nSI'OSITS SOi.H ! t Kl>
Safe

deposit boxes for

Our

new

vault i*

rent at
a

unequaled in Eastern Maine
security against tire

:

and

burglary in the country.

[
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50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNF-, Chemists, New York.

j
;
i
!

$3, $5 Jo.50 and

year.

begin the very first day j
It seems to j
it.
: you give
correct
the
j
digestion and |
E
the
gets
baby started right;
I again. If the baby is nurs- j
j ing but does not thrive, then j
S the mother should take the
j emulsion. It will have a
good effect both upon the
| mother and child. Twentyfive years proves this fact,

.'Oth

n
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10 Main St
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Graduate unJ Med
Ontario Veterinai
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CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
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to the baby’s food three or
four times a day. The gain

A:11

t

-11. -11:.
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When will
From

Mattie West
Fannie Lear

“Valendictory,”

J

;

W
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Everard Bake man

nature a j
way to do j
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/>V/Yus/. Mr..

---

of Searsport
The clothing business has been very dull, campment
The officers of Timothy Chase Lodge, F.
though Gordon & Jones, the principal Arm
and A. M., were installed last Thursday
in the business here, are now having some
Past Master S. A. Parker, assistwork though not as much as usual at this | evening by
Past Master F. H. Welch as Marshal.
ed
by
of
the
senior
member
Mr.
Gordon,
season.
were published in The
the firm and a veteran in the business, re- The elective officers
gards a complete cbauge of methods as im- Journal in the issue following the election.
perative. The great Boston firms for whom Following are the appointed officers: S. S.,
they have made clothing in the past, now E. L. Cook ; J. S., W. B. Washburn ; Mar., F.
get a large portion of their work done in
the city or immediate vicinity at prices H. Welch; Chap., Geo. E. Tufts.

which Maine manufacturers, handicapped with high freights and higher wages
He will soon begin buycannot compete.
ing cloth and cutting and making certain
specialties on bis own account. Though
in his sixty-third year Mr. Gordon is as full
of enterprise and ambition as ever, and confident of the success which all will wish him,
as without making invidious comparisons it
can be safely said that no man has done
more than he for the social prosperity of
Brooks during the last twenty years in
which time the modern village has been
parctically built.

*

LADIES!

riage.

soon.

with

*

Wpy Pay

ents, of Monroe, who survives him. Mr.
and Mrs. Sanborn were residents of this city
some years, conducting for a time the Sanborn House, now Commonwealth Hotel,
and were well and favorobly known to
Mr. Sanborn had
many of our citizens.
been failing in health for some time. He
had the best of care and attention in his last
illness. Funeral services were held at Vinalhaven Wednesday morning and the remains were taken to Monroe for interment.
Besides the widow the following members
of the family survive: Mrs. Blanche Craig
of Philadelphia; Mrs. Rose Sanborn of
Stockton Springs; J. H. Sanborn of Vinalhaven; and Tolford Durham of Laconia, N.
H,, a son by Mrs. Sanborn’s former mar-

She

had

LADIES!

Joseph Sanborn died March 14th in Vinalhaven at the home of his son, J. H. Sanborn,
aged 80 years, 1 month and 1 day. He was
a native of Prospect, Me.
May 1, 1843, he
married Mrs. Mary A. Durham, nee Clem-

tribution presented.

Maj Matthew \V. Welch went to Rockland
a diligent student
passed
to install the officers and inspect
Monday
away without bodily suffering, like one
Uniform Rank, Knights of
going to sleep. Mrs. F. was a devoted wife, Keyes Company,
and mother, a kind neighbor, and will be Pythias.
Horace Lovering of Waterville, Grand
mourned in the neighborhood where she
of

•mmittee lias been

criticised, and has been

home in

G
Winslow and Miss Myrtle E. Mitchell,
Rev. ami Mrs Ashley A Smith, Mrs. Sally
and Cora F. Clough of Waterbury, Coun.
B. Prescott, Mrs Electa Stone, Capt. and
The name of tlie one not living is Mrs.
Mrs.
D. Ryder, Mrs. ]sa Morse,
K
Mrs
Louisa Fuller, who died in Freedom, in 1872.
Eii/.a Hunnewell, Win. K Diiworth, Mr. ami
Mrs. H«>ratio J Locke.
| Mrs. Forbes was converted and united with
The guests from »»ut of town were Mrs. the Free Baptists when fifteen years of age
(h
rge B Briggs of Searsport,, Mrs. Alzada ! and from that time to the close of her long
N,.alley < f Monroe, Mrs Amanda Hook,
and useful life she was a devoted Christian,
Mrs. Georgia Hook and Miss Bertha Hook
of Searsmont.
ever mindful of her church obligations, and

Further than that, the
more or less severely

misapprehension.

his

at

and four—brothers, William and Herbert of
California; Edwin T. Reynolds of Unity,
and Wendell S. Reynolds of Brooks.
He
was a true and affectionate husband an in-

the

three years
1
The host and hostess received a large
number of useful and valuable presents, include 1 a sum of gold money, gold, silver
an act m agent in
promoting therwelfare j and
plated ware, china ami glass ware, pic1
of
not
the
•'iiniunity—certainly
cheap tures, linen, etc. A bouquet of lifty pinks,
wo.-kiy. w hose interests are elsewhere | representing the half century of married
and who !, must necessarily be unfamiliar
life, was sent in by friends.
with b cal opinion and local needs.
The !
Following is a list of the guests; Mr. and
Nurraguagus Times refers to the money1 Mrs. Samuel L. Sweetser, who have been
it pays out in Cherryfield for labor.
The married GO years; Mr. and Mrs. David
and Mrs. Samuel B. Holt, Mrs.
Journal's
pay-roll is of course much! E. Bird, Mr.
Robert F. Patterson, Mrs. Robert Whiteand
the
into
local
cirlarger,
money goes
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer O. Hail, Mr. and
culation each week.
The churches, char- head,
Mrs. Elisha H. Couant, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
itable organizations, and the firemen, are
Gannon, Mrs. Ellen Gibbs, Mrs A. G
given their advertising free, and every Spencer, Mr and Mrs. Elijah S. Shuman,
local enterprise is aided and encouraged
son ami daughter, Miss Ada Larrabee, Capt.
What and Mrs Joseph L. Havner, Mrs. Harriet
without money and without price.
Mason, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Pote, Mrs.
foreign publications can or would do this: Ann
S. L 'throp, Mrs. Martin C. Diiworth,
Is not such service worth something to a Mis.-. Lovisa Hart, Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. ami Mrs. Charles E. Johnson,
lif
t,
community? If you can answer this ques- Misses Frances and
Angelin Hodsdou, Mr.
tion in the affirmative, if you are not al- and Mrs. William P. Thompson, Capt. and
a subscriber,
subscribe for your Mrs. John W Jones, Rev. and Mrs. George

be,

H. Reynolds died

only

i> in a rail way to become a
v.-} a:..
dea l town.
There is nothing that can
take tin-- p ace oi the local newspaper as

wherever you may
paper,
whether in Cherryfield or Belfast.

daughter,

Brooks March 13th, after a painful illness of
weeks, at the age of 37 years. In 1.884lie married Abbie Gould, daughter of the
late Isaiah Gould of Brooks, who survives
He a'so leaves to mourn their loss an
him.

r*

local

and

ten

the

exception of a few years spent in St.
local George. They have lived there in all forty-

ready

a son

birthplace, and many will mourn the
loss of a genial friend of boyhood days.

Fletcher, tie- witnesses to the cerebeing James H. Brown, afterwards a
merchant

children,

him

his

id

pr ominent

in ‘‘Prof. Bax-

Of his father’s family there
remain two brothers,
Horace Jones of
Beverly. Mass., and Charles Jones of Wakeii *1 1, Mass.; a step-mother, Mrs Margaret
Jones of Belfast, and two half sisters, Mrs.
('harlcs Colson of Wiuterp >rt and Mrs. John
McTaggart of Belfast. The funeral was
held from his late home Tuesday and the
interment was in Beverly. Mr. Jones was
well known in this section and in Brooks,
survive

H. Libby ami Sarah Hook were
Tied u) Belfast, March 20, 1849, by Rev.

■

Dorothy

Jones died in Brockton, Mass
March 19th, aged 53 years and 6 months.
The deceased was the sou of the late Daniel
Jones of Brooks, where he was born and
passed his early life He was a machinist
by tiade, and for several years had lived hi
A
Brockton, where he had employment.

now
«»u

as

great

Wm. A.

year.

cause

Fogg

invention” and the parr of
Mary Ann the Irish servant by Mrs. A. E.
Chase was admirably taken.
The receipts
from both evenings were about 840

coming

clear,
She is but one of many who

of the local newspaper
;li earnestness. While it speaks for
lie

Miss Vashti

May many years he given you f> stay
Among those friends who know your
modest worth,
Making you dearer to is d iv by day,
Bringing the heaven nearer here on earth.

keeps

was

Brooks

ter’s

the fond regards >f absent friend,
general Accept
from
ln*-ss
to make
Whom

Nana guagus dimes of last week

i'he
vv:: i.

seems

T he election of W. i.. Walker

the

entertainment

orchestra; displaying Jorusha
Dow’s album by Mrs. Josephine
Fogg;
songs by Alice Dow and Jessie Peabody;
Mrs. T. I. Huxford as Roxanna Tucker and

see,

They would outweigh by far
gold.

Good Templar

repeated Thursday evening, and while the
attendance was not quite so large as the first
night, the hall was well tilled. As usual,the
ladies carried off the honors. The principal
features were the playing of selections by

many of tlie i In fifty years you're known both care and
sorn >w,
t .*vns h;\v, in auditor, and such an official
Have bravely done your part to cheer and
The con ;
emild render valuable service.
cum tort all,
iio o of our streets during the greater Looking ahead tor brighter days to-morrow,
Knowing His care, who heeds the sparp;t t of last summer emphasizes the need
row's fall.
a i-'Ck crusher, while it is evident that
one child was spared to love you dearOnly
the road mm-hiues have outgrown their
ly,
But then grandchildren learned your
.<1 the money it costs to run ;
•i't-fnlio-ss
name to bless,
ioin
piioicaily thrown away. No While poor and wretched came to know you
or
is needed in
of
the
a;
yearly,
support
Canon this earth be greater happiness ?
of work on the sewer sysc'.u!1 imnti'
and the condition of the lower Although your earthly treasures may not be
tem
Bonds, real estate or bank notes all un■mi igt is such is to call for prompt action.
told,
could you every grateful heart now
Still
TIi!
;-iap plan proposed seems the most
prar t cal and the money expended will go
i ■» 1 >c.«. lab") as it sliould.
It is custom-

come.

Littlefield, F. W. Gibbs: Treasurer, A. R.
Pilley; Collector, Walter S. Hobbs; School
Committee for three years, N. It. Cook;
Superintendent, A. B. Stautial. O. W.
Lane has been Town Clerk fifteen years. It
was voted to raise §700 for support of the

The

the cities and

Aii

to

poor; §1,500 for highways; the legal amount
for schools; §150 for free high school; §50
for text books.

morning then looked bright with
cloudless skic's
a;n lop-'iations for the completion of the:
hearts were brave, and spirits gay
And
sew-r .'ys'.em; and au examination of the |
and free,
1 <>w,-1' bridge by experts with a view to Great prospects lay before your raptured
eyes,
making it a permanent structure. These
The world was fair and all seemed made
so mg stions carry their own recomnn ndafor tliee.
tions.

more

The town meeting March 13th resulted in
Modthe election of the following officers :
erator, John H. Gordon; Clerk, Otis W.
Lane; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers
of the Poor, Fred W. Brown, Jr., J. R.

Winslow, Rev. Ashley A.
William P. Thompson, Esq.

George

v.

Myrtle E. Mitchell recited an appropriate poem, and Miss Nettie Shuman, a
grand-daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Libby,
read tin* following verses, written by Mrs. I.

harmoniusly upon its duaeaucus held .Saturday tiie nornina-

th«-y

R

’Hut

some say,

the Fred G. White Co. of Belfast and has
been cut this winter from the Page lot on
the hill. Mr. Emerson El well has charge of
the job and has employed an average of
There are
from twelve to fifteen choppers.
various guesses as to be amount of wood in
tbe pile, but Mr. Elwell, who knows very
nearly, says there are over six hundred cords

Miss

pr onptly and
t-,es. At

served, after which remarks

were

Khorassau,”

The pile of wood covering the vacant lot
back of tbe depot attracts much attention
and is worth seeing. It is the property of

happy company gathered at the homo
of Captain and Mrs. David H. Libby on
Primrose Hill, Monday evening, to celebrate
the fiftieth anniversary of the marriage of
that worthy couple. It was in a seuse a surwhen the time comes, be conceded the prise to the captain and his wife, although
nomination for Governor as the logical from certain suspicious movements of some of
Ilis conspicuous their friends as the day drew near they miscandidate of his party.
lit. ness for the position has never been trusted that, something was corniug. About
questioned, uo opposition has appeared, forty guests were present. The early evening was pleasantly spent in congratulations,
am i it is said that an unusually large numetc.
Ice cream, fruit and cake
bs of party workers in all sections of the greetings,
tb

his spare time

lately in breaking a colt. This is the original
the famous carriage-maker
of
“Ike,”
Brooks, aud still one of the boys, though in
business here over forty years.

ers-by.

Married
'Cative session,

been visitfor several
considera-

ent

the

pa ier, where, later they can also be
found for reference.

I. I. Felker, who is teaching the high
school in Clinton, spent Saturday and Sunday at E. C. Holbrook’s.

some

and

cellar,

many peoin the local news-

published

when

Dr. Rich is expected home from a long
trip this week. He has been working in
Portland and vicinity.

The South Prim-

At presyears to come.
ent the sanitary conditions are not what
The building has no
they should be.

Waldo county towns so far as we have
Some of the
been able to obtain then).
towns went outside the county to have

printed. While

for

ments

We begin next week the publication in
condensed form of the town reports of

as

Willard Chase was at home from CoburnClassical Institute this week.

ary building by an expenditure of $500 or
$000 may by made to-answer all require-

beard

were

15th.

ple

M. Chase is much improved in health, but
yet been out of doors.

of Sight
Out of Mind/*

In other months

attend

are

has not

common

have been made there.

March 14th, but they must have gone to
protest in the snow storm the night of the

or

Earl Bessey and Harry Brown
ing high school at Jackson.

ou

Out

sale at the post office.

Lewis Stevens of Jackson has been visiting
at O. W. Lanes.

done without

The brick schoolhouses

on

“

ern

The notes of the first robin

more

Tbe Journal is

Brooks.

should he replaced by a modGeo. B. Roberts intended to!go to Mass,
building capable of accommodating
the four schools, and only such improve- this week, hut was detained in Brooks by
ments as were imperatively called for
important business.

the

17th.

are

could not be

to the needs.

The war is over.
The Queen ltegent of
Spain signed the treaty at Madrid, March

their reports

this

building in town to-day
is the North Primary, but before the addition was built it was wholly inadequate

through

see

I he News of

enable the teachers to

The best school

j B^^Hlanager

E1LSBURY,

CHARLES A.

to

money; and on the whole we believe that
the expenditures have been judicious.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican

buildings

perform their duties successfully, and to
conform t sanitary requirements.
Obvi-

The umlei -icnod h.*\ e
the stat.les ot the 1L I t-; I
rear of the Opera H m-r.
constantly horses -I .til m
on oratomi March Crh. .i11
direct from the farms «
thus insuring the Imyei
Tliese le>rse.s will weiirh 11
and will comprise work)
purpose horses, and will he
pnese.

LANCASTt

renting boxes can have the exclusive
ri vilegs of taking their boxes to and from the

I-

Those

MUSIC.

vaults.

Farm for Sale.
I offer for sale my farm situated on the back
road from Belfast to Searsport, about three miles
from the city of Belfast, containing three hun
died and twenty five acres of land. There is a
hundred
good orchard on the farm, about two
acres of good woodland, and the remainder cum
land.
and
into
divided
pasture
tillage
veniently
There is a never failing supply of living water in
the pastures. The buildings are convenient ami
in good repair, and well supplied with water.
This is one of the best farms in the County «»t
Waldo, both for stock raising and tillage and will
be sold at a bargain. For particulars inquire of
Mrs. Geo. W. Cottrell, ‘20 Northport Ave., Belfast.
Belfast, March 21, 1899.
MBS. AMELIA J. COTTRELL.
12tf

Mis? MAI l)K ,lull\SO\
who has been
will remain

at

stud;.m.
home,

piano pupils. !
taught.
Belfast, March l<», 1S'.*S.—4
to

take

TO
A house

of
2wll

ou

■

Rl-M

Primrose

tl'

MRS. H. H.
5 Rim Street

I

BELFAST.

OF
;
c

desk room at the office
he attends to his car-

l,;lS

N

eic

Ba!l<

The whist social of the Unitarian Whist
Club will be given in Memorial Hall Thursday evening, March 30th.

j

The Churches.

OUR “ARGUMENT” ASSORTMENT
OF GLASSWARE.

Ellis C. Freeman brought a handsome lot
ducks to Fogg & Brown Tuesday. They
found a ready sale at 18 cents.

of

announces that he will
j
i;,. fast Festival Chorus on
I
!

\

Brier at F.
finished and 1
painted by Sanborn, j

by

|

Kate

store is

|

is

w

i

whose bakery was
Block fire, is to
he can find suitable

!,.

i
!

,s

Howes is
V Howes & Co.’s at >re
from the studio of *V.

\

’k

v.

\

w

they began

here

grow*

:

Eliza
f 1’earl anti Charles
afternoon at half past

I

discussion,Parllamen,»

ni

(

4

Chauncy street, Boston,
arger quarters and int*y will be able to give
to the needs of the

Helping Hand Circle will

|

s

is to go to

I

*.

■

uday.
1

,\ its

\\

:

Isles boro

Armor

Bearer

was

railway in St. George, hut it was not
capable of handling so large'vessels as lie de

Circle, King’s Daughters,

selections,

—a

literary

exercises.

m

j

blue jay lunch.

Mu.

Kittrkdge's

Writing.

Mr

doing

k

<

a

R:la i

some

machine

!

written

During the
deck-pump for the
o«i deal of job maa.-'tine.

1

silver

j

|
j

>

5

1

?

Bucksport
Fogg’s parents to

The latest develop-

ments in the

case

fr»>m

the

are

affidavits

effect that lie

told them his story before Mrs Ware’s body
was found.
F'ngg is now in j ail at Ellsworth
for perjury, aud from these affidavits would
seem

to

viewed.

\

i

sired, and he sold it and bought, into the
company here, lie has no plans matured as
t.o the future, hut expects to do considerable
business here.

he guilty, however the matter is
The case is as much a mystery as

j
within a circle the size of a 5-ceut before.
Whist.
The Unitarian whist party at
piece— five-eighths of an inch in diameter. He ran write even liner than
this, hut Memorial Hall last Thursday evening was
gwell attended. There were ten tables. W. 11.
md others
He now is making samples for sale at L’3 cents each.
McLellan. Esq led the gentlemen, scoring
He has a number of autograph letters from
tin■ si.-am launches
fit) points; and Mrs. Geo. A. Bailey the ladies
and
other
prominent
persons,
valuable
relSunbeam
and
i:m-vere,
Refreshments were served
ics, which he offers for sale.
" as
Mr. Kittredge with 5<S points.
Guilt and is o wned
was *7 years old on March 6th, ami his work i and a very pleasant evening passed... Last
the Neighborhood Whist club
in line writing is but little short of a
my- ! Friday night
was entertained at the home of Mrs. A lie is
is given
by Mrs. Albert raele.
in East Belfast, FriA musical ami literary entertainment will Clement on John street. Six tables were
tilled and the affair was an exceedingly
members of A. E Clark he given in the Methodist ch ireh
Monday'
one.
rans. and Ladies’ Aid
Light refreshments were
Mr. W. Graham Hods- pleasant
evening, April dl
•' as a
large representation don, tenor, will sing and Miss Ethel Webb, served during the evening.
i-". Lit. and the
Shipping Items
Sell. A Hayford arrived
evening elocutionist,will recite,presenting a
program j
spent. Orriu J. Dickey
that will he enjoyed by all. The Toronto March 17th from Boston with general carand Oscar Stevens the Globe
speaks of Mr. Hodsdon as “one of the go. The F. hi. White Co. is to load her with
oner 1 ring a bag of marfew artists who combine volume with sweetfor Boston.... At the meeting of the
{ hay
ills were served.
ness, sympathy and refined feeling.
Has a | State Board of Trade in Augusta, March
Belfast will be a linan- voice of great power, large range aud of j 17th, a resolution was adopted urging the
nougli While awaiting a sweet, clear, silvery quality.’’ The same ! eastern shippers to use the bill of lading
recently adopted by the Maritime Associapaper also says: “Of Miss Webb too much
;. store he saw a clerk
tion of New York, for the protection of lumstore buy some goods at cannot be said of her as a reader. Her powHe then went to an- er over an audience is wonderful, and this ber schooner o\a ners-The Fannie & Edith
Mr H-sent me f«>r combined with her beautiful and graceful
was towed to the Upper Bridge yesterday
as
He. got the “trade
stage
makes her a success | morning by steamer Castine to load staves
appearance,
clerk who sold him the
for Alonzo Holmes for Rockland_The
wherever she goes.”
ionise If wondering how
Hor.sk Talk. G. W, Burkett has bought, ! three-masted schooner Yale, ('apt. Coombs,
now at- Boston awaiting favorable weather to
i“ be out split peas and
for a family carriage horse, the 5 year-old•• out for two
proceed to ( lark’s Cove to load for Norfolk
quarts.
gelding Harry P.. by Bronze, with a pediYa., lias finally secured a colored crew, after
v Trouble. The Rose
from
the
Constellation and Rysgree leading
another crew of colored men, taken on
l.' h states that the podyk’s Hambletonian stock. The colt was
board, refused to make the. trip. The men
«
f«.rge Clarence of Beibred by and bought of Bilas Perham of
signed at S’>0 per month.... Seh. Sarah L.
g<- -d breaking ami enterFarmington.
Heury C. Marden lately Davis arrived
Tuesday afternoon from
Wat.er street, Beverly, on
bought, in the town oi Windsor, a 3 year-old Gloucester for Bitiehill to load
stone for
and the larceny -»f 200
Nelson's
gelding by
Wilkes, and sold him New York... .Sch. IV M. Bouncy arrived
of
the
Glouces-!
property
Monday to Joshua Crockett of \Y mterport. yesterday from Vinalhaveu after
being
(ieorge spent his youth- ....Will Roberts of Reading, Mass., has exfrozen in there some lime.
and let! a varied career,
changed his carriage horse with Rocklaud j
More Si.ejghing
A storm set in Wedry cierk, railroad and
parties. The Roberts family spend their
nesday afternoon, March Uli, which result1 uher jobs as he Imp- i
summers in
their cottages on the Norta
ed m some as good sleighiugou the country
Shore, Nortliport, and board their horses in roads as we have had th.s
winter.
It startCapt. Otis Ingraham, Belfast winters.
ed m with rain and a south-east wind, but
E iuiand of the
Penobscot, j A Si messful Hecital. The recital
in, soon changed to snow, the wind came
kland, March loth on ac- \ Memorial Hall \Y
edriesday evening, March around to northeast and the thermometer
ins wife, and Capt Roix
loth, by Misses Edith Pettingill, June Hills fell to very near zero. Thursday morning
boat.
■

3

small

The Ware Murder.

refreshments will be introduced

Kittredge is again at work on his fine writiug, and is tilling orders for the Lord’s prayer

m

interest in the Merchants' Marine Railway
Co. of this city. He'.has owned aud managed

held a very pleasant
meeting with Mias Isa
Waiton Wednesday evening, March 13 h.
Miss Walton gave piano
aud
were

o’clock.

Marine Railway Sold. George A.Gilchrest of Rockland has bought acontrolling

a

novelty

action, and
ell acclimated.
and

six

ground.

The

I numbers.

The 25th anniversary of the Bedfast WoChristian Temperance Union will be
observed at the home of Miss E. Frot-hingham on High street Thursday v. m., March
30th, at half past three o’clock, supper at
man’s

cus-

well satis*

I

mi

finish up the work
all the members will

to

Refreshments
were served.
The third
anniversary of the
circle will be observed at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. \Y J. Price aturday evening.
A

_:•<■■■

inil

I
f

were

The first of the series of bowling games
between the Belfast and Rockland teams,
March 17th, resulted iu a victory for the
latter. The next game will be in Rockland
soon, date not yet fixed

Road Commissioner Walker entered upon
duties Tuesday morning. An acciuent
happened to the draw of the lower bridge,
but.it was repaired without stopping travel.
The covering of some of the city reservoirs
are in need of repairs and have been fenced
off several weeks,
New covering will be
put on them as soon as the frost is out of the

there

car-load of 20
Their first lot
a

lily well, and

equ

Mrs.

his

this city has two j
->*d by the local militia [
(Ireys, before the war. I
0 ion pattern of serat that time, and are
y finished weapons,
nved

meet with

The Cotillion Calico Party will be given in
Memorial Hall Friday evening, April 7r.h.

be present.

f

■st

CARLE & JONES,

Curtis. 31 Pearl street, Monday,
March 27th.
All members are requested to
be present.
The Circle will meet with Mrs.
Martha Pendleton on Union street, this,

North
:n cattle for a
number
as orders for dehornire, herds and single
tinners and breeders in
usmout and Waldo.

Dishes,

••

Capt. Peirce, who
home in Hampden,

and

Georgia Burrows,
C. Crosbj and Mr.

Week."

25c.

15c.

25c

15c.

25c.

15c.

Howard is building a large new
at the store of Wm. H. McIn-

1

assisted

Anne

j

j

■

kudi^.
1

place

the

New Advertisements. Geo. W. Burkett,
Odd Fellows’ Block, has bargains this week
in dress goods, shirt waists, ready made
suits, lace curtains, draperies, portieres,
cretons, etc., carpetings, and everything to

usual
on

teacher’s meeting.
Junior EnSaturday afternoon at 2.30. Sun-

day morning

worship

at

10

This, Thursday, evening, at the North
Church there will be the usual prayer meeting; topic, "Standard Bearers of the Cross.”
The services next Sunday will be as follows:

vestry

desirable farm in East Belfast.

For
/•particulars see advt.See advt. of the
Banner Shoe Store, with prices quoted for
footwear.
A supper and entergiven by the ladies of the
North church in the Belfast Opera House

invitation is extended to all to be
these services. The services each
present
night will begiu promptly at 7 15, and conearnest

at

last

evening, Wednesday. An excellent
was served, and there was a good attendance, both at the tables and at the entertainmeut which followed. The drama,
“The Spirit of the Twentieth Century” was
nicely rendered by local talent. Following
is an outline of the play: Tom
Carberry a
tea merchant of Shanghai, returns to Boston
after an absence of several years,
during
which time great changes have occurred in
He
finds
that
women are
Society.
tilling
the public oftiees, while the man are at home
doing the house-work. Several women propose to him, and one, Miss
Wolverine
(Iritlin proposes to and accepts him, and
wishes to be married immediately.
Carberry protests and falls in love with Vietorene Wigfall, daughter
of an old friend.
Wolverine overbears his proposal
and
challenges him to a duel with pistols at a
supper

distance of five paces. Just as the duel is
about to begin the Judge of the Supreme
Court comes in and puts a stop to the duel,

imprisoum

mt for

mind anti the sentence when she learns that her daughter
Victoreue is in love with Carberry.

side

an

her

one half hour.
The following are
the subjects of lifteen minute addresses
by
the pastor:
Monday, Jesus and Judas;
Jesus
and
Tuesday,
John; Wednesday,
Jesus and Peter; Thursday, Jesus and

Settlements,” Mrs. C. M. Craig; “Mrs. Ballington Booth’s Work Among tlie Prison! ers,
Mrs. S. \V. Johnson; “The Bosto'n
| Fresh Air Fund,” Mrs. Edward
Sibley;
| “The Boston Floating Hospital,” Miss
f.

patrons

m

the

be

filled.

His

!

our

sister, in her

sorrow

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to her as an expression of our sympathy ; that a copy be spread upon our rec

1 Case Satteensworth 17c.,nowonlylOc

just

And

received

a

large

and

f how

on

[exhibition.

elegant assortment of

is the
l
1

1

j

only

everything

to make up

Household

*

and

Boys' Negligee

if it is

Fancy Hosiery,

cheap.

ALL PRICES.

Tea that contains

injuriadulterations and ingre- j

ous

dients

is

trouble

sooner or

the

bound

digestive

to

Spring J Summer

cause

later with

Neckwear

organs.
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tn ALL GRADES.

Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas
are

guaranteed

are

the best that money

buy, and

they

(Custom Suits

They

pure.

can

packed
in airtight, leaded forms,
adulteration is impossible.
as

Shirts

From 50c. to St 50.

be taken into the system.
Pool tea Is not economical
even

of

JUST RECEIVED. &

that should

tea

complete assortment
Furnishings.
a

GEO. W. BURKETT, Odd Fellows’ Block.

t

>

ever

ready kindness will not soon be forgotten.
Resolved, That wre deeply sympathize

with bis widow,
and loneliness.

Elegant Ready Made Suits,
FROM $8.50 TO $12.50 EACH.

Have

Pure

|

eternal

genial courtesy and

<£o

»-U %pO.

j

a

of

I

I

Male-1
“Work for Men and Boys,”
j H M Mathews;
Prentiss ; “The Boy*’Brigade,” Ralph
1
Stick ney.

\

circle

inspection.

j

pear in costume.

Grange above,
Resolved, That his dentil lias made va*
'■ant a place in our midst which cannot soon

Piques

SWISS HULL and SPOT
LACE CURTAINS

even-

regular meeting of Georges River
Grange, 118, at Liberty, March 15, 1899, the
following resolutions of respect were read
and accepted :
Whereas, it has pleased the Heavenly
Master to remove from our Grange our beloved brother, Orlamio 1. Bagley, to that

100

The missionary meeting at the North
church last Sunday evening was full of interest, dealing as it did with “The Newer
Phases of Christian Activity.” There were
!
a number of short addresses,as fol lows : “Institutional Churches,” C. M. Craig; “So.-ini

Seaside Grange conferred the third and
fourth degrees on four candidates last Satur- 1
day evening. Next Saturday evening the !
program will include a “continental” entertainiuent, iu which the participants will ap-

shining

6c.

40 Dozen Shirt Waists,

I

ing.

At

and open for

now

$600 worth Nottingham Lace Curtains,

Pilate; Friday, Jesus and His Father.

old folks’ dance at Sea-

Grange Hall to-morrow, Friday,

"°r",,c

yard.

tinue for

News ot the Granges.
There will be

just arrived

per

p.

Special services will be held at the North
during Holy Week, Their purpose, as heretofore, is to miuister to the
deeper spiritual life, to help to a closer
acquaintance with Jesus Christ. A very

Drama.

and

New goods

| ^r
*

*

only

church

were

ordering their arrest
life ; but she changes

purchase of

1 Case Silk Finish Pongee,

Made from Silks. Velvets,
and Percales, from

Morning worship at 10.45, with sermon by
the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills;
subject, "The
elegant goods-Carle & Jones
Argument for Immortality;” Sunday school
are offering regular 25 cents glass goods at
at 12 m.; consecration meeting of the C. E.
15 cents.
These prices are good for a week
society at 6 15: topic, "True Penitence,” 2
rum
W.
date.Mrs. Geo.
Cottrell, 20 Cor. 7; 1 11. The
pastor will lecture in the
Nortkport avenue, Belfast, offers for sale a
at 7.15
m.

and

a

Made to retail at 37 l-2c
Shall sell at

45; Sunday

are

Sri'REK

just concluded

1 Case All Wool Dress Goods,

school at noon; Y. P. S. C. E. at 6.15 and
evening worship at 7.15. A hearty praise
service.

make up a complete assortment of household furnishings-Another lot of men’s
shoes at >1 19 and $1.59 a1 B. C. Dinsmore’s,
33 Main street. Womeu kid boots and Oxfords at 87 cents; others at $1.48 and $1 88,

by Miss there were about 4 inches of snow <m the
C. 0. Brooks, was
ords; also a copy be sent to The Republican
ground, quite level, and at Brooks, Liberty, Journal
command.It looks j
of Belfast and
a brilliant success and was listened to
Bangor Weekly
an j and other places away from the
by
nearcoast,
«
time at least, the H. E. j
Commercial for publication.
audience.
The patronesses, ; ly double the amount. On the shore roads,
appreciative
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
cr three
projected routes Mrs. Carrie E.
Peirce, Mrs. F. J. Rigby, ; both up and down the Bay, bare ground mourning for one month.
u 8. S. Co.
The Portland
Arthur Ritchie,
Mrs. E.
S. Pitcher
and Misses Harriet
)> Gom.
alternated with snow in such a way that
The new shed of the ManG. H. Cargill,
on
Clements and Charlotte W. Colburn rentier- travel either
wheels or runners was very
by
Carrie
M.
Res
Aver,
)
: Company is all ready for
ed efficient service
in the
minor affairs disagreeable.
the mercury
Friday
morning
The Runnels has been
Harvest Moon Grange has adopted the
which add so much to the pleasing general stood at 2° above zero aud tiiere was almost
New York papers to sail
following resolutions of respect:
effect. Nothing was lacking. The hall was a gale blowing from the north.
Saturday
-rtland March 18th. There
Whereas, Harvest Moon
has again
beautifully and simply decorated with morning the mercury was again at 2° above, been bereft of a faithful Grange
and prominent
■ gilts iu the new shed.’*
screens, palms, etc., and the electric lights
member in the person of its Worthy Chapbut there was no wind. In the afternoon it
Brooks. We have made were softened by a pretty arrangement of
began to snow aud later sleet and rain fell, lain. Sister Sarah McManus, it is fitting and
proper that we hereby express our deep
which we expect to have a tissue paper over the globes. The young la- Monday morning tile wind came off north- sorrow
at her departure, and make honorable
i news service from Brooks,
dies w ore white, with the exception of Miss west and the sun came out
A thin crustmention of her, our worthy sister. Therepast our correspondent iu Burrows, whose dress was a pale blue with had formed on the snow and the sleighing fore,
Resolved, That in the death of our worthy
■‘■11 unable to send us regugreen trimmings. Each and every number
continued good.
and faithful sister, Harvest Moon Grange
to our regret.
Now we
on the program was rendered in a manner
has sustained a great loss.
East Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. S. K Rich"
field thoroughly and reg- that would have done credit to professionResolved, That we how in submission to
arils celerated the thirty-fifth anniversary
this act of Divine Providence and trust, and
re tlie
co-operation of our j als, and it was bard to realize that the artbelieve
that our loss is her gain.
of their marriage March loth, by inviting
ks and vicinity.
Items of ists were from our youngest amateurs.
Resolved, That we extend to her bereaved
their friends to meet with them in their
husband our sincere sympathy and present
Ming to farming, manufac- j The three selections from the ballet music of
home in East Belfast.
About three to him a copy of these resolutions.
solicited, hut in all cases i Faust were charming, and so were the pian- pleasant
t<
the
invited
m.
arrive
guests
Resolved, That a copy be sent for publicabegan
"
ter must accompany the ! ists, Misses Hills arid Crosby. Miss Hills p.
tion to the Belfast Journal and
Bangor
bringing token of esteem. The presents inbut
that
we
to
intends
make
ncation,
music a
Commercial, and a copy be placed upon our
may j
profession, and eluded glass ware, china and silver ware, a records.
them. The Brooks news j must succeed if merit wins. Her solos were
nice eight-day clock, a nice chair and'other
M. A. P. Sayvvard, ) Committee
ar under a separate headj classical, and our best judges say they were useful articles, and testified,to the esteem in i
Etta A. Harmon, !
on
■'ingle copies of the paper ! accurately rendered. Miss Burrows, while
Addik.M. Higgins.) Resolutions.
which Mr. aud Mrs. Richard are held by i
not. strictly a Belfaster, has been
the Brooks post otiice.
here
living
j their many friends. They have always been j Thorndike, Me., March 18th.
for a number of years and lias given
Prof.
M. E.
Whites.
many
kind and obliging neighbors, ever ready to;
public recitations, but never with more assist the sick and those, in trouble aud to
ntative of the American
Belfast Folks in Denver, Colorado.
credit to herself than on this occasion. The
■itiou, spoke at the North
Abbut. 5 o’clock i
seif to heip others.
deny
One of the pleasantest social events of the
dialect studies were amusing, and
with an
uisday evening on the
elegant supper was served by the host- i week was a tea given on Tuesday afternoon
Meredith’s Leoline, Pemberton’s “I and
or “American Highmy ess and it was
ample to feed a multitude, j by Mrs. A. J. Condon. Her pretty home,
on
Father-in-law,” and the encore, “The Rag- I After
York street, was charmiugly decorated
est rated his talk with the
supper remarks were made by Dr. A. for the
occasion. In the ball were bankings
a
gerdy Man,” gave
»• Association works
pleasing variety. Miss T. Stevens, George Patterson and George of
among
tall palms and behind a screen of the
'•‘•nth, both white and color- Pettingill was at her best, and in the Mag- Levett, Mr. Richards responding with much tropical plants was stationed a stringed
netic Waltz,” its encore, and “The Rose of a
A 'iians and Chinese of
orchestra. In all the rooms southern smilax
the
feeling. A song was sung by Mrs. Chalmers was
•h rmm’s work has been in the Day,” has not been excelled in recent years
lavishly used to entwine mantels and
Ford, “We are Growing old together,” aud drape doorw tys, and delicate
asparagus
hie poor whites of the monoby any one, amateur or professional, in Bel- a
reading given by Mrs. George Leavett. plum os a trailed over pictures and chandeKentucky, Tennessee, the fast. She has all one could wish in natural Ice cream aud cake were served to which liers. In the parlor yellow was the color
prevailing Large bowls were tilled with
lie described in a very in- talent and only needs persistent and pains- all did
ample justice. About midnight the jonquils and the light fell through golden
i!)ner these people, their life,
taking study to place her in the front rank
homes
with
shaded candelabra. In the library, which
guests retired to their respective
of singers. Said one of her hearers: “She
is furnished in
maimers, etc. The people, he
blue, were daybreak carnamany good wishes for the host aud hostess.
has without doubt the best natural soprano
tions, and the dining room was tastefully
1''re Anglo-Saxon blood, and
All declared it to be the most enjoyable adorned
The table had for a
with red.
education and development, voice we have ever had in Belfast, and I eveut of the
season, aud the wrriter wishes centerpiece a vase filled with American
1
yet outgrown the blighting think it equal to the best in the State.” Mr. and Mrs. Richards
many more years of | Beauty roses, and from the chandelier ropes
of smilax
to the table corners.
generations of isolation and the And another: “I have heard Gadsky, and
depended
son
of
the
little
happy wedlock_Georgie,
Receiving with the hostess were Mrs. W. S.
His stereopticon views Miss Pettingill’s singing seemed to me to be Mr. and Mr. C. C.
'*ry.
Ford, is sick at this writ- Montgomery of Colorado Springs, who came
"■
">re thrown on the screen by
equal to hers in many respects. She only
to
town especially to attend the tea, and
ing. He is attended by Dr. Johnson*'ed instrument. He gave picMrs. F. W. Angier. Mrs. Condon wore a
needs application.” Mr. Brooks was theonly
Work will be resumed iu the leather board
handsome toilette of black peau de soie,
h-rc,sting descriptions of several professional, and everybody enjoys his won- mills Monday. They have been shut down with
trimmings of watermelon pink velvet
" s
of the poor mountaineers,
derfully swreet voice. He lias sung frequent- on account of
and
wheel
on
white satin appliqued in black.
a
cog
big
breaking
the original churches aud ly in our churches, and w’e are in hopes to
We take the above from a recent issue of
the main shaft_Capt. E. W. Curtis, pilot
and those built since the Asso- hear him again in the Easter music. Over
on
steamer City
of Bangor, visited his the Denver, Col., Evening rost, which
its work there; the “private three hundred tickets were sold in the adrt,
brother-in-law, E. S. Achorn last week, re- J further describes that social function and
,tH
!
°wner; the local clergy, and vance sale, and the young artists would be
^,.Vi /
turning to Camden Saturday by steamer appends a list of the guests. Elsewhere it is
®r
*eatures of interest. The large assured a liberal patronage should they atM. & M.Miss Nina Richardson of North ; announced that “Mrs. A. J. Condon will be
Was
well entertained and in- tempt another recital with as interesting a
HrUt^^
Searsport is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Richard i home to her friends on the afternoons of
B rown, for a few days.
program.
j March 21 and March 22.”
is

!

7 30, John 10:22-39, "Jesus at the Feast of
Dedication ;” Friday, a teacher’s conference
at the vestry at 7 30 will take the
of
deavor

tainment

Has

Following are the Baptist notices for the
week: Thursday evening,
prayer meeting at

tosh.

very

I

cordial invitation is extended

A

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
Sunday, March 26, will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor, at 10 45 a.
m.; Sunday
School at 12 m.; meeting of Junior League
at 3 30 p. m.; meeting of Epworth
League a
6.15; leader, Miss Lillian Spinney; topic,
"True Penitence,” 2 Cor. 7; 111
Prayer
meeting Tuesday evening, 7.15. Class meeting, Thursday evening, 7.15.

refrigerator

which

1

to all.

Belfast, naine.
Sanford

7k

Sunday school; 0.15, p. m., Young People’s
meeting; topic, “Palm Sunday, An Heroic

15c.

25c.

ABOVE PRICES GOOD FOR
ONE WEEK FROM DATE.

Goldie

etc., Cora E. Clark,

S

8 in. Round

List of advertisted letters remaining unclaimed in the Belfast post office for the
weekending March 18th: Ladies—Mrs. Etta
Adams, Mrs. H. A. Meriall. Gentlemen—
Mr. Frank E. Hurlburt, Mr. W. L Swift,

granted as follows:
S. Mudgett, Stockton
"-■m A. Haskell, China,
Thursday, afternoon
t Knights, Belfast, SIT to
| on hand. It is hoped
ws,

8 in.

in

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
with Mrs. E. A. 1). Burriugton Friday
afternoon at 2 o’clock. The Alladin oven
will be tested, after which there will be a
picnic supper. A full attendance is desired.

wholesale clothing,

v

Extra

High Footed Bowl,
Large Pitcher,
Lustre Nappie,

meet

r.ned.

:

serious illness

NOW.

WAS.

8 1-4 in.

of Mr.

meet with Mrs.

■

\

account of

Following are the Universalist church
notices for next Sunday: 10 45 a. m. preaching by the pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith; 12 m.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

the family
Gerry. Everything remains favorable for an early opening of the business.
on

ery,

The subject ot the pastor’s discourse at the
Unitarian church next
Sunday will be:
Manifest Destiny: What are we here for?”
a Palm Suudav sermon.
Sunday school at 12
o’clock.

Regular 25c. goods at J

devoted to drive whist.

Nothing has been done the past week in
regard to re-establishing the Belfast cream-

had a rhubarb pie
made from his crop of
re taken up last fall and

\
\

will he

G. B. Marsano has enlarged his fruit store
on
Phieuix Row.
He has lived in the
rooms at the
rear of
the store, but has
moved up stairs, using the whole lower
floor for his business.

nt A. A.

•nt

See advertisment of the Easter supper and
sale in Memorial Hall March 29th.
The

j eveuing

e’s

n

Carter & Co. are building a carpenter
shop, 33x20, in their shipyard, south of the
Passagassawaukeag Yacht Club house.

Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission every Wednesday,
Friday, and Saturday, at 7 p. m., and on Sunday at 2.30 and 7
All are welcome.
p. m.

are

Hats and
v.oaal

Caps

IN ALL OF THE
I ATEST STYLES.

FOR SALE BY

One pound makes over200 cups.
EASTER

STAPLES &

COTTRELL,

12 Main Street, B ifast.

SUPPER and SALE.
Tlie ladies <»i the Utiiversalist Society will $
hold an Easter supper and sale in
MKMORIAL

iJ

I
j

\LL,
-t’ALL ON

March
this will he an Easter supper, no meats w ih
be served.
Tli- menu will consist ot a variety of salads.
stulTed eggs scalloped clams, fancy pics, cake, etc
A special feaiurc of the .-.be will be a “Nationai
HandkeichieU’ booth, in which handerchiefs,
which have been donated b\ friends in the different States,{will he on sale.
Drive whist will be pla\ed a ter supper,and will
be divided into two sections, one side of the hall
for the young people and the otliet for the older
As

...

j

MAXl FA('Tl'KKKS OF ALL KLNhS OF

ones.

The hall will l>e open at 2 o’clock i\ m for the
sale of apt ons, Japanese hats and lanes articles
Supper Si rved at six.

Admission in I*. M. f

Meeting

and

Whist., 35c.

to

play

20c.

k< r th e
of Maine

|
:

£|p"ixive

ol Creditors

U. S. District Court)
District

a
large assortment of finished work
select from at prices that will suit you. All
kinds of granite used. Foreign and Domestic
work neatly executed from original designs.

-ce.

Supper
after

We have

to

f In
)

Bankruptcy.

FIRST meeting of the creditors of
ST. CLAIR, of Searsmont, Maine, adjudged bankrupt upon his own petition, to prove
their claims ag;ainst him ami choose one or more
trustees of his estate, will he held at the office of
the referee. Belfast, Maine, on the 8th dav of
April, A. D. 1899, at 5) o’clock a. m.
HUGH D. McLELLAN,
3wl2
Referee for the Waldo District.
FRANK
THE

NOTICE.
All pensons indebted to me are requested to call
and settle at 50 Alain street, at the old Repository.
GEO. A. BAILEY.
Belfast, March 6,1899.—10

us

a

call before

elsewhere.

BRIDGE STUKKT, BKLF.VST,
C. It HAItltlSON.

I.

VK'V YOIIK PL \TK i:l\SS IN's (’(). ol New
i’ York, N. Y.. Max Danzider, Preside m; Muj.>r
A. \VHite, >« eretary.
Assets. Dec 31, 1838; Stocks and bonds. §351
725 ; cash i •dlice nd in bank, $10,228 30: premiums dm $20,031.63; aggregate assets. $.387,-

354.33.
Liaidlities. Dec. 31, 1838: Unpaid losses and
claims, net. $5.833.24; rein -ura n reserve, $105,
465 32; all other dt mantis, $6,403 22: capital
pai- up, $100,000; surplus beyond capital, $170,133.21.
3wl2
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Belfast, Agents.

placing

orders

8tf

\VI»o:».

H VINK.
A. S

Room

HEAL.

Papers

6c., 8c. and lOc.
CARLE

& JONES.

of

The Browning Letters.
Opinions
American Authors.

itegister

|

A. T. Whittier, sailed from Nor
20 for Honolulu.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
Jan 12 lor Delaware Breakwater.
E B Sutton, K E Carver, sailed from San
Francisco Jan 17 lor New York
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York March 0 for Honolulu.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at New

ol the
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To treat these

organs.

cases

properly

it is necessary

know all about them, and lull information
many times cannot be given by a woman to
her family physician. She cannot bring herself
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died. The doctor even
gave me up and wonders
how I ever lived. I w.-ote^
for Mrs. Pinkham's advice
most

Lynn, Mass., and tookher medicine and began t >"

at

I took several
get well.
bottles of the Compound
and used the Sanative Wish
and can truly say that I am

>1

cured.
You w. uld hardly
know me, I am feeling and
si'

Pink ham

■

Lydia E.
Vegetable Com-

well.

s

pound made

me what I am."

by her physician to
take Lydia It. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.
vised
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de Luzon and Don Juan of AusThese vessels will probably be kept
under their present names as mementoes
of the victories of Manila and Santiago.
tria.

Day
Day
Sore Throat in One Day
Hoarseness in One Day
in One

To Cure

a

Cough

To Cure

a

Cold in One

To Cure
To Cure

Take Cleveland’s Lung Ilealer, 25c.
Tial size free.
If it fails to cure, your
A. A. Howes
money will be refunded.
& Co.'
The best medicine money can buy for imblood, nervousness, and all stomach
and kidney troubles is Hood's Sarsaparilla.
pure

testimonial,

what it is
men

W'

s

/

suffer fr«;n these complaints

to

try it."

new

A

*

|

j
:

years ago 1 was a great sufferer from womb trouble
and profuse
flowing each month, and tumors would form in
the womb.
I had four tumors in two
I went through
years,
treatment with doctors, but
they did me no good, and I thought
1 would have to resort to
morphine. The doctor said that all
that C' mid help me was to have an
and have the womb
'-Vl’

operation

removed, but I had heard of Mrs. Pinkhain’s medicine and decided to try it, and wrote for her advice, and after
taking her
\ cgetable
Compound the tumors were expelled and 1 began to
get strniiger right along, and am as well as ever before. Can
truly say that I would never have gotten well had it not been for
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Compound. I cannot praise it enough ”—
Mary A. Stahl, Watsontown, Pa.

Ev cry

puzzled about her health
write
to
Mrs.
Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.,
may
and will receive advice promptly, free of all
c Large.
woman

More Than

Helped

Million Women Have Been
by Mrs, Pinkham’s Advice
and Medicine.
a

FREE OF CHARGE.

Any adult suffering from a cold settled on
the breast, bronchitis, throat or lung troubles
of any nature, who will call at Poor’s &
Sparrow’s Freedom,
will he presented with a sample bottle of
Rose hee’s German Syrup free of charge.
Only one bottle given to one person, and

Son’s, Belfast,

none

to

or

A. B.

children without orders from par-

ents.

No throat

had

such

lung remedy
sale as Boschee’s German Syrup in all
parts of the civilized world. Twenty years
ago millions of bottles were given away,
and your druggists will tell you its success
It is really the only Throat
was marvelous.
and Lung RemeOy generally endorsed by
physiciaus. One 75 cent bottle will cure or
Sold by all druggists in
prove its value.
this city.
or
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Makes Ailing Women
"Nourishe Sickl\ Children
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The New England shipbuilding Coma contract to
pany of Bath lias just closed
build a large five-mast* d schooner for
Kor Over Killy tears.
Captain Chase and others of Fall River.
There are two other five masteis building
.An Old and Well-Tried Remedy. -Mrs.
at Bath now—one at the yard of Percy &
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for Small and the toiler at Gardiner G. Deerover fifty years by millions of mothers for
ing’s. The former will be launched in
their children while teething, with perfect May.
Work on the new vessel will begin
The New
It soothes the child, softens the as soon as the material arrives.
success.
have live coal
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and England Company already
the Consolidated Goal Company
Is pleas- barges for
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
of Baltimore under construction at its
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
yard.
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botbkst of all.
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
To cleanse the system in a gentle and truly
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
beneficial manner, when the Springtime
take no other kind.
ami perfect remedy,
comes, use the true
CASTORTA.
Syrup of Figs. Buy the genuine. ManuThe Kind You Have Always Bought
factured by the Califonia Fig Syrup Co. only
Bears the
bottle.
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He Would take a position
An ong the rowd down front.,
And there pm sent his side of the
J n language o. igmal and blunt

Thee

j

Hon. Arthur Scv\ all says that Ids til m
will soon begin t lie const met ion oi a mat her
four- masted steel ship on : he same lines
now building in the ya d and
as the one
i he
which will be launched in the fall.
firm also contemplates the building of a
bark of large proportions.

and for
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Injuring badly
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Job .,-lit a Iso had a claim
For loss “agin" the ti wn,
In lucakmg oat the roads one day
A
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Admiral Sampson lias wiitten tor tie
April Century an illustraUd article lull}
describing the work "f ‘‘The Atlantic
Fleet »n the Spanish War,” amldiawing
its lessens.
The more important features
of this paper are
plan setting forth tie'
character of the blockade of Santiago Harbor; maps showing the iclative positions
from day to day of Cerveia, Schley and
Sampson; and a series of bird’s-eye plans
of the engagement of July Jd, showing
the positions of the vessels at dilteren;
In a fnot-m»te the
stages of the fight.
As we
Admiral tells this good story:
passed the Teresa and Oquendo, a Sj anm
the
ish sailor was seen struggling
water on the seawaid side, of tlo- New
York.
In response to his calls foi help,
the crew seized the chaplain s
one of
reading-desk, which was stowed on the
main deck in the passage between the two
cabins, and which had cross showing on
tied < lit guinly,
it.
As he did so, he
‘('ling to the cross and \o;i 11 be saved!
The Spaniard followed ins’ met i< 1 s and
w as saved.”
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The average lire of a wooden ship w as
said t- la* titteen years
This piubably
was assumed as a basis for insurance pura
poses, yet
large percentage of wooden
ships flourished much longer than fifteen
I could quote many instances «»t
years.
wooden ships which kept afloat an incredible number of years
And eighty ut -t
every hundred were coasters. Tw<> extiuordinary instances of longevity in ships
may be worth quoting lure. In February,
1S-J7, th*1 Betsy ( tins, of Sheiids. sailed
from that p >n with a caig<> t*» Ilan.i-mu
from ca.*ubhe met with a heavy g.dt
sout beast, and hole up loi Shields 11m
be-1. The sea was taging "ti 'l y ru-iu
ba ; the ship struck, was driven up-nil**
rocks ami lost.
What ship wastin'- that
Will " he bewas lost in the year JM’TV
lieved that she was tlu* yai lit th.at in bi>s
Willia.m.
ovi r
to
Kngland
brought
Prince of Orange, and she ilia’ "a- then
a:
d
This,
went*,
called Fringes.- Mary.’
llow ol 1 was .->!’*
was claimed
for hei.
when she carried the Price*'.' Koi :l number of years afterwards she was -i"- of
t^iieen Anne’s roy al yachts, and was icckoned a very fast sailing vessel.
The other instance is that of a vessel
called the Cognac Packet, which, as die
was afloat in 18S0, may still be
trading
1 took a note ot her
and in good health.
in that year, when she sailed from Sealiam
harbor coal laden for Harwich, in command of Captain Hutton, and she was
then ninety-four years old, having been
she
built at Builesdon, Hants, in 17b_.
used to carry brandy to France, ami so
they named her as above. She was almost square in shape. [W. Clark Russell.
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Saul he, “it bain t la ed no -i ingiuig,
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I he l iil lor repairing the Could bridge
Would always create a breez.
As Bill was sure to he *Tu it,"
As he say ing is, J'p to his km es

April Miss Mary L

congregation

a.rtfud M. .}nr

There was Bill I
-,
Who always had a word to say,
And a
la in lor servu s rendered
Or. he public highway

lines the relation that a minister holds o
his congregation: how a preacher is help
ed by his people: how a congregation c. n
make the most of a minister, and othei
phases of the most satisfactory attitude "f

me.
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Ian Maclaren, who is now »>u a lecturing tour in this country, begins in an
early issue of The Ladies' Hume Journal
It is a
his latest piece of literary work.
series of populai articles in whi :h he de-

woman.

11

Jt: (i/rfiwr.i Swi'

Henry Crary big old JoeTwo men of mark, so to s'>;ik,

Miss Viola Allen, the “star" of IIa 1
Caine s dramatization of his popular nove
has always as).Med to
“The Christian,
She has said that there
be an author.
are two things which she would lathei <:o
than ac* : write a book, or he a trained
nurse,
she will now make her liteiary
debut in an article wl i- h she has written
for The Ladies' Home Journal, reciting
and explaining fully “\\ hat the Life of an
Actress Means."

r

recom-

I advise

who

Weekly.

des, Alvarado, Sandoval, Manila, Callao,
Leyte, Mindanao, Barcelona, Isla de Cu-

__

help

A it in nigh the ime Spanish cruiser Cristobal ( hdon is a total wreck and cannot he
added t our navy we have gained several
useful if not powerful vessels as a result
of the war.
They are the Keina Merce-

ba.
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mi.pi, m Su
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mat.

ot John B. W
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Came fort h wit h a si out,
And judging by the lung p. u
\\ as eh '.-it bey olid a doud

|

Jb.:p-nrohl rr£l/'UZI;;UH7!

j

‘ncle Nat M uiisey
From the north part of the tow n.
\\ 11h Urn-;.. Ehei’ Sawyer,
Who was always sure to bo around

I

for their troubles, "—firs. Della Remicker. Rensselaer, Ind.

■

mu

very glad to

>

I

Wilkins lat<>'
be Jamesons in the Country,*'
story.
which is t ow running serially in 'l he i.i
dies’ Home Jouridil, will he pubic bed in
book tuna by the Doubleckiy A McClure
Company of New Yoik.
In

V
all herd-rect-ons -—’

pains have left

■

n
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I am now on my fourth bottle and all
my
[ fee', better than I have felt for three
years and would recommeu 1 your Compound to every suffering woman. I hope this letter will
others to find a cure
a

-■

o

1

Mrs. Remicker Finds Relief From Pain.
"Dear Mrs. Pinkha.m—I feci .t my duty to write and thank
you for what y ur Vegetable C impound has done for me.
It
ls the
only tneci'.cine I have found that has done me any good
Before taking your medicine, i was all run down, tired all the
time, no appetite, pains in my Lack and bearing-down pains,
and a great sufferer during menstruation. After
taking two
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound I felt like

w

win: ‘it tin el'-nse tliickets. yit : ling u.der
untV. •»ra!*i*
‘'“iri r. toil.-, heavy .i"p> of
n a>.'.
1 he ee u. auge grow u11 i wiled as
t’ vv is v '.
\v« u e
mu h
has kn.>svledge
c< us:"teii •»i htt--en a 're.s
:u *e>. and is
hr:. Mi;, mi*
is
ust• *m u > to let all
t•
w 1 *»
y*.
the; .-[ 11; <_ up, in
the
:c ot tin* e«»t!ee plantations, in the
-as,
fen
!,.[ on hr i. mi: s ic no par*
it'*• •_ iu i*<biiL’ pah
teem beyonil
m .*•>! ttm. iiiaj*s, ot w .at remains
»■*
‘lie.
>r have
the
wand*-*
ta
i'
p
ma:;\
a luscious
c.lobe stoned
ii.on
,tranches.
limit
r» w s another variety of orange
'in- -Maud, which is hitter-sweet when
great, k ?i■ wri to the natives as “naranja”
he Spanish name of orange), in contradistinction *•» the s veet green orange called
inn
I he trees Oilier slightly, in
that, the naranja has a supplementary
heart-shaped pendant on thejeud of each
leaf.
W hat a veritable paradise this land will j
be for the American orange-grower who
carrier with him his often bitter experience and caveful method of cultivation,
gained m the sandy wastes of Florida.
The
uin-hkiuned lemon is not indigenous tn i'ne'to Kico; there is, however,
t
smad ci:i rn which looks like an immense
lemon, with the rind neariy half an inch
thick, which cracks open a> the fruit
It is rather dry, and not very
yel.owsour, niri
i! <■ is used with ^ucai and
watri ;t>
beva
The :un*i t> highly
igr.
aromatic and has an tconoriit' value.
>
There in a draw hacks to future lemonculture.
-oil and the climate of the
mofin;,. :i uplands
lining very suitable.
bWH-i
in cis
wit 11 a hiMer s w >•*•' taste
v nr ifaseiy in several sections,
gr«• w
i!t*■ v .,■< seldom gathered, unless
it n*- *•. make Irom tliem a sort of cons'.'
oi to us*
them medicinally, since
th
a;.- ''"use lei ed oi some tu< rape it tic
vat

m
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Vegetable Compound is_

Pucrto-Rii:an Oranges and Lem-jns.
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for Lydia K. Pitikham
nast
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ho appealed t hat day
A mi took an act i\ e part,
1 rein.mher Law \ r Bixhv
And William Dana Smart.
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Promotes Digestion,! heerfn.l
nessnndRest.Contains neither

The first, being choice of m. delator
“Some one please m.minute
name

Bears the
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The farmeis were as usual
Among the first to an <
Sonic with cart,', and
x< n,
Oi hers out tor a di i\»■

YoifjjJ,

Always Bough.

AVcgetablc Preparation for As
similating tlicPood andRe^ula
ting llic Stomachs andBoweb, of

one’s

About ten in the morning.
V\ itli a roaring fire wit
inn,
We boys would Imvrr around tj..Wailing for meeting to b, gm

Of those
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CASTORIA

year

J‘hi• old clei k atmounced
As the. unanimous choice
U “.J(din B. \\-moitci .t.
W 11 bout a dissenting von*.

...

y

e

friendly greeting,
duty always,
Just whose we never
knew,
To open up the town
house,
And talk politics a little, to...
It

| The

.•

the-

enjoy

To

St.'liUON EKS.
( eorgia (iilkey, W K (.iilkey, anived at
I ter:icrara Jan
1 roin Jaekst nviile in [11
Feb Id.
(i.idvs, H Ii t o.soi., arrived at l’aseag. ula Dec J7 tr- ;n todveslon.
Ii. nrv t
uiscii, Jr, Ap] ieby. arri veil at
P:o lad* ipl i.i .March Id fr< in Boston.
dll. <
Si::
K Pceh.lld, arrived at M
dago Jai. J*! troii Pd idisw lek (ii.
t from
New
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sa
\ a k Jan Id i> r ( avenue.
> ary .7 Hall Haskell, atriv d at J.
s.*n\ die
tr.no P.ost.m
March
B E i'cMigrea
Mors*-. aino.J at lies ton
March U
n
Newport News.
1; W JI,.pk:ns, Ha-hnorn, arm i-d at NewI..-sti i*.
p.*i t N* w s Jan 11 In
Sa
i ‘On. W 11 West, .-It;.red from
■; to! Maitlt.'ip.e
1: V 1 I ie 1
i co A S Meson, arrived at, Baltimore
Mac !i 1 1 from Boston.
V*
.1, Newton, 1. Coombs, sai'.-d In m
A pa !a. loco,a .M aleli 11 h
New P cd foi d.

ti

<

v

Marie l.rmn, 108 2d Ave..
New York City, was ad-

the event of

e

lllrt.

II.. v

llage

as was his
ustom,
j Then,
11 rises the business to

Reed,

Olive Thur.ow, .1 <> Haves, sailed from
for I" law art hi ca k water.
Havana March
IV. ik disci a, E O Parker, ai. veil at Boston
Feb ‘Jo from Hong Kong.
Ib heeea Cmwell, M (. Dow, cleared from
PltUaitelpbirt Feb JJ tor Port Elizabeth.
h'osc linns,
M i v in Coieord, from KV
Janeiro Dec I*', n
Pblladelpi i.i, arrived at
St Tli anas Feb 11. leaking, and eld J4tb.
Sachem, H i- l.aneaster, irwiii New \ »k
n>r bhang ha
ana v ,-d at llong Kong Ik 1- J.">.
Serraic, h (. Waterhouse, sailed Irom
iew O' t J4 h.r Boi neo.
F>
h.-ious A (
idard, M SDnthii, arrived
a1 Boston Man !. 1 from Turks Island.
Millard MudgeU, A C Coieord, sailed
rroin Bahia Blanco Jan -d lor Barbadoes.

our vi

Was the annual March
meeting,
When all came from far and near

Behind the desk the \« neial
W hose name you no don ot
Sits quietly waiting the tin e
T«* puli'n y notify all

BAK KS.

A year ago 1 was
taken with flooding and al-

looking-

sailed from San

Manson Ford, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga. .March 2 for New York.
Edward Ma\ ,'heated from >an Francisci
Sept 20 for Sn iaii'\ N 5 \\
C P Dixon, N F Glikes, arriveti at San
.Ilian, P R, March 11 from Ba.tnnore.
Fthel, Dodge, sailetl froii M ont.evicilo
June 7 lor Puerto p.urgin.
Evie Reed, A
T Whittier, saiietl from
New Yolk Nov 2■"> or Bahia
Herbert Black. W H Blanchard, cleared
from Boston Dec la for Rosario.
lolaiii, Mot jure, sailed from Hong Kong
Dec 21 tor Now Y o: k : passed Si licit na prior
to Mai ch 7.
Mabel i Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared irom
Portland Jan 25 f r River Ihate.
Matan/.as, ir-ared Irom Now V' rk M.»roh
Alice

weak.

M,

i.• 11•

>■

menses

suffered dreadful
ovaries
were affected and had leuc,i-rheca. I had my children
very fast and it left me vert-

the Kn.' sh dramatists for
j
,e
eh any here in Ktiglaud
be necessary to 'nave bet- ;
her lro?n
•, i.ati !e
eon id :
ii !*'■• .an
>;d review.
At

hi'M.
c

the

as

pains in uterus,

a

v

—

was a

came,

•you:.,.
might '. iv
t-i iL!iu unit
an

Camden,
PlXKHAM

Mrs.

regularly

Why.

mei tea

St.,

sufferer from female
weakness.
Every mouth
I
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Stretch,

N. J. writes:

most

he

oxpe, iron ’lie author of “Sounets from I
: m mse’' ami
“Aurora Leigh,’’
the
t'mn the u.dmu
1 *ipj1 a Basses" and
“The King and the Book."
Throughout j
two vopniie-s
ot
s.iue
twelve hundred',
we hud much
tho
ightiul comment
pages
m after all
on iiterarure and life, but it
ratio
ineidental to the main subject.
Ab< e evei yt i-: ag else tlie' are love letters,
and their writers show that their chief
interest lies oniy in tlu-ir love for each
other and f,
each other’s work.
As a eomineiitary on the immortal work
liobert Browniug and KiB'.abeth Barrett
hawgiven t«> the Lnglish language, their
letters will be
udispensable to every
Amerii ,u who has ’earned to know and
love them.
Of special interest are the
comments
made from time to time on
American authors.
.Says Miss Barrett,
referring' :>< James Bussell Lowell: “lie
has a retiuid fane',, and i< giaetd’ni tor an ;
American critic, but the trutli is, other- j
vi-e, that he kn *ws nothing ot Kngiish i
the m xl thing to nothing, and i
poetry.
has me: ly uad a dream of the early :
il ;■ tuaJ :> s.
The amount of hi.- reading:
s
in that
ditcetion
aiiiele in the |
an
B •w.
which contains
Ket respective
extracts the extracts
How a writer
i.m.iu*'tes thcations.
ot his
dli ..s and pretensions
m 1 tl make
up c> m'.mi to n: ike up a hook on such
s
ii; !il s. Us; ratuin is a einious proof of the
sail

F.

j'lechanic

poets'own wolds,
ami has
the tu.v uniting elements of a j
!
the oil let lei writing school. !
novel
The tii.-t tidiig
be noted about the let- j
ters is t! at the)
are
worthy of their j
authors.
Tiny are such as one would i
i

ion.a

✓

r»

the ston

m

advantage.

1

tl Barrelt

a

In

Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
P D Rice, Carver, sailed ! non San Francisco Nov ‘.I foi ! oinlon; sp< ken Feb Jo, lat
52 S. Ion til vV
Reaper, O C Y> "ng, arriveti at Sydney,
N S \V, March 1(1 Iroin San Francisco.
SD tarn ton, Anslnry, at Hong King
Feb 7 for Honolulu and New N oik.
St Paul, F W Treat, arriveti at New (Jr
leans Feb 24 from Hong Kong.
T Carver, arnved at DeSt Nicholas, (
parture Bay Nuv IS from San Fianciseo.
State ol Maine, II G Curt.s, sailed irom
Manila N‘o\ 21 for Boston;
oken Feb Is,
lat 5 S, Ion U vV.
1'illie F Starbiick, Eben Curtis, at Hilo
Feb 2S to sail March 2 for New York.
\\ a. H M tey, A mslmry, an i\ etl at Seattle
Out 27 from San Fniticiseo.
Win H
nnev. -I 2
Ktskinc, sailed from
Hong Kong Do. 2 lor New Y««rk
W J Koi.ii, Scwall (
Lancaster, sailed
fi um New York Dei 2‘J for Bio Jaucir*

ami the
at

Bianchard,

A >,

James A. Colson,
copy of the annual report of the

hoy
Quite a number of years ago,
Just how many l’tl not say
But will call it forty or so.

York March 0 from Singapore.
Gov Robie, B F Coicord, arrived at New
York Feb20 from Hong Kong
Henry B Hyde, T l‘ Coicord, arrived at
Hilo FYh 15 from >an Franeiseo.
Josephus, p II Gilkcy, arrived at New
York March 1 from Hong Kong.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Nov 4 tor New York;1
passed St Helena Feb 2
May Flint, 10 D P Nicbo-.s, arnved at
New York Feb 21 from Hiogo.

in

Ago.”

Years

indebted to

many years ago:
When I was a small

Dec

Samarang

America needs
time in her life for troubles

woman

treatment at some

V

s.

Aryan,

every

Meeting Forty

are

Esq., for a
selectmen of Searsport, and
through the
columns of The Journal take this
opportunity to express our thanks, and, by permission, present in the form of verse some
of the transactions in a town
meeting of

Franc,i.s<-o No\ 22 tor Liverpool.
A ,1 Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Norlor Honolulu; spoken Jan 17,

lat 12

Nearly

\

We

folk Oct 22

Truth

ph

“Town

Vessels,

Abner Coburn, M E Park, at Hong Kong
Feb. 7 lor Manila ami New York.
A G Ropes, Davui Rivers, sailtd from San

folk

»

Water

SHIPS.

It is safe to say that every one who
leads the charming letters of this wonderful man and r oman w\\\ agree with Miss
Barrett that letters are indeed the most
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Company
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Will such a movement come? It
must
come.
God is back of it.
Humanity is
in it.
If it does not start in the
churches,
it must start outside
of them
It is
simply the Christ movement inspired with
the best thought of the
day. Which
church did Christ organize? To which
does he belong? “Is Christ divided?”
( an a “house divided
against itself
stand?
He started in to reform the
church of bis day, and was “Cast out of
the Synagogue.”
He started a great
spiritual movement. That movement has
lived in spite of ecclesiasticism.
It is advancing with mighty progress. It will
yet bring the social and spiritual unity of
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HEADACHE.
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TORPID LIVER.
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SALLOW SKIN.
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humanity.

Absolute Proof

The following paragraph on “The Use
of Short Words” is attributed to Horatio
Seymour. It practices what is preached
therein, since there is no word in it with
more than two syllables, save such as are
quoted for purposes of illustration:
“We must not only think in words, but
we must also
try to use the best words,
aud those which in speech will put wliai
is in our minds into the minds of others
This is the great art which those mus
gain who wish to teach in the school, the
church, at. the bar, or through the press.
To do this in the right way they should
use the short words which
we learn in
early life, and which have the same
sense to all classes of men.
The English
of our Bible is good.
Now and then
some long words are found,
and they
always hurt the verses in which you find
them.
Take that which says “O ye
generation of vipers, who hath warned you
to flee from the w rath to come?”
There
is one long word w hich ought Dot to be
in it, namely, ‘generation.”
In the old
versiou
the old word ‘brood’ is used.
Head the verse agaiu with term, and you
feel its full force:
‘Oh, ye viper’s brood,
who hath warned you to flee from the
wrath to come?’
Crime sometimes does
not look like crime when it is set before
us in the many folds ot a
long word.
When a man steals, and we call it a ‘defalcation,’ we are at a loss to know if it is
a blunder or a crime.
If he does not tell
the truth, and we are told that it is a
case of ‘prevarication’, it takes us some
time to know just what we ^iould think
of it.
No mail will ever cheat himself
into wroDg doing, nor will he be at a loss
to judge of others, if he thinks and
speaks
of acts in clear, crisp terms.
It is a good
rule, if one is at a loss to know if au "act,
is right or wrong, to write it down in a
short straightout English.”
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affectionate wife, an obiig- j butter records averaging over 20 lbs. each,
upon
belief,
or biliousness, and the system can“profession,” but upon his “words.” “I iug and cheerful neighbor, and will he great- and he is out of La Petite
not properly care for the food
Pogis, 20 lbs.
was
an
and
me
1
needed to nourish the body.
ye
hungered
gave
|
meat;
Disly missed,especially by her husbaud, who is 103-4
orders of the stomach, liver, and
was thirsty and ye gave me drink; 1 was a
oz., whose dam has a milk record of
left alone, and who has the heart-felt sympabowels are cured by Semit Tablets.
A
1-2 lbs. and a butter record of 009
stranger and ye took me in; naked and ye
10,099
1
Try them and avoid
! clothed me; 1 was sick and ye visited me; thy of all his sorrow. We submit in resignalbs in one year.
Island Star of H. P.,
and
bow
in
tion
submission
to Him “Who
1 was in prison and ye came unto me.”
to Ona,
This was Jesus’ idea of creed.
To him it doeth all things well.” She had for years on her dam’s side, traces twice
was the gateway to “life eternal.”
Is it been identified with whatever society had 22 lbs. 10 1-2 oz. butter in 7 days and 54
not time that this became the creed of been
organized, being a faithful aud earnest lbs. milk in one day.
humanity? Certainly all men could unite worker iu the temperance cause, and held at
The bull to go with these cows cannot
iu such a work as this.
A work which
the time of her death the office of Chaplain
be beaten in breeding and he won first
should not stop this side of the great circle of the sun.
It is not necessary to put in Harvest Moon Grange, P. of H., of which prize at the Isew England Fair in 1898, as
she was an esteemed member. Wherever she
a “literal” interpretation upon this. The
the best in class.
He is by Chromo, the
NERVE.
J3BAIN
|
“spirit” which Jesus gave it from his went8he carried cheerfulness, and being a sire of 8 in the 14 lb. list. Chromo is
by
own example should be sufficient to unite
great lover of flowers she cared far and disand he is the bull that was at
all humanity for humanity.
Diploma,
pensed them with a liberal hand.
I liis movement sliuuld be independent
the World’s Fair where a m Jonty of the
She is done forever wi tli pain and care,
in belief.
To find our belief iu another
Jerseys were bred to him. Oneida 2d is
She has gone where blessed angels are
man's creed is to look in a “mirror darkAmi far removed from Earth’s dark ways the dam of Mr. Steam’s bull. She has
ly.” God gives every seriously thinking
She siugeth Heaven’s Song of Praise.
-ficatmenTone
a butter record of 17 lbs. 14 oz. in
I
p**^*®^
person a vision different from that which
is given any other.
Triumphant over death and pain,
Having made each
ami has milked 43 lbs. iu oz. in
week,
<■:
PR.
shone bright and clear;
E.
Her
faith
WEST’S
mind after its own pattern lie “destroys
one day, 10,171 lbs. 3 oz. in 11 months
He led her down the heavenly road,
the mould.”
In a free world there must
Without a doubt or fear.
and 24 days, which tested 650 1 2 lbs.
be as great a variety of belief as there are
THE ORIGINAL, ALL OTHERS IMITATIONS,
O bb-ssed hope that’s born of Heaven,
minds to believe.
butter.
JSince God never made
Oneida 2d is by Combination 3d,
Is bo id mid ‘r positive Written dtiRi'anJee.
No pain nor death can mar;
j even two leaves upon the same tree exthe sire of Brown Bessie’s son and of 10
byauthori/ed
agents only, to cure \V ak Memory
star
of
the
faith
and
Bright gleams
love,
actly alike, how can we expect to make
Dizziness, Wakefulness, Fit.', Hy >ria, Qc.i* ktested cows. The grand old cow, Oneida,
Bright gleams “the Gates ajar,”
two miiidN almost unlimited iu scope to
ness. Night Losses, Evil Dreams, Lack of C<.nMlence, Nervousness.Lassitude, all Drains, You- his the dam of Oneida 2d. Sin has a test
Where there’s no trace of sadness,
I think exactly alike. The religious moveful Errors, or V.~"r Lv<' Use of Tobacco, Opin
Where all tears are wiped away;
of 10 lbs. 13 oz., has milked 50 lbs. 5 oz.
or Liquor, which leads to Mi*.-cry, Consumption,
j ment of the future instead of asking of
She has joined in the song of g1 ad ness,
each individual, “do you believe as 1 do?”
Insanity and Dead.. A\ ob 'or by nc i.y
in one day, and for a year she gave 12,734
To sing through an endless day.
box; six for $f»: with \vt -' fen ttimnuitee to
cuim?
| will rather ask, in the words of its foundor refund i-icaej'. Sanmile
1-2
052
lbs.
butlbs. 11 oz. which tested
packFor this world is hut a shadow,
age, contai.’dug fire -Jr:
treatment, with, fall
j! er, “.tie you willing to drink the cup
Here are many paths of pain;
ter. It will be seen, therefore, that the
that l drink?” It has been said that there
instructions, 25ccu;.j. (A
onpie only so5
each
person. At store or bi t.
But beyond life’s stormy river
is not a belief held by any one great dedam and grandam of this young bull toWe shall meet our loved again.
rd Lab*?! Special
fcs
nomination as essential to Christian charin one year 22, 1)05 lbs. 14 oz.
gether
gave
Extra Strength.
I
acter that is not held by each other deof milk, and this made 1308 lbs. of marFor Impotenoy, Losg of
The Pride of our Flag.
nomination. All Christian humanity could
Lost
Power,
Manhood.
record
a
is
which
This
ketable butter.
unite on what all hold as essential to
Sterility or Barrenness.
character.
$1 a box; 6i for $■’>, with;
Why should non-essential beThe American four-masted steel bark shows what are the ideals at Hood Farm
written
tv'in-it'oaiie* *
liefs keep us apart? Why should wt place
to care in 30 da- s. At store
and indicates the superior capabilities of
ErskineM. Phelps,Captain Graham,arrivbarriers to the church which Jesus did not
BE-FOr.E or by mail.
AF-'r£R
Oneida
is a
place at the door of the kingdom? Why ed in San Francisco last week from Balti- the Hood Farm Jerseys.
K. H. MOODY, foie Agent, Belfast, Me.
place a “yoke4’ upon our fellow men more, on her maiden voyage. The Phelps daughter of Combination, that has 25
which our fathers were not able to bear? is the first
sailing vessel ever built in the tested daughters and 77 granddaughters,
What difference should it make to one
United States of American steel. As des- including the Hood Farm cows, Brown
person what view another holds as to
Bessie and Merry Maiden.
“Adam’s fall,” “original sin,” “perse- cribed by the press: “The Phelps is Amerverance of saints,” or a thousand other
THE UP-TO-DATE
ican from keel to truck, jib boom to
harmless “isms” that Jesus never taught?
After 113 futile ballots for United Senand a more handsome
LITTLE LIVER PILL
Should those minor differences stand in spanker boom,
ator, the Delaware legislature has adCURES
the way of the union of Christians? Not craft never sailed into the Bay of San
journed without day. The Utah legisla
Bilious
if we half have our senses.
She made a perfect picture as
rtoss,
Francisco.
ture had preceded it with a similar recHumanity has always interpreted Jesus she sailed up the Bay with her suow-white ord, and the Pennsylvania legislature is
iu the narrow sense.
4‘Call down fire to canvas and black hull showing up in bold
likely to follow. The result is that, for
Dyspepsia,
destroy those who do not agree with us.” relief against Marin’s green hills. Cap- another year at least, these States will
Sick-Head*
Forbid those who “cast out devils” in a tain Graham is the proudest man afloat,
have but half of their representation in
ache and Liver
different way from ours.
The protest of because his vessel is American from keel
the Senate.
Jesus has ever been “forbid them uot, to truck, and from jibbootn to spanker
Complaint.
for whoever is not against me is for me.” boom.
There are other American steel
SUGAR COATED.
CASTOH-I A.
The man with a vision cannot be a narrow ships, but then the steel they were built
Sold by all druggists
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
or sent by mail.
man.
Let every man hold his individual with came from England, while the steel
Nervlta Medical Co., Chicago
belief as sacred to himself.
But let all in the Phelps was made in the United
who love unite in the name of Christ for States and by American workmen.”
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast, Me.
■
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Your nirae and address on a postal card will
bring you absolute proof that Dr. Williams' Pink Pills
for Pale People will cure you if you are afflicted
with any disease of the blood or nerves. Mention
the disorder with which you are
suffering and we
will send evidence that will convince and satisfy
you that Dr Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People will
cure you
Tnese pills contain, in a condensed form, all the
elements necessary to
give new life and richness to the
blood and restore shattered, nerves. Theyare an unspecific for such diseases as locomotor ataxia,
failing
St. Vitus' dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism,
partial paralysis and all forms of weakness either
in men or women.

To
Lawrence Journal reporter Mr. G. II. Snyder, a well known
citizen of Lawrence, Kan., related a wonderful story. He said :
am now seventy years of age.
About three years ago I experienced a coldness or numbness in the feet, then creeping up mv legs,
until it reached my body. I grew thin,appetite poor and did not relish
Consulted several dismy food, i became unable to move about.
tinguished physicians, one telling me I had locomotor ataxia, another,
creeping paralysis, i took their medicines hut continued to grow
worse.
A friend advised me to try Dr. Williams' Link Pills for Dale
People. Before I had finished my first box I found that they were
benefiting me. I used twelve boxes and was perfectly cured. Although
over six months since I used my last pill there lias been no return of
the disease.
My appetite is good and general health better than lor
many years."

Look for the full name on the package. At druggists or direct from the
Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.Y. 50c. per box. 6 boxes $2.50.

1MEARLY

Years

Fifty-eight

It’s

a

Old!!!

long life,

but devotion to the true

interests and prosperity of the American
People has won for it new friends as the
years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and steadfast to-

day, with faith in its teachings, and
fidence in the information which it

!

their homes and firesides.

to

j

con-

brings

a natural
consequence it enjoys in
its old age all the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

As

experiences of
f
I cordial support of progressive Americans.
I
It is “The New York Weekly Tribune,'1

has lived

It

half a century.
its merits, and on the

over
m

acknowledged the country over as the
leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who desire all the news of the State and Nation,
the publishers of The Republican Journal (y mi own favorite home paper) has entered
into

an alliance with
“The York Weekly Tribune’’ which enables them to furnish
both papers at the trifling cost of $2.00 per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his family, and to the community in which lie lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it works constantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings to bis home all the news

and

happenings

of his

neighborhood,

the

doings of his friends, the condition and prosm irkets, and, in fact, is a
weekly visitor
which should be found in every wide-awake, progressive family.
Just think of it! Roth of these papers for only $2.00 a year.
Send all subscriptions to The Republican J mrn il Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

pects for different crops, the prices in home

FRED ATWOOD,

j

Wir.trport,

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing

Over

Twenty

Vlillion Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS

TORNADO INSURANCE..

er“STBAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. ,f% Security Bunds lor Cashiers. Contractor,.

A J nilistntirs and Trust tec i ;

irresoaa Je

salicite I

;e

Rail

yitite

h

>a

rht anJ sold.

DRUGGISTS/

Tie RepAlicai Journal
—AND—
vSteani rs leave Belfast for Boston, via (' linden,
p. m
au<l Rockland, at (about?
Mondays,
and Thursdays.
For Winteri'ort. vii way-landings. Wednesdays
m.,«t upon ar
and Saturdays at about S *», >
rival of steamer from Boston.
RETTUNING

_Sleeplessness.

Health is Wealth'.
A

J

c

•>

UVERSTA
Constipation,

rr

<

*H>

Bncksporr, Mondays and Thursdays

at

From Boston,

Tuesdays and Fridays

at

P. M.

From
THE BEST FARM AND FAHILY PAPER IN THE
UNITED

1 1.00 A. M

CHAS. K. JOHNSON. Airent. Belfast.
CALVIN ACS TIN, Gen’I. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H
IILL. Gen’1 Manager, Boston

STATES. BOTH ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY S2.00.
Believing that every one of our readers should
at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and insii uriive journal,
Farm and Home, In connection with our own
have

publication, The Republican Journal, both a
full year lor only $2.00.
Lack of space forbids a description of the contents of Farm and Home, which are unequalled
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
many departments may lie mentioned the Farm
and Garden, Market Reports, Fruit Fullure. Plans
and Inventions, fhe Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Around the Globe, Live Stock and Oalrj, The Foulry Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fanry Work, Household Features, etc.t
rli

M

pumisneu M'mi-illtiimiij
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
of
a
volume
over
501) pag»>, teeming
making
with all the latest and most reliable information
AIIM

AND

>

r.

I-'

experience and science can suppl\. No heitei
)>roof of its popularity can l»e otfered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into ever}
Stale ami territory in the Union, each number
being read by no less than a million readers.
Do not delay or fail to take advantage of this
remarkably liberal oiler, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Remember, we send both papers
a full year, at the very low' price above given.

j
j
of satisfied usBulbs and Plants have gone to thousands
the oi'th >. ar
tot nr rs for half a century, and to ‘’lebr-ir.>
ed;b
in businesswe liavo issued u Golden VVed ::ng

Vick's

4m45

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

is

1)1

1

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

absorbes the turners,

allays the itching

Guide

work of art.

for ‘i.V.
It tells how credit U

HILL

purchase

to

to.

>
>•

.'an
<

<’p>

15 CtS.

worth of need
given for Full Amount
buy other goods.

ol

Vick’s Little Cem Catalogue...

It 13 simply ift»
A perfect little gem of a price list.
nIP lde condensed, finely illustrated, aim
^Qdv
fc
I* lv
shape, umkmg it convenient for reference,

Vicks Illustrated Monthly Magazine
*-s
a;.
Enlarged, improved ami up to data on
v.
mu a
etc
relating to Gardening Horticulture,
Mnguxln*
a year
Special 1S99 oiler-the
for
cents.
2d
year, and the («uide
mow
plan of wiling Vegetable Be.ds gives you
ho
aw In America.
twd
than
any
for your monsy
one

Our

new

James Vicks Sons,
Rochester, N. Y.

BELFAST, MAINE.

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It

a

■'

that

Address all orders to

Floral

and

?4 pages lithographed :r.
4 piu:•
souvenir, nearly UK* pages tilled w
half-tone illustrations of Flower*, \ eg-tatetc elegant! v bound in white and
Tr
v,d
1.illnKno making an authority .,n a'. so
pertaining !<» me garden, with care for the
It
ae.M-r;ptive itniogue of all that is dest::i
'•
exi't-risive to Live away indiscriminately
a
.nit rested in a good garden to h ive
every w
hi
and
(*uule
we
w
1
send
the
re
th-'id'

which

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D,D.D.S,
The Nose and Throat.

at once,

acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
For sale by R. H Moody.
ly

!No,
N

I

l

sir

Corner of Fairfield Street)

Nuvrlmry

iiJSTON,

Street

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.

October, iSJs —ly45

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

C. H. Stevens recently received
ncrease of pension.

Capt. A. V. Nickels left by
day for New York.

COUNTY

deserved

a

Schooner Mary Brewer discharged
of grain for Nickerson this week.

a

Nickerson & Bailey are working on
spool order received last week.

week, her sister there being very sick_
Cora A. Goodwin returned from Albion last
Friday-Miss Gertie Henry visited Miss
Oleua Young last week-Arthur Wilder
has accepted a position as clerk in L. A.
Bowler’s store.... Mrs. Kesiah Nelson has
gone to Albion this wTeek to visit her daughter, Mrs. Emma S. Carr-The temperance
society at North Palermo have a supper this
week to raise money to repair the school
house for holding their meetings.

cargo

a

Halldale.
Alex Gilchrest and wife
have secured employment in Hallowell, and
expect to leave for there April 1st.It i8
reported that E. F. Banton went to the
Maine General Hospital in Portland last
Monday for treatment... .Charlie H. Vose
is reported quite sick this week.The
friends of E. F. Banton gathered at his home
one day last week and fitted his wood for
the stove.

Palermo. Mrs. Alice Bowler returned
from Massachusetts last Wednesday-Miss
Lizzie Wal er was called to Augusta last

Mon-

steamer

CORRESPONDENCE.

very

air

Ship A. J. Fuller, Capt. C. M. Nichols, arrived at Honolulu March 8th from New
York.
E Nickerson is loadiug schooner E L.
Warren with bay and straw for the Portland
A.

market.

Belmont.

Capt. F. N. Park and wife went to Boston
by steamer Penobscot for a two weeks’ visit

Emma of

Melvin

Appleton

locality.

Philbrook and sister

were

in town

Tuesday.

drag nets, which will make

a

profitable

very

Among the acts ami resolves passed by the
-fih Legislature was an act to establish a
municipal court in the town of Searsport.
This action of our law makers is well received and highly appreciated by the best
citizens of our community.
smallest letter ever received at th s
office came last week to Mrs. G. S. Sargent
from her sister, Miss A. D. Mowry cc KoxThe

It

Mass.

just, the

was

size

of

are

smallest two-cent stamp. The letter containone hundred aud nine words and was

ed

written.

Tiie alarm of fire Monday morning at 7 30
o’clock was from a blaze in the cellar of
N. C. Shute's house.
The engines were
hand, but their services

-u

were

l'equir u. as the tire was extinguished
.th a sui ni quantity of water.
Flo- house

not
w

au«l

furniture

were

sun

k

ry

*.

-Mrs. Inez Retd and Miss Celia Ginn of
Bangor visited tlieir grandmother, Mrs.
Susan Ginn, recently_Miss EmmaTrevitt
of Prospect Marsh visited friends here last
wreek-Mrs. A. A. Ginn entertained a
party of gentlemen aud ladies from Prospect Marsh, March 17th. Refreshments were
served and a very pleasant evening enjoyed
by. all.. The Country School will be given at
this school house in about two weeks, the
evening to he announced later. Be saving up

but

in town for

a

few

days,

of the

her friends and neighbors, who so kindly
Congl. «Lurch on recently cut. and hauled ten cords of tirebe ha *
t
American Missionary Associa- wood to her dooryard from a lot some two or
tioi p stpont Ifj ii, last Sunday ou accouut three miles away with hat little, expense to
of storm.
The Morrill Base B ill Cub is prepar
be
ti ed fur next Sunday her.
morning. An illustrated lecture by Mr. ing for business the coining seas* u.and will
M'-iuou.
{final representative of the j be fully uniformed and equipped.
They
aimed nr last Friday, but at gave an entertainment at the Grange Hall
soviet; w
the 1 i.-t :i meiir it was thought best not to last Tuesday
evening which netted $16.
have
u:<
under existing condition of They wish about as much no re and are gett ng up a quilt, etc to secure it.
Mr. James
weather, and other causes.
j Wing returned last week, after a year’s abF.
L< shins, Past Master b Mariner’s
sence in Hinghani, Mass., where he has been
L' dge, F. V A. M., celebrated his 7<fili birthworking for Gilbert Ellis at blacksndthing.
ias:
day
Tuesday by attending the county Mr.
Wing brings with him his bride of a
Grange at. Wubio in the afternoon aud his few
days. After a short visit to his many
lodge m Searsport in the evening, w hen he
friends, lie returns to Hingliam, where he
assisted
n
"Liferring the third degree by
will settle.
His brother John goes hack
leading the craftsmen and delivering the
with him, and their widowed mother will
finai
arge to the candidate in Ins usually
for a tune live with her only daughter, Mrs.
in press!ve. manner.
His achievement is
Wilbam Blodgett.... M iss Nellie Thompson
the more marked when it is
known the
returned last. Saturday for a visit to her
Grange iml lodge are separated by more
mother.. .Lev. W. W. Ogier holds Quarterthan ten a
s
which lie was obliged to
ly meeting sereice. here Sunday, April 2d
pass *;\ er twice.
The

n

'iimn

<

One f the Masonic event# last week was
the in.-n*
u-n Monday evening of
Searsport
Royal An h Masons by Deputy Grand High
Priest W

Maine.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mi»s A

••

Rockland.
Boston, Maridi 15
Ar, sell Daylight, Norfolk for Salem; Id, sld, sell R F Pettigrew,
• ■"ai
port ; cld, seb Yale, Clark’s Cove and
Norfolk; 17. ar, sells Odell, Belfast; Mary
Farrow, Wiscasset; 19, ar, sch Laura M
Lunt, Cummings, Brunswick, Ga.
Philadelphia, March 15. Cld, sell J Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Port Tampa;
17. ar, bark Rose Icnis, Rio Janeiro via St
Thomas.
Baltimore, March Id. Cld, sch Hattie H
A mi oy for

Barbour, Erskine, Norfolk
Young Brothers, Galveston.

twenty of tlieir friends Wednesday evening,
Man h
a

loti.Capt and Mrs. C
progressive euchre party

has

Park

New

Satuiuay evening w im-h w as a very enoccasion-Mr. Ilariy S. Park
writes his parents that le is very much
[•leased with his visit to Havana. He ex-

j

joyab'.e

j

:

Florida_Frank]

[nets to return seen to
Paul Patterson lias accepted
grocery house in New

a

position

in a

Havt n,

March

Hart, New York.

of twelve

!

17.

;

20, cld,

Sld,

sch

sch

Apalachicola, March 14. Ar, bark Levi
Andrews, Wheeler, Havana.
Fernamliua, March Id. Old, sch Flora
Rogers, Boston; Id, ar, sch Susan N Picker-|
ing, Haskell, Boston; IS, ar, sch R Bowers,
Young, Boston.
Port Royal, S C, March 14.
Sld, sch Star
S

the Sea, Baltimore.
meyard Haven, March Id.
Cld, seb
Joel I’ Sheppard, Carter, Brunswick, Ga,

of

\

Bedford, Mass.

Jackson.

at

—*^$1.48 and $1.88^
are

elegant goods.

The women’s mentioned

all LA II

are

B. Ci DINSMORE, 33 Main
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Wald.., on the 14th day <d
March, A. 1). 1899.
X. woodcock, administrator of
the estate of HORATIO N. WOODCOCK,
late of Searsinont. in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a
license to sell at public or private sale and convey certain real estate of said deceased
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to he held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the l lth day of April, A. 1>. 1899, at ten ot
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( mas. P. H azkltink, Register
At

At a Probate C"i.r;
the Countv of \v,it
A. 1>. 1899.

HORATIO

P. Mill
DKLPHINE
<>f
K<
estate

dd. I
|

*••

of distribution t' tin*
remaining in her hand*

i
!

Ordered, That the
all persons inteiest.'
order to be publish.-.
lie Republican .loan,.,,
Belfast, that thev u: ,v
to be held at Belfast,
on the
Iff. flay oi \ m
clock before noon
have, why the prav* 1
not be granted.
fiF.o
A true copy. Art*
CllAs P

1
1

|
j

1

1

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the J4th day of March,
A. D. 1899.

At a

UAH AH

(.

Searsport, in said
having presente.i a

At

a

the
A.

KELLEY, widow of TIMOTHY P
► A
KELLEY, late of Wiuterport, in said County
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition
praying that Ellery Bowden or some other suitable person may be appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That tlie said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order ti he published three weeks successively tn
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
DIED.
at Beltast. that they may appear at a Pro >atr
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for said
County,on the 1 lth day ot'Apiil.A. I> 1899, at
In Elmwood. Appleton, March 7,
Bftier.
ten ol the clock before ...
and show r,o
George. son of Mr. and Mrs Wesley Butler.
if any they have, why the player of >ai<l peti
In
Brackett.
Fnion. March 15, Joshua Brackett. formerly of Rockland a native of Belfast,, tioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
aged 81 years and 4 month-..
A true copy. Attest:
Cn.i.i v. In Rockland, March 15
( harles H.
Cmas. 1*. Hazki.tink, Register.
( iiley, a
native of Jack-on, aged 02 years, 9 i
months and 8 days.
Cii.ley. In Buenos \vn s. South America, FebAr a Probate Court held at Pei last, wit bin a nd lot
ruary 8. (’apt. Greenleaf C'illey. a muive of Thonithe County of Waldo, on the 14thda\-d March.
aston, ageii 0‘J years, 8 months and S day s.
A. 1>. 1899.
Dean
In I.owel), March 12. Mary Frances
V ATM AN 11. \\ A 1 l.S. >ou and ln-irot liA UK I KT
(Melvin wile of Alfred Dean, a native ol RockCATLS, late of .Mouinc, m -aid Coni
port, aged ('() years and 4 days
Delano
In Cambridge. Mass
March 2, Miss ! Waldo, < creased, having prc-.i id a ]*et111«>n
Julia M. Delano of Bueksi ort, aged 2o years and
praying F. W'. Brown, dr or sun- ■•ther suitan
person may be appointed admici.-tratoi of the
18 days.
estate o( said deceased.
Emerion. In Bluehi.l. March 5. Edgar I>.. inson
id
Mr.
Eim
non
fant
and Mrs. Merton C.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
Ho fr In
Mrs Klioda \.
to all persons interested by causing a copy <-1'
uckspor March
Homer, aged 04 years and 4 months.
this order to be published three weeks sneer
Heal. In Camden, March 12. Samuel Heal,
sively in the Republican Journal, a u»-wspa.pt
aged sr years
published at Belfast, that they may appear at a
11 c icm\x'N.
In I.'tt'c Deer Isle, February S.
Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within and
Daniel Hutchinson, aged «80 vears 11 months and
l«>r said County, on the llth day
1 April, A.
21 days.
lb 1*99, at ten of the b• ek before i. an
Johnson. In Eagle Islam’, Deer Isle. February show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer "I
lo. Charles 1*. Johnson, aged ('.i years.
said petitioner should not be granted.
Keen,
in San Diago Calif
March 1. Jane
OHO. H. JilliNSoN. Judge
A true copy. Attest:
(Edgerton). wife of ( apt. Alfred Keen, formerly
of Rockland, aged 72 years.
( has. P. 1U/i i.tim:, IIc jm i.
Leacn In Rockland. March 14. Mildred, ilaugh
ter ot Fred E. and Edna >i. Leach, aged l months
At a Pn (bate Court held ai Bel la-;. w:t !• m am! I
end 9 days.
the Countv of Waldo, on the 1 bli d i\ o! M a
Sa; ndi its. In (Miami, March 8. Mrs. Mehirahle
A. I). 18111b
Saunders, aged S4 years, 5 months and 8 day s.
LVMIIA F. t'UOXFOUlb heir at :.\v of ASA
Sanboi n. In Vinalhaven, March 14. Joseph
1j BooTMBY. late of Jar. son, in said ('ouniy
Sanborn, aged 81 years, 1 mouth and 1 day.
id Waldo, deceased, having presented a petiti.m
praying that Ralph A. Croxford ,,r -mne tm-r
suiiable person may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased.
A.
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>nit*red. Th; t !
all pel'Si a>- l!
order to he. paid -i
the iiepuhiieai. I
Hellas:. liar r1
to l.e !n*ld at J.e :
on t In- 1 I
h dav
flock he! on*
have, why the j *.
he .{* ranted.
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•V trae

<
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Rev. Mr. Richardson, assisted
for Camden, Me.
Ar a lTohair <;
by Rev. F. S. Doll iff, pastor of the C’ongl.
Mobbe, March Id. Ar, Abhie C Stubbs,
the < omit % ! \\
church of Jackson, lias been holding a series Kingston for Pascagoula; 17, ar, sch Hattie
Mau l.. A 1>. Is
C Luce, Heal, Matanzas.
of revival meetings at East Jackson recently, ;
certain ilist rn "
j
Brunswick, Ga, March Id. Ar, sch Win j
Will and te>;
in which quite a religious interest has been H Sumner, Pendleton, New York.
Ordered, That the said petition* give n die. :•> oi Mont ville, in s.i;
New
March
17.
sch
Bedford,
Annie
j
Ar,
all persons interested by causing a copy ,.| ibis
\ manifested-M. C. Pease has lost a valu- P
havine been pn-M-i
Chase, Ellis, New York; Isaac Oberton, j
order to be published three weeks >uo.-.'-.-ivoiy
p:a\ iiiiT t hat W i. ...
able horse from congestion of the lungs.
in the Republican .Ioui ual, a newspaper published
Pierce, coal port; Mary Ann McCann, New 1
administ rat or of
Geo. E. Brackett Lodge, I. O. of G. T.,is York ; George Nehinger, Bulioek, do.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
in
a
and
Counts
Power
Long
the will annexed.
Staying
J
-aid
Court, to be held at Belfast within and !
Norfolk, March Id. Ar, sch Mary E Pal- ,
< Jrdeied. That e
Stern Race.
holding a series of competitive entertainCounty, on the llth day of April. A. Ib is:*;*, terested h\ an -ih_
mer, Haskell. Barbados.
ments at their meetings which are very
at ten of the clock before noon and s!iov\ cause,
ll
lied three weekLincolnville.
A very pleasing enter- I
March
18.
P
sch
Susie
Pascagoula,
Ar,
if any they have, why the pra
of said petit lonBelfast people need not be told how hard it is to
conducted. The leaders are Oliver, Winslow, Havana.
.lonriial, printed m
er should not be granted.
tainment was given March 16th by the ! enthusiastically
lTohate
('ourt, !<•
and
maintaii
a
and
how
earn
Merton Fogg and Willie Ham. The defeatgood reputation,
CKO. I. JOHNSON, Judge
Savannah, March 18 Ar, sch F C Pendlefor s;.j.i ('.Minty,
young people of Lincolnville Beach for the
A true copy. Attest
ton, Burgess, New York.
easy it. is to lose one. After such a loss it is welled party will furnish a treat for the lodge.
!i.
next. at ten of
(’has. P. Hazki.i ink, Register
benefit of the minister of the M E. Society.
Jacksonville, March 18. Cld, sch Mary A nigh impossible to recover the ground and the
ea use. il
any : ln*>
W. E. Warren, who has been on the sick Hall, Boston.
he proved, appr v. a
The exercises consisted < f
Tom Thumb’s
the
wlio
have
have
by
wayside
At
slipped
a
|
majority
Probate Court held at Belfa.-t, within and I•
list of late, is somewhat improved in health.
Ml.'
the County of Waldo,on the 1.4th day of .March,
been forced to stay there. As with a man’s repuFOREIGN PORTS.
wedding by Mabel Pendleton, bride; SumA t rue I'.i-pv
V, a
-R. W. Ryan’s brother of Abbott is visitA. lb 1899.
tation so it is with medicinal preparations. Some
u vner Bullock, groom; Almond Gushee, minRosario, Jan 31. Ar, sch Nimbus, Annan
t
WILLIAM >.
relatives in this town and vicinity for
II’ II. LI AM W. (LARK,
ister : Fied Andrews, best man ; Gladys and ing
polis, N S, via Buenos Ayres; Feb 4 ar, bark achieve a reputatii n which stays with them. It is
CLARK, late of Prospect, in said County ot
S S
the first time for twenty years-The rain Herbert Fuller, Nash, Buenos Ayres.
\l ALDO
founded on intrinsic merit and not sustained by
last,
-ll
1:
Waldo. *leceased, having presented a petition
Blanche French, maids; Gertrude French
of Sunday night prevented the roads from
Kingston, Ja, March d. Sld, sch Abhie Cl elaborate advertising. It faces the public backed praying that he or some other suitable person SA Ml Ml M Mil;
and Jennie Andrews, flower girls; Leon
will annex.-.1 <-i i.
I
Stubbs, Stickney, Pascagoula; 15, ar, bark; up by honesty and works its way quickly and may lie appointed a«lmini.-tratoi -d the estate
blocked
the
being
by
badly
very heavy
said deceased.
Swanville. in -aid
and
Freni
Fred Snow, ushers; Helen
Auburndale, Leland, New York.
Belfast people want no better proof
thoioughly.
wiud of Monday.Notwithstanding the
sen
hian
ted
first
to
Port Spain, Feb 11.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
Ar, sch Carrie A j of the
Brown, maid of honor; Florence Dearborn
reputation earned by Doan’s Kidney Fills all persons interested by causing a copy -d tins tion -*1 said estate
weather and bad traveling last Mon- Bucknam, Tapley, San Domingo.
>rdered. I hat
and Willis Snow, bride’s mother and father; rough
than the following experience from a citizen.
order to be published three weeks successiv ely in
March
9.
sell
Jessie
Havana,
Ar,
Lena,
j day the town meeting was the most fully atj
weeks successive
the Republican Journal, a newspaper pudi-beu
recitation by Miss Mary Coombs, Sun Flow- I
Mr. Kaipn snure <>i
searsporr avenue, snore
a
Devereaux,
Mobile; 12, ar, sch gEtua, Mo-|
at
a
Probate
pm i-l
newspapei
that
at Belfast,
hey may appear
tended for years. Quite a lively contest was bile;
ers of the South ; song by Mr. Paul
14, sld, sch Lizzie B Willey, Apalachi- road, says “I had kidney trouble for about two
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said | that all persons int.
Young ; I had over the election of
hate
to e he
cola.
at
otirt,
which
A.
I).
selectmen,
of
llth
1899,
on
the
day
April,
In the summer of ’9(5, during haying, 1
County,
years.
tableaux by Mr. Allen Drink water, Ob! for j
"I April next, aim
ten of the dock before noon, and show cause, i(
maianzas, iviaren
siu, sen nauie u I was taken with a stitch in
resulted in the choice of an entire new
wliv tii saiil am m
my back and sole. I
a wife ; singing by choir; recitation
by RenLuce, Heal, Mobile.
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
< M*
owner
of
1
laid
six
the
was
weeks, my
Fletcher,
should iiot be granted.
up for
Rio Janeiro, Feb 15. Ar.ship VV J Rotch, I was so bad that
nis Mathews; recitation by Miss Ella Thom- I board-Eugene
A true oj*\
a
L.
JOH
OKO.
NSON,
Judge.
|
with
it
1
hack aching continually,’and along
had
“Great Farm,” so-called, has sold to Mr. New York.
(HA'
as: tableaux, Topsey-Turvey ; song by Sum-1
Attest
A true copy.
Demerara, Feb 22. Sid, sch Georgia Gil- another kidney weakness which was very annoy!
Shaw of Burnham 193 tons of hay and de( has. P. Hazeltine, Register.
ner Bullock, Dana Tower and Leon
French; livered it on the cars at Brooks.
kev, Barbados.
ing. I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and
lu
Srv
Bo Peep, by Miss Lotta Orcutt; spook quaNewcastle, N S VV, Jan 20. Sid, bark Ed- got a box at Kilgore X Wilson’s drug store. 1 At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for IjTAl.IX)
V\
as!, Oil tlit;
Liberty.
Leonard Berry has returned ward May, San Francisco.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of J li UFAI,, (itiarli
drille; song by Mrs. Mamie and Miss Bessie
found after using them that the pain was much
vide, in said «
Honolulu, March 8. Ar, ship A .7 Fuller,
March, A. I). 1899.
Fern a Id; recitation by Miss Lotta
lessened; in fact, they helped my kidney trouble
and final account -t
Orcutt; to Buffalo, New York, where he has been for Nichols, New York.
certain instrument, purporting t,. be the last
in
I
will
of
the
three
well
Doan’s
the
work
on
March
17.
Fred
way.
P. Litchalways speak
years overseeing
every
singing by choir; recitation by Mr. Granpast
Ar,
Pernambuco,
will and testament of EPHRAIM R. GRANT, !
Ordered, That
ville Frock; music by Mrs. Mae Everett and the Post Office in the interest of the Bod- field, Savannah.
Kidney Pills to my friends. I give my statement late ot Winter port, in said County of Waldo, weeks successively
a newspaper pule.
Feb 28
Ar, sch Georgia Gil- for the benefit of others. Doan’s Kidney Pills de- deceased, having been presented lor probate.
Barbados,
Capt. J. Gould ; recitation by Lotta Orcutt; well Granite Co. He rented his mill here to key, Demerara; March 2, sld, brig Harry
that ali person* itOrdered, That notice be given to all persons inserve to be well known.”
hate Court, to he he
terested l>y causing a copy of this order to be
statuary. After refreshing themselves with a man named Thomas. Mathews & Young Smith, Trinidad.
for
Doan's
Ointment
is
sale
all
dealers,
in
the
price
by
weeks
Repub- nl April next, and
successively
Rio Janeiro, March 7.
published three
Ar, bark Frances,
ice cream the young folks spent a social look after his interests. The mill is splenwhy the said •uvoin
at Belfast, that they may
50
lican
mailed
Foster-.Milburn
Co..
Buffalo,
Journal,
printed
cents,
by
Baltimore.
time with a grab-bag, games, etc. The neat didly stocked, Mathews & Young and L. L.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast,
N. V., sole agents for the United States.
A true copv
A f:t
MARINE MISCELLANY.
within and for said County, on the second rues- !
Prescott having bought quite a portion of
sum of almost £12 was raised.
Cm
Remember the name DOAN'S ami take no sub
day of April next, at ten ot the clock before j
Aines bury, from
Roanoke,
Spoken.
Ship
he
!
the stock, intending to do more work in the Baltimore for San
noon, ami show cause it any they have, why
Francisco, Feb. 10 lat 7 stitute.
Arpleton.
li
Mr. Geo. Stuart, who 1ms
same should not be proved, approved and allowed, j \\' VLIx iss
lime cask business than ever before. They S. Ion 81 VV. March 10, lat 85 34 N, Ion 75 10
•'
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
tas!. ,.i,
| v?
been here with his family several weeks,
ill A RLF> F. IH- *
VV, barque Olive Tburlow, from Havana for
A true copy. Attest:
are sending casks to Rockland and Belfast,
estate ol
Chas. P. H azki.i ink, Register.
io>lll \
has returned to Boston, where lie has a
Lewes.
shipping them from there by water, which is
\ ille. in said ('« in
Ship Eureka, 1000 tons, built in 1872 at
gooil position as foreman in a large silver a new
his first and final
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, vvithi
departure. Five hundred were sent Richmond, Me., has been sold for $22,250 to
for the County o! Waldo, in vacation, on tin. j said estate lor .nfi a
plating house-Mrs. Jason Peabody has from here, by them one day last week. All F. VV. Munn, of Phila., to become a coal
1>. 1899.
A.
of
March,
TTTAl.DO SS. -In Court <>! Probate, held at Belday
eighteenth
Ordered. That n
returned from Somerville, Mass., where she the teams
barge.
W fast, on the 14th dav of March. I 899. WILweeks sueeessiveh
bring goods as return freight.
certain instrument, purporting to I-e the last
The barkt. Glad Tidings, one of the n
made a visit of several weeks to her daugh- -VV.
SON A. WHITTEN and It' 1-. DUNToN, exec mors
.1 new
will and testament of bARAil \!< M AM s.
spapet pun! is
J. Knowltou has the biggest four gular Brazilian traders out of Baltimore, is I of
C.
late
the last will ol BOUNDS
DINSMoRK,
hat all pers. mm:,
late oi Thorndike, in said County of Waldo, leHer son Leon weeks old calf ever seen in these
ter, Mrs. Albert Davis.
hate Court, to t e In
parts. It the third of that fleet to be chartered tor coal ! of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having pro
ceased, having been presented lor probate.
of
administrafit
al
account
first
and
seated their
to Galveston.
d A pi il ne\:. a ml
Peabody, who has been in Boston during
Ordered, That notice be given to ail_ persons
weighed over 100 lbs. at birth and now girts
The lighthouse board gives notice that on tion of said estate for allowance.
why the said a« >•<
the winter, returned with her.
We under- 3 1 2 feet. It was
interested by causing a copy of this order to
dropped by a cow in Wash- or about April 10 the characteristics of the
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
in
the
weeks
three
Repunsuccessively
j
published
stand that Mr. and Mrs. Peabody and son
A true
\tti
..py
successively, in the Republican Journal, j liean Journal, printed at Bellast that they may
ington and bought by Skidmore & Baker for fog signal, a 10-inch steam whistle, at the weeks
--aid County,
will remove to Rockland soon and will
Whitehead light station, on the easterly ! a newspaper published in Belfast, in
appear at a Probate Court, to be neld at Belfast,
veal. They paid $20 for it, and Mr. Knowlthat all persons interested mat attend at a Prosecond
Tues
1
within and for said county, on the
end of Whitehead island, westerly side of
offer the place here for sale or rent_Mrs.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast on the I 1 tit day
ton bought it of them at au advanced figure
day of Apiil next, at ten' ot the clock before i
TOR S .\|
Muscle ridge channel, entrance to Penob- of
M. F. Tyler returned to Augusta Monday
April next, and show cause, it any they have, noon, and show cause if any they have why the I^XfcCl
I J lines Hot Kell
aud will keep it for the improvement of stock scot bay, will be changed to sound blasts of win the said account should not be allowed.
same should not be proved,approved and allowed.
Kxecnior <1 the Iasi v.
accompanied by her daniter, Mrs. Hadly, in this
seconds’ duration, separated by silent
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .Fudge.
five
I
GEO.
E.
JOHNSON,
Judge
vicinity-Georges River Grange intervals of 25 seconds.
A11Z11.1. A R II A I
A true copy. Attest:
who will remain one
week with
her
A true copy. Attest
had a very pleasant meeting last Wednesday
Ciias P. Hazeltin;:, Register.
in the County ot NN
Chas. P. Hazklitnk, Register,
Baltimore, Md. March 15. A private letter
parents-Hon. Charles Littlefield of Rockhaving demands .u_..
evening. Palermo Grange, had been invited from Honolulu states that the loss of ship
land called on friends here Saturday... .One to meet with
are desired n
them, but owing to the snow Edward O’Brien was due to the fouling of TITALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- ITTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel eased
ment, and all imleR
of the finest entertainments we have been storm none of them put in an appearauce. an anchor chain. While approaching port,
li
fast, on the 14th day of March, 1899.
V?
last, on the 14th (lav of Match, 1899. j make pay ment mum
on
the
esE.
Administrator
CHARLES
MORSE,
About 75 members of tUe home grange were a blow came on. One anchor was ordered
CHARLES F. GORDON, administrator with the j
favored with for a long time, was given
tate of ABIDE A. MORSE, late of Searsmont. in
will annexed on the estate id JOSEPH E. NICHI
present. A good program was presented and overboard but the chain fouled in the locker.
1
having presented bis first OLS, late of Searsport. in said County, deceased, f Appleton, March 4.
Wednesday evening, March 8th in Riverside a fine banquet served, which was taken care The second anchor would not hold the ship said County, deceased,
ami final account of administration qf said estate
hall by the Appleton Minstrel Company. of in the workman-like manner that, the and she struck a coral reef.
having presented his first account of administia- | IA \ Fl I’TR 1 VS Mlfor allowance, together with his resignation of tion
of said estate for allowance.
I gives notice :h n
Charters. Ship Emily Reed, (10,000 cases
said trust, for acceptance.
The roads were in a very bad condition for average granger knows how to perform......
I. F. Allen is doing a
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three u»rix <1 the last wni
business at the oil, New York to Hong Kong, 22 cents,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three weeks
in
the
Journal,
travel, but that did not prevent the bouse foundry in the casting good
Republican
V. H. TI'IIM R
successively,
of water wheels, and prompt. Ship Arthur Sewall (re-charter) weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
published in Bellast, in said County, in the County id W .<
from being filled to its utmost capacity.
has just completed one for I. D. Cram. Philadelphia to San Francisco, general a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county, a newspaper
at
a
Proattend
all
interested
that
may
persons
having demands aga.m
Mrs. C. M. Rankin returned to her home cargo, p t. Sch Melissa A Willey, Satilia to that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- bate Court,
The company is composed of nine male
to be held at Belfast, on the 1 Ith day
here Saturday, after spending the wiuter Bath, lumber, §5 87 1 2. Sch Young Broth- hate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 11th day of April next, ami show cause, if any they have ceased are desireil to pie
and eight female members, and in part first
and show cause,if any they have,
ment. ami all iudchm
df
next,
April
to
not
be
allowed.
with her son in Spencer, Mass. Mrs. S. M. ers, Baltimore
Boston, coal, $1 50. Sch
why the said account should
make payment itume-i
all appeared with black faces, and gave a Lowell also came from Boston and will Annie P Chase, Port Liberty to New Bed- why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Il V
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A
Attest
true copy.
spend the summer at her beautiful home in ford. coal 75 cents.
A true copy. Attest:
I’alermo, March 1A. !
program consisting of ten songs and choruses
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
The
Circular
this village... .Mr. Samuel Day, who moved
of
Freights.
Freight
Brown
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
interspersed with very amusing conundrums with his
s '■
family here from Hyde Park, Mass., & Co., New York, reports for the week endEXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
local bits, gags, etc. Part second included about three years ago, has returned to that ing March 18 as follows: The market for
hereby gives non
gives notice that she has been duly appointed
notice that he has been duly appoint
gives
in
continues
generally strong ed Executor of the last will and testament of
Executrix of the last will and testament of
appointed Adininistrat
banjo solos, recitations, clog and fancy place to live-An ebony concert was given sail tonnage
here this Monday evening under the direc- position.
Large vessels suitable for long
LUCINDA 1\. MOOR
WILLIAM H. BROWN, late of Belfast,
dancing and impersonation songs, conclud- tion of John
FRANCES S. ELWELL, late of Northport,
who at one time was a voyage trades are in demand, but the spot
Sanford,
All
in
the County of Waldo -i*
of Waldo, deceased.
persons
ing with a dance. Supper was served in a professional.By recent decision of the supply receives no additions, and forward in the County of Waldo, deceased,and given bonds in the County
having demands against tlie estate of said de- as the law directs. AR
demands
the Grange dining room by the ladies. The Treasury Department of the U. S. the sheep arrivals are offered with some show of as the law directs. All persons having
are desired to present the same for setagainst the estate ot sam
against the estate of saitl deceased are desired to ceased and all indebted
in view of the favorable indicaskins
used
at the tannery here are dutiable.
thereto are requested to present the same for sei
hesitancy
tlement,
anti
all
for
indebted
at
the
the
same
door for supper and dance
settlement,
receipts
present
rates
thereto are requested t.
have
been
make
The advalorem duty on the last invoice was tions. Slightly higher
payment immediately.
paid thereto are requested to make payment immediwill be used for the purchase of stoves for $121. The
MARTHA E. JOHNSON.
ately.
ALBAN F. ELWELL.
tannery is now running on ful for case oil to Hong Koug and Java. Very ately.
March
Belfast, March 14, lHdd
14,1899.
Belfast,
Union church.
time.
little interest is manifested in barrel petroNorthport, March 14,1899.
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S

Hinckley. The Koval Arch degree. was exemplified, and a turkey supper
served b>
aterer Murphy.
If the Deputy
Grand High Priest, was as favorably impressed with tlie workings of the new chapter as
thirty or more members present
were wifi < empauiou Hinckley, there is no
doubt t ut that the Chapter will secure a
pirn ‘it: ng those forming the Grand Chapter of

Clyde; Meuawa, Pendleton, New London;
cld, sch Celia F., Shute, Jacksonville; 19, ar,
bark Adolph Obrig, Hung Kong:schs Arthur V S Woodruff,
Azmi; 1 K Stetson,
M aeons; 20, cld, sell Gladys, Key* West;
Hell
\ W Ellis, South
sell
passed
Gate,

ant game of pro.; ressi ve whist was enjoyed
at Mr. and Mvs.
Edward Lafoiley's by

gave
last

Gray-Jordan. In Deer Isle, March 8, Ca.pt.
Ralph Gray and Carrie B. Jordan, both of Deer
Isle.
Littlefield Vinai.. In Vinalhaven, March 15, j
Fred E. Littlefield and Flora, daughter ol Mr.ami ;
Mrs C. B. Vinai, both of Vinalhaven.
In
McDonald Waterman.
North Haven,,
March b, George A. McDonald and Eva H. Water j
man, both ol North Haven.

Gate sch Annie I‘ Chase. El iis, New York
for Eastern port; sld. ship John R Kelley,
San Francisco; 17, ar, sells Jennie A Stubbs,
Ponce; Rabboni, South Amboy for New
Bedford; 18, ar, sells S I) J Iiawson, Port

fast, the guest of her niece, Mrs. Edwin W.
Ci-cker.Miss Emily Overlock leaves
town tliis week tor Somerville, Mass., where
she will remain until July..
very pleas-

at the

liave sold fast, still we have a window full of them
examination wiil convince you that
they ate desirable
and those at

haven.

....

Mrs. Fidelia Creasey, widow
bite W. T. Creasey, wishes to thank

—

j

Mrs.
Stockton Springs.
Harry Herriman, who has been spending the winter
w’ith an invalid mother in Baltimore, arrived last Saturday, called home by tlie accident to her mother-in-law, Mrs. Hezekiah
Herriman, who fell recently breaking her
arm very near the shoulder
Last week
seemed one of casualties i n the village,
Mr. Frank West and Arthur Colcord each
received a bad cut on the hand, requiring
scverai stitches to close them... Mrs. Angie
Mudgett is spending several weeks in Bel-

the

BORN.

New York, March 15. Ar, ship Manuel
Llaguuo, Small, Yokahama; cld, sch D H
Rivers, Colcord, Vera Cruz; Id, ar, brig
Telos, Heagan, Ponce, 1* R; passed Hell

I

Retail Market

——

present.

see

1

1
I

Retail Price.

his

AMERICAN PORTS.

i

-,

1

wife, who
Mr. and Mrs. Myron

with

and many of them sold at

VV Ollien a,nd

>

party... .The boys and
sociable at the school house
were

days

fewr

goods,

\\rskoidfl

30(al 40!Lamb, p !!>.
Va't
3(i(g 14 OiLamb skin.50.075
yel’weyes, 1 50:a 1 CO Mutton, p tf>,
\u.t>
Butter. \> lb,
lOals'Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 35o4<i
1
Beef, p lt>,
4, a50
5^6potatoes,
4<'a4:> Round Hog,
Barley, p bu,
4q4 \ 2
11 Straw, p ton,
Cheese, p lb,
6'Mia7 00
Chicken, p lb,
1<\« 12 Turkey, p lb,
b <1 17
Calf Skins,
5(.ta.75 Tallow,
1 |. „3
14a/15 Veal, p lb.
1
Duck, p lb,
7 ;
15 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs, p doz,
17
8fa 10 Wood, hard,
Fowl, p lb,
3 50a5uo 1
Geese, p lb,
*;eo«3 50 !
13^/15 Wood, soft,
medium.

to $4.00

that their husbands, brother*
look them over‘
They are all n..
the very latest style, but good stvle
an.]
the style and shape they prefer. A clear
saving of. $1.00‘t.n
summer shoes.
There are EVERY 7>4 1 A XI) /> /{ / s s

Annis. In Deer Isle, February is, to Mr. and
a 10 1-2 pound daughter-The town
approMrs. Freeman II. Annis, a son.
Brown. In Deer Isle, February 2", t
Mr. and
priations this year are §2,200 less than last
Mrs. Burton Brown, a son.
year.
Gilley. In Stonington, March 11, to Mr. and
and Mrs. Clayton Everett. Gilley, a son
t
Haskell. In Deer Isle. March t>, to Mr. and
SHIP KKWS.
Mrs. .John H. Haskell, a daughter.
Knowlton. In Stonington, March f>. to Mr. and
Mrs John K. Knowlton, a daughter.
AKK1\ ED.
Meritjikw. In Stonington, March 10, to Mr.
March IT. Sch. A. Hay ford, Ryan, Boston. ! and Mrs. IraT. Merithew, a son.
March 21.
Williams
In Stonington, February 17, to Mr.
Sch. Sarah L. Davis, Patterand Mrs. William I). Williams, a son.
shall, Gloucester for Bluehill.
March 22. Sells. Maria Webster, Turner, :
Isle au Haut; P. M. Bonney, Burgess, ViualMARRIED.

very merry
a

a

hoards in the village.
Parker have an additon to their famih

J. Crocker and wife
relatives here last
Thursday and Friday. ..James Holbrook had
a chopping bee at his house last Thursday
afternoon. Mrs. II. gave the boys a very nice
supper and the girls went in the evening,

Morrill.

quite badly damaged by
iit-tie by fire or water.

spending

your dimes... Capt. A.
of
Winterport visited

March 14tli. A'goodly number

Regular $2.50

|

Thirty-one were present and a very
pleasant evening was spent.The Merry
Murmers(?) were entertained by Fred Dockham and wife on the evening of March 13th.

making a
girls had

ol
oau
t0i oljt,aiu- During the interval
$1 JO has been paid to Rio Grande do Sul.
1 he mu.it is yet
liberally supplied with
v\ est India aud Windward
business, coal,
lumber and general
cargo vessels being
wanted. Tonnage, however, is
scarce, and
rates in consequence exhibit a
stronger
tendency. Coastwise lumber rates are hardening under the influence of a continued
good demand, aud light tonnage offerings.
From Satilla River to New York
$5.50 has
been paid for a prompt vessel, and from
same
loading port to Bath $5 87 1 2 was
secured. Coal freights to the East, are rather
quiet. Tonnage offers with moderate freo(lom, ami rates appear favorable to shippers.

Beans, pta,

x

's Stas at 11.19 and ||j

i1^

Beef, corned, p lb. 7a8 Lime, p bbl,
uoal 00
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 oat Meal, p lb.
4a :> I
49 Onions, p lb,
Corn, pbu,
4
Crack« d Corn, p lui, 49 Oil, kerosene, gal, lOall
Corn Meal, p bu,
49 pollock, p lb,
:fo4
14 Pork, p lb
he recently bought, the farm formerly own- Cheese, p lb,
j Cotton Seed, p cwt. 1 25 Plaster, p.bhl,
1 12
ed by the late John Ellis. There was quite Codfish, dry, p lb
5«8 Rye Meal, p lb
3
12 Shorts, p cwt,
Cranberries, p (jt,
9Ua95
a gathering and the presents were many(’lover Seed.
11 a. 12 Sugar, p lb,
5 l-2a»:
Mrs. Annie Ryder and son Frank have gone
4 50a 4 75 Salt, T. P, p bu,
’0
pour, p bbl,
H. G. Seed, bu. 1 75(a2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
3
to Dorchester, Mass., to visit her children,
3 a3
Lard, p lb,
K^fl Wliea^
who reside there-Capt. Dennison is here

ing.

guests of
Lmwood Brown-The sad intelligence of
the death of Mrs. Wilson Clarke of Lynn,
Mass., formerly of this place, reached here
She was
last Friday.
a
great sufferer
The
and died of
remains
pneumonia.
will he brought here for interment.
The
sorrowing husband and daughter have the
sympathy of a host of friends.

the

a

Prospect Ferry. Mrs. A. S. Wilson enthe Ladies Circle last Friday even-

—

Philadelphia

announced in the Swanville news last
week. He had lived there since he married
his last wife.
His remains were brought
to his former home in Monroe, where his son,
Walter resides, auil the funeral wTas held
here. Ke leaves two sons and four daughters to mourn their loss.
He was a devoted
Christian aud took an active part in all
church work... Mr. James Grant is at home
from Viualhaven, where he has
employment. His wife has been an invalid all winj
ter-Mr. Hamilton Jenkins, who was re-j
had
a
at
the
home
ceutly married,
reception

tertained

and

rat,efl*
Fixtures have been made
at $10 from St John to
Buenos, aud a similar
rate was paid from
to Montevuieo or Buenos
Ayres, the latter vessel to
obtain $10 50 if sent to
Montevideo f. o.
Boston to Bahia Blanca a schooner of
tons receives $11 50.
Brazil orders conmark«t, blit suitable tonnage is

was

snow and good sleighing is reported in ibis
vicinity_Mrs. Hannah Heath is very ill
with pneumonia.

which he has worn 22 years.
now as good to all appearance as
ever
Mrs. Ida Cole and daughter have
gone to Camden... .Miss Hannah Clarke of
Searsport was at home Sunday.Mr.
James Harriman of Searsport was the guest
of S. J. Ward March ldth....Mr. L. Brown
and wife of Belfast, accompanied hy bis
brother, Mr. Nathan Brown, wife and sou,

shillings
They are

as

...ANOTHER LOT OF TH()S|;

demand, and to secure necessary
shippers have been obliged to meet

Monroe.
The reinaius of Mr. Joseph
Sanborn, who was well known here, were
brought to Monroe Centre for burial last
week. He spent his last days with his son,
Belfast Price Current.
J. H. Sauboru, at Viualhaven. He leaves a
wife, formerly Mary Ann Clements of MonCORRECTED WtEKLY FOR T11E JOURNAL.
roe Center, who has many friends aud relaPrices Paid Prod veers.
tives here, who extend to her their warmest ! Product Market.
a Oita SCO
Apples, |> bn.
50@f)0] Flay, p ton.
sympathy-Mr. Joseph Fairbanks death
dried, p1 ih, 4«5|Hides, p It
7u ^

announced.... Rev.

is

in

vessels

ing.

very interesting proJ. G. Fisher
Bangor preached here last Sunday, but
owing to the storm the attendance was
small-The ground is well covered with

Clarke’s Corner, Prospect. Mr. Manley
Clarke ami wife of FranKfort were at the
Corner last week calling on friends.... Mr
Peter Bernie of this place,
formerly of
Scotland, has a pair of boots he brought with
him which he bought in Scotland for 22

business.

promptly

cordially invited,

ues

the Baptist
united
ago she
church and remained faithful aud steadfast
to the close. The funeral took place Saturday, March 18th, Rev, Geo. E. Tufts officiat-

....

gram
from

leum tonnage. and in the absence of
important business we
quote nominally as before.
Cumber tonnage for the River Plate contin-

with

years

Sandypoint. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel White
have returned to Castine for tV© spring....
Miss Lucia Shute, who is employed at the
“Fashion,” in Bangor, came home Saturday
for a short visit-John Small left Monday
to join sell Herbert E., Capt. Elden Shute.
Miss Etta Graut is attending the spring
term of school at Castine-Capt. Samuel
French was in Brewer last week on business.
_Au entertainment will given at the hall,
Thursday evening, March 23d, under the
direction of Mrs. Austin French. All are

Sunday night will break and injure the
fruit-trees-Mr. F. S. Hogan is having the
lumber saw'ed to build a large silo this
spring. .Miss Florence Palmer visited Mrs.
Emma Fletcher in Unity last week.. .Mr.
Joseph Gordon is in very poor health.

Flounders are quite plentiful and many
are being taken.
As they bring a good
price in the Boston market some of our local
fishermen are fitting up to take them in

plainly

on

of

George M. Porter, who was recently discharged from the U. S. Marine service, is
confined to the bouse from disabilities contracted during the arduous campaigns at
Guantanamo and vicinity.

bury,

was

Mrs. Philena Warren died
She was born Oct. 6, 1817, and
was married to Samuel Warren July 1, 1840.
Her husband died Aug. 5,1878, and she continued to live at her home, the place now
owned by Capt. John P. Farrow, until
April, 1889,since which time, until her death,
she lived with her niece, Mrs. William C.
Hatch, who cared for her with the tenderest
devotion. She was a daughter of Isaac
Hatch and the last to survive of seven children. She was a woman of rare and excellent
qualities, and was held in the highest esteem
by all who knew her. More than sixty

Center Montville. The warrant is posted for a town meeting to be held March 27th,
to appoint an agent to deed the poor farm,
which the town voted to sell to John
Tibbetts-Mr. J. C. Carey was elected a
member of the school committee instead of
Dr. A. D. Bamsay, as reported.... Miriam G.
Bartlett is at home from Hopedale, Mass.,
spending her spring vacation.

her way to Castine to
o friends there.
attend the E. S. N. school.... Miss P. Lillian
Rev. R. G. Harbutt plans to be away from Smalley visited friends in Appleton and
home for a few days, but there will be the Union last week... Miss Edith Merrill is in
Castine attending the E. S. N. school_Mr.
usual services Sunday.
C. P. Morrill is quite sick_There is a case
Few clams are being shipped now, as the
of scarlet fever at Mrs. Sarah Nichols....
of
whom
are
are
diggers, many
fishermen,
Mr. Frank P. Jordan of Boston, Mass., was
engaged in building their weirs.
in town last week calling on friends and
The Congl. Sociable will meet tbis.Th rsj relatives-Mr.N. B. Allenwood has been
1
with
Mrs.
Andrew
Ross.
A
day, evening,
chosen Superintendent of schools for the
cordial invitation is extended to all.
year 1899-H. P. Farrow and L. F. AlienSears Lodge, I. O. O. F., will confer the wood left Friday for North Haven on busisecond and third degrees to-morrow, Friday, ness.
evening and a picnic collation will be served. j
Thorndike. Mr. I). A. McManus has
John Innes and bis crew delivered Satur- sold his house and lot to Mr. Fred Vose_
day on Nickerson's wharf from his wood Mrs. Almira Rich ot Brooks lias been passot, three miles away, forty-five cords of ing a few days with her brother. Mr. J. R.
kiln wood.
Gross... .Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stevens returnMell St aides, brother of the proprietor, ed from Bangor lant Thursday.... Captain
who is driving our stage, is making better Post of Portland is visiting his niece, Mrs.
Emma Gordon-Mr. Dumont Higgins and
time recently.
It is rumored the route is
H. M. Higgins attended the town election
soon to be sold.
in Jackson March 20th-Mrs. Laura PrenOur loca. In inner men have taken advantiss visited Mrs. Bert Stevens March ldth_
tage of the tine sledding the past week and
Mr
Wilber Dolloff of Sunlight Grange,
have hauled in a large quantity of logs to the
visited Harvest Moon Grange last
Merrill mill, making business lively in ttat Knox,
Saturday.. .It is feared that the ice storm
Miss Emma

Islesboro.

March 16th.

Dow has iet-urned to Searsport

j

village.
Harry Nichols,

his
wt-eks ago, is able to be about.
who cut

leg

a

few

i

■

Asher Moody has gone to the islands,
where he has employment in the granite
business.

1

Quite a delegation from Granite Grange
I
attended the County Grange in Swanville,

j

March 21st.

Miss Emma Jones of South Brooks has
been in town recently visiting her cousin,
Mrs. Fred W. Smart.
Miss Isabelle Card, who has been visiting
her sister. Mrs. W. L. Mathews, has re
turned to her home in Brooks.
Mrs. H. !'. Towle and Mrs. Newell Shute
of Searsport village visited relatives in Dixmont, Detroit and Etna recently.
H. J’. Towle has
tiiat

egg 1 ist week
inches around

by

pullet which laid an
eight and one half

a

was

six

and

one

half.

The farmers in this locality are improving
the tine sledding by hauling their logs to
mill spooi wood and
and tire wood to their

cord wood to market
doors.

There w ere not as many from this vicinity
attended the annual town election as in
former years, owing to the change of the
time.
It w as held an hour earlier than for-

merly.
E. R. Packard is slowly
Searsmont.
recovering from a serious illness-Mrs.

Dana Clement of Waterville is visiting her
father, John Bryant-Ralph Bryant left
Saturday for Council Bluffs, Iowa_John
Cook and sister, Mrs. Hart of Rockport,
were guests of Mrs. Susau P. Andrews last
Saturday and Sunday-The sociable at H.
E. Q^lrnes’ last Thursday evening was a
very enjoyable occasion. The receipts were
nearly $11-J. L. Bean is running his mill

day and night. He has nine hundred cords
of stave and heading lumber in his yard....
Mrs. Horatio D. Crie and children of Criehaven, who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
E. R. Packard, returned home last weekRev. W. W. Ogier preached at the M. E.
church the 14th inst. and conducted the
fourth quarterly conference.
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